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INTRODUCTION

TnE history of England in the Middle Ages
has been written many times, and in this

little booh upon median al England I do not
intend to write it again Some aspects of
mediaeval life have already been described

in previous volumes of this senes, for ex-

ample in Mr Belloc’s book on warfare m
England and in Professor Pollard’s essay on
Parliamentary institutions I shall assume
a general acquaintance with the mam facts

of English history and English constitu*

tional developments in the Middle Ages

,

and I shall take up and try to discuss, one
after the other, three or four of the more
important ways in which English society

was shaped and grew I shall not divide

this essay chronologically, although the

analysis of particular sides of English life

will naturally invoke chronological treat-

ment
In this introductory chapter it may be

helpful to deal with a few m itters of general

application Ihe first is very general indeed

No one who has followed the results of his-
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toncal inquiry during the last generation

can have failed to be impressed by their

dissolving influence upon some of the older

assumptions, which were regarded as axio-

matic truths One of these assumptions was
that society as a whole has passed through
a series of well-defined stages the pastoral

stage , the stage of the tribe settled on the

land, yet still bound together by tribal ties

,

the stage of tribal monarchies , the feudal

stage , the stage of Parliamentary institu-

tions or estates Now this assumption is of

course roughly correct For example, it is

true on the whole to say that the period m
which the sense of national unity found ex-

pression through a bureaucratic civil service

and representative institutions, followed and
grew out of the stage in which the source of

unity was the feudal court What is mis-

leading in this belief in definite stages, is the

further imphcation that it was impossible for

any large or influential element in society to

rise above, or to stand apart from, the out-

look and habits which are regarded as proper

to the stage in which it lived Or again, it

is generally assumed that ideas and prac-
tices which are associated in our minds with
a later, could not have existed m an earlier

stage of society Beneath all these assurap-
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lions can be seen at work tlie influence of the
old belief, that man ns a social being has
de\ eloped rapull) and regularly from a prim-
itise to a sophisticated nnd artificial life,

within a comparntiscl) brief time It is

probable that tins view, in its turn, is simply
another form of the meducval conception of
lustorj, as a senes of opes designed b> Proy-

ulcnce The realization that the history of

civilized man, nnd of the interplay of pnm-
iti\c nnd sophisticatc<I influences, has to be
earned back for thousands of )cnrs, is pro-

foundl> nHcctmg this older mcw of lustorj

The stor) of any modern people, or at an>
rate of any modern soucU in Europe, is

now seen to be a brief episode in n \crj

long and irregular process At ever) point,

from the beginning to the present day, it is

found to hn\c been exposed to all kinds of

cxtcmnl influences, nnd to have responded

within itself in nil kinds of unexpected wavs
lienee yshen we find men of all kinds, and
ideas of nil degrees of cmdit) and subtlety,

at ysork in nil the accepted stages of a

people’s history, we arc no longer perplexed,

yye no longer feel compelled to explain the

facts away, or to deny them altogether

"We arc not puzzled, for example, when we
find instances of pm ate buying and selling
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of land, during a stage which is supposed to

be charactenzed by tribal custom Or again,

we are not, or need not be, shaken by the

pre\ alenee of all kinds of credit, m an age

which ought, on the accepted view, to have
been familiar with nothing more advanced
than payments m kind or in ready money.
The same is true of political ideas, and of

persons We have spoken far too glibly of

the spirit of an age, or of men of their time

It is now being realized that at all times in

the history of Europe there ha\ e been men
with profound minds, just as there have
been men who could not grasp more than
the commonplaces of their circle At all

times there have been religious men, in the

deepest sense of the word religious, and there

have been men who were merely convention-

ally religious At all times there ha\ e been

good men, able to shape their course in

accordance with conscious principle, and
ordinary men, influenced merely by habit

and circumstance

When we turn to English history, we find

examples of these truths on every side The
contrast between the pnimtiv e and the
sophisticated is not so striking, it is true,

m Anglo-Saxon England as it is in Roman
Britain. In Roman Britain we do not have

10
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a more or less consistent society, m which
we can see great ideas at' work, and from
which great personalities emerge

, w e have
the impart of a highly civilized empire upon
semi-civilized tribes Social life in Britain is

re-shaped under the inspiration of Roman
culture E\ cn in Anglo-Saxon England the

contrasts are sufficiently striking Within a
period of about three hundred years after

the settlement of the Germanic peoples in

their new home, great Englishmen like Wil-

frid, Bede, St Bomfnce, and Alcuin
appear, to gwe direction to literature, and
to inspire tin organization and missionary

expansion of the Church throughout the

west of Europe There is nothing to choose

between the genius of these men and the

genius of any other great man m later times

Yet they and many mon arc merely typical

of the constructs e energy and the spiritual

endeavour which, so to speak, were dis-

covered within the English peoples by the

all-penetrating influence of foreign agencies

and ideas And if we go further back into

the past revealed by the somewhat flickering

light of archaeology, we find the same
elements of responsiveness in these Teutonic

peoples Just as in the seventh century they
developed a distinctive English art, in which

11
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wc find a classic clement due to the impor-
tation of craftsmen from Gaul and of books
and pictures from Italj, and in the following

century work m which Anglian and Insh
elements arc fused , so it is fairly certain

that at least some of the invaders of England
had fallen under the influence of that crafts-

manship which had become almost tra-

ditional on the north of the Black Sea, and
through which the art inspired long before

b\ Persian, Greek, and Scythian elements,

was transported by the Goths to the peoples

of northern Europe And when instead of

looking backwards we look forwards, we
find the impression of highly developed, self-

conscious, constructive movements, in every

period, upon the minds and institutions of

our forefathers Without these, their laws

would not have been written down , the

royal household would not have developed

its civil service, the monasteries would not

have come under rigid rules
, cathedrals

and castles would not have been built,

books would not have been written , and
without these, character would not have
found its highest expression, nor saints their

vocation

It is possible to go even further, and to

trace among primitive and disorderly

12
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peoples, no less than among more advanced
nations, the controlling guidance of a few
great ideas It is very easy, even in what
seem to be the most spontaneous and popular

expressions of story and design, m folk-lore,

and in vulgar superstition, to overlook the

element of the literary and the sophisticated

It has been said that all the fairy stones m
the world can ultimately be traced back to

some few Indian types Certain!v it is im-
possible at any point to eradicate the indirect

effect upon the mediteval mind of ideas and
motives drawn from the Scnptures, the great

fathers of the Church, the scientific con-

ceptions and fancies of the Greeks, and the

traditions of Roman law' and procedure

And behind all these themselves, the finer

expression of them, were the more abstract

ideas which ultimately guided the destinies

of men These ideas were coherent , there

was, it has been well said, nothing vague
** It was not a question of admirable maxims,
but of defimte procedure to put things right,

and to keep them there , The very
anarchy quickened the sense of coherent

system ” And this mental system was in-

spired by “ the inexpugnable belief that

every detailed occurence can be correlated

with its antecedents in a perfectly definite

13
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manner exemplifying general principles ”

It does not matter that only a few minds
could attain, this vision ; the pomt is that m
this vision what we call the Middle Ages
found a controlling purpose There was
something big, to which ev ery min or

woman with a capacity for bigness could

respond

Hence, to come to a second pomt, the

history of England during these centuries is

the history of groups of people, of varying

origin and with different customs, finding a
common way of life, under the stimulus of
external influences The violent contrasts

in character and ability were not merely

inevitable, they were the means to the

gracfaaf development of a common way of
hfe In the process, the peculiar qualities

which we call English were not stifled blit

revealed Shrewd observers, then as now,

had no difficulty m recognizing English

peculiarities, and did not hesitate to mock
at institutions m which the English felt

pride The jury sy stem, for example, was,

in its ongm, by no means a peculiarly English

custom ,
but it dev eloped in England

into something unique To Pope John
XXII, early in the fourteenth century, it

seemed amazingly absurd It will be one
14
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of our tasks to try to draw out some of
the characteristic dc\elopments in English
society

And finally, England in the Middle Ages
illustrates the fact that every community *s

conscious of a past English society could
not develop without being acutely aware of
itself Here again, there is something almost
unique m English history a quality of
uninterruptedness, in spite of the incessant

play of foreign influence, which makes it

impossible for us to draw a hard-and-fast

line between the mediaeval and the modem
world

A community may ha\e a vague or strange

or even grossly inaccurate sense of its past,

but tre make no high and unusua) eiaiat for
it when we say that if it has a history at all

it is aware of it When we lay stress upon
the fact that the English are aware of their

past we must mean, if we are to a\ old em-
phasis on the obvious, that English people

are self-conscious in some exceptional way
And this is in fact the ease We mean that

there is a continuity , rarely to be seen else-

where, m English history ^Properly speak-

ing, there is no medueval and no modem
history of England there is just English

histon' We lia\e had none of those revo-

15
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lutions which make a cleavage between past

and present, and are, in the words of the

poet, “ as lightning to reveal new seasons’*

From time to time, we have suffered

—

suffered terribly—but our land has never

been devastated as France and Germany,
Italy and Spain have been devastated Our
laws and language have grown and changed
continuously and almost imperceptibly

Many of the institutions and local divisions,

here and there the actual buildings and
agricultural arrangements of Saxon, Norman,
Plantagenet times are still with us—so that,

though we know it not, we are in a meducval
world There is a common humanity in our

literature, so that Chaucer’s pilgrims, the

noblemen, clowns and rustics in Shake-
speare’s plavs, all the people m the Pilgrim's

Progress, the circle of Sir Roger de Coverley

and the ghostly villagers in Gray’s Elegy,

form one big company with the characters

in the novels of Miss Austen and Dickens

They are intelligible people we understand

them, and they seem, as it were, to be speak-

ing to us Our romantic, mystical and
religious prose and poetry are full of recol-

lections of the country and of its traditions

They hover about it and find new inspiration

and a sane strength from contact with it,

16
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ns in that lovely refrain of Spenser’s

Prothalamton

4 Thames, ran softly till I end my song ’

Indeed, this source of strength which
comes from contact with long tradition was
m some of our poets a chief source of their

spiritual life We may not perhaps be
conscious of the historical sense in the poetry

of Keats, but it is there and he was -w ell

aware of it He writes in one of Ins letters

“ I like, I love England I like its living

inen. Give me a long brown plain so

I may meet with some of Edmund Ironside’s

descendants Give me a barren mould, so

I may meet with some shadowing of Alfred

in the shape of a gipsj, a huntsman or a

shepherd Scenery is fine— but human
nature is finer—the sward is richer for the

tread of a real nervous English foot ” Those
of us who love the songs and the drawings

of William Blake do not think of him, with

his prophetic soul, as a historian, e\en
though he did write of building Jerusalem

m England’s green and pleasant land But

when Blake was a boy, apprenticed to an
engraver, he used to be sent to Westminster

Abbey, and locked in by himself, he spent

hours m copying the tombs of mediaeval

17
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kings and queens and barons , and all

through his wonderful work, in the long

beautiful lines of his drawings, we can see

the influence of the mediaeval craftsman.

For men of vision and purpose England has

been inseparable from her past—the past

has not been antiquity, but part of the

present, a source of strength and encourage'

ment, and at the same time of discipline and
restraint And, as the past is about us, we
are not afraid of it We feel no need to

exaggerate the virtues and to extenuate the

errors of our forefathers We can take them
as the} are

The continuity m English history becomes
clear at once if we compare England with

Wales, Scotland and Ireland In all these

countries the different strains in the popula-

tion, while greatly intermingled, have been

more distinct and conscious of their differ-

ences than has been the case in England
There has been racial conflict, fiercer and
more prolonged m Ireland than in Wales
and Scotland, and racial conflict has mvoI\ ed

the subjection of one element to the other,

with the disappearance, partial or complete,

of laws, language, customs and habits The
process was less, catastrophic m Scotland,

because the Piets of the centre and east, the
18
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Scots from Ireland in the west, the English

and Norman settlers of the south, and ulti-

mately the Norwegians of the far north, were
welded into a single feudal kingdom m which
many distinct traditions and customs sur-

vived under feudal forms which were often

the thinnest of disguises This uneasy co-

operation was established in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries As it was an uneasy,

not a complete system of co-operation, it was
liable to shock and strain, and it was not until

the later part of the eighteenth century,

many years after the Act of Union between
England and Scotland, that stability was
rtachcd During the interval Scottish cus-

toms, in the absence of any strong inner

tendency to devefop into a system of
common Scottish law', had developed under
the influence of Homan law

,
and tl»e

Church in Scotland, owing to the absence of

a really strong central go\ eminent, had been

captured or destroyed by the reforming

moi ement and given way to Presbyterian-

ism The Scot was indeed possessed b\ a
passionate patriotism, to which the mem-
ories of the rival lovalties and violent di$

location of the past had given a fierce

selfeonsciousness In England differences in

local customs and habits, even the difference

19
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between North and South, had been softened

or subduedby the emergence of a strong een^

tralized lawm a strong state The Church in

England had become a national church which
still retained m outward forms and govern-

ment the ecclesiastical system of the Middle

Ages, and the numerous sects had been ab-

sorbed in a wider bfe to which each could

make its own contribution

The differences between England and

Wales, and between England and Ireland,

need no comment Welsh history begins

anew in tht fourteenth century Welsh
racial consciousness seems to be able to

thrive apart from political form In Irish

history the sense of the past has been a

source of perpetual discord, rather than a

guarantee of unity and strength

There are no revolutionary cleavages in

English history, and there have been few

periods of widespread devastation There
are two obvious exceptions to this generaliza-

tion the Norman Conquest and the Refor-

mation To what extent the Reformation,

the separation from Rome and the dissolu-

tion of the monasteries, marks a cleavage

in our national traditions is a problem
which is full of debatable issues I have
suggested that, immense though the change

20
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was, it did not seriously disturb the unity

of our history, nor blur our national

memories The Norman Conquest, with the

long and troubled period of settlement which
followed it (10GG-1154), certainly did make
a cleavage Some historians narrow the

gap , others widen the gnp and consider

that English history begins again with the

Conqueror The latter seem to have the

better case because they can point to far-

reaching visible changes made by the Con-

quest m the Church, the structure of aristo-

cratic society, the svsti m of land tenure, the

nature of royal power, methods of w arfare,

the language of the ruling class, the range

and style of architecture These changes are

more obvious, more impressive, than the

intangible traditions which continued They
appear to possess a vitality or formative

value winch is lacking in the survi\al of

our administratis c divisions, the shire and
the hundred, of our field system, or even of

our language The new things were active,

the old things were passive Yet it is in-

credible that a political society which had
during more than five hundred years grad-

ually developed and, so to spevk, rooted

itself in the soil, was a merely passive recep-

tacle of foreign ideas and innov ations

21
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The English and Danish settlements were

made during a period as long as that

which separates us from the battle of

Crecy. It was a period of activity and
development, and it was never forgot-

ten The natural and conscious memones
which pass away were in later days con-

stantly restored by a land of artificial

memory, and this in itself was an expression

of an ineradicable sense that English life

drew its energy from a more copious source

than Norman feudalism The religious life

of the people was bound up with the

memories of Anglo-Saxon saints, St Cuth*

bert, St Dunstan, St Alphege, St Edward
the Confessor and others, while the “ laws

”

of the Confessor—howev er they were under-

stood or misunderstood—were treasured as

a symbol of good gov emment and pro-

tection against injustice Before long the

conquerors, united with the conquered,

joined in this reverence for the past The
kings drew from it much of tlieir dignity

The Church regarded itself as the reformed

expression of an ecclesiastical system

founded by St Augustine of Canterbury,

the missionary sent by Pope Gregory the

Great in the year 597 There is a real

historical connection between the laws of

22
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the Confessor and Magna Carta, as there is

between Magna Carta and the Petition of

Right and tlie Habeas Corpus Act In

short, the word “ cleavage ” is misleading

even, when it is applied to the effects of the

Norman Conquest The Conquest gave an
entirely new direction to English history,

hut it was unable to break its continuity

Confusion gradually ga\e way to fusion,

and throughout the centuries the Anglo-

Saxon period was regarded as a legitimate

field of inquiry by all sorts of persons m
search of precedents When Lanfrmc and
other archbishops of Canterbury wished to

establish the rights of Canterbury to suprem-
acy o\er York, they investigated the earl}

history of England When King John
looked about for arguments against Papil
interference with episcopal elections he found

support in the practice of Edward the

Confessor In the se% enteenth century the

lawyers, antiquaries and soldier politicians

argued long and fierce!} about the nature of

the Anglo-Saxon constitution and the effects,

good or bad, of the Norman Conquest
Tile sectaries in Cromwell’s army who were
“ vehement against the King and against all

government but popular” went back be-

yond 10G8 "What were the Lords of
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England,” the} said, “ but William the

Conqueror s colonels 9 Or the Barons but

his majors * Or the Knights but his cap*

tains * ” And man} more examples could

be found in different ages

Ever} one who has wandered much about

England cannot fail to ha\e been moved by
the sense of unit} m English lu$tor> , for

our historv has been caught and retained

by the country-side, so that an English

countn -side is a harmonious blending of

nature and the works of men And if he
uses his imagination in reflecting upon what
he feels and observes, the wanderer cannot

but be impressed b> the unceasing recep-

tivity of England, on the one hand, and by
her insular tenacity on the other The
English have absorbed all v aneties of foreign

influence, }et hitherto they have never been

disturbed by them English history, like

English countrv, is full of foreign things;

the} abound, yet the} have ceased to be
foreign and are part of England , so that

even the barrows or bunal-plices of early

man or Germanic kings, ev en Stonehenge from
prehistoric times and the walls of Pev ensey

from Roman times add a quality always new
and are subdued to a harmon} of tone and
to a beauty which have grown old with them.

24
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The Yak of Pickering in Yorkshire has a
quality peculiarly English, and in its quiet

charm the memories of alien races, alien

creeds, alien tongues, alien stj Ics of art and
architecture arc reconciled In Roman
times it was dominated by the settlement

at Malton, to the south, and on the moors
to the north of Pickering the lines of a great

Roman camp can still be traced Some of

the old stones built into the later church at

Karkdale or lj mg m its na\e take us back
to tlie Irish missionaries, and this tmy later

church isas built in the da\s of Edward the

Confessor by a Danish lord anti svas served

by Danish priests Oser the moors to the

north-east is Whitby, where the fight be-

tween the Celtic and the Roman Churches
was settled, and the name of Whitby is the

name given to a later settlement of pirates

The castles of Helmslcj and Pickering were

at first castles of a new foreign kind, built

of earth and wood and stone combined

,

and the great castle of Henry II at Scar*

borough at the eastern end of the vale was
doubtless influenced by foreign fashions

The lovelj abbejs of Riesaulv and B\land
were built—again in a foreign st\le —by
missionaries of a new Burgundian monastic

order , and the first abbot of Rievaulx had
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been St Bernard’s secretary The great

terrace laid out on the lull-side above
Ricvaulx is adorned by classic temples of

the eighteenth century, their ceilings decor-

ated with paintings by Italian craftsmen

The churches, manor houses and farms are,

it is true, essentially English, yet their

stales are developments of Norman and
French Gothic, and the most beautiful of

the churches, at Lastingham, was built in

the pure Norman style for monks from

Whitby who loitered there awhile before

they passed on to the more congenial society

of York At the entrance to the Vale, where
there had been an eighth-century' monastery,
the Milage of Coxwold, with its old church
and mns and almshouses with the old vicar-

age in which Sterne wrote Tristram Shandy,

seems anything but foreign, but the gTeat

house a mile away’ contains some of the

stonework of a famous pnory, founded in

the twelfth century by a baron of the great

foreign house of Mowbray It was inhabited

by a monastic body of “ regular canons,”

who claimed that their way of life went back

to a code of rules drawn up by St Augustine

of Hippo And even in the church of

Coxwold, between the carved wooden pulpit

and the massive sprawling tombs of English
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gentlemen of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries., there hangs a sword of foreign

make Over three hundred years ago it

left some workshop m Toledo It hangs m
its incongruous resting-place as a symbol of

the adventure, the curiosity, the invasions

of men and things winch we call the history

of England

27
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for se\ era! centuries, cannot be overwhelmed
or absorbed

, it cm only with great difficult)

be subdued. Duke William of Normandy
did not crash England He added it to his

dominions o\cr the Channel and opened it

to other influences The higher ranges of
soact\ were largely displaced by land-

holders, many of whom still retained lands

in Normandy and Flanders and Bnttanv.
Under the Conqueror and his sons towns
increased m number and in many cases

became centres of foreign settlement , new
monasteries were founded, and old mon-
asteries reformed, so that many foreign

monks came into England The centres of

ecclesiastical government and discipline were

reorganized, and ecclesiastical life was in-

spired by new men with fresh points of view.

During this first period (10GG-1154) England
was connected by social and religious ties

rather than politically with the Continent,

for Normand) was not alwavs under the

same lord as England was Then came a
period of fifty years (1154-1204) when,

under a new dynasty known as the Angevin,

England was one of a number of great lord-

ships or fiefs, stretching from the Tweed to

the Pyrenees These Angevin rulers, Henry'

II and his sons Richard and John, were
SO
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very pens erful men Henry H, indeed (1154-

89), was one of the greatest men in history

Out of the varying* somewhat chaotic ele-

ments of administrative tradition, he shaped
a strong simple coherent form of go's eminent
which was suitable in its bare elements to
all his dominions, but which did not seriously

interfere with the peculiarities of each of

them In Tohn’s time a great change came
The central parts of the u empire,” Nor-
mandy and Anjou, together with the out-

lying Bnttany, and Poitou, the northern
area of the great duchy of Aquitaine, were
lost The King of England was hence-

forward Lord of Aquitaine alone, and of a
truncated Aquitaine* very difficult to control,

a land of almost independent counties and
baronies, and of important cities A great

man always on the spot, ruling tins lahd
from Bordeaux and exercising firm control

from his castles, might ha\e turned it into

a great state on the lines laid down by the

early Dukes and developed by Henry II and
Richard Aquitaine, or Guiennt , had a real

local consciousness, a sense of its separate-

ness, especially in its south-western part,

Gascony, and it resisted absorption by the
Kingdom of France for two hundred and
fifty years after 1204 But after Richard’s

81
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time Grnennc was under an absentee lord

just as Ireland was after its partial conquest

by Hcnn II, and apart from the flourishing

trade, especially in wine, with England, i*

was a source of weakness rather than of

strength to its rulers We shall not be

concerned with it directly , but it is important

to remember that, throughout medieval

history until the middle of the fifteenth

century, the attempt to retain it or part of

it was a \ery complicating factor in the

policy of the Kings of England The dis-

putes which its stormy local politics

occasioned at the court or parlemeht of the

French lung were one of the causes of the

long senes of struggles known as the

Haadivd Fears- liar, -and the ambiti-M to

link it up again with England by the re-

conquest of Normandy or the conquest of

France was at the root of the traditional

malry between England and France

A much more important element W
English life was defined dunng the reigns

of Henry II and his sons Tins was religion

To speak of defining religion sounds wrong

to many of us nowaday s , we count it more

seemly to speak of ecclesiastical settlements

But it would be stfll more wrong to speak

as though there were a kmd of natural

32
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Christian, experience felt by English men

and women, only casually expressing itself

through forms temporarily impressed upon

'it from without The quarrel between

1Henry II and Thomas Bechet, Archbishop

of Canterbury, did m a \ cry curious and

. even unexpected way gix e a definite direction

. to religion in England The murder of the

^archbishop ga\e a value to him wluch far

transcended his personal importance, so that

he became the symbol and seal, so to speak,

of mo\ements Within the Church which were

religious as well as ecclesiastical The
English and the Normans, like the French

and Spaniards and Germans, had for cen-

turies regarded themselves as comprised

vuthm a single church whose unity was

,
gradually becoming more and more apparent
under the direction of the Papacy , but until

the latex years of the twelfth century they
had no clear idea what this in\ olved Local
usage varied so much Some princes, for

example IVittiam Rufus m England, seemed
to think that they could do as they liked
'But now the mam issues were dear, and
local sanations "ere henceforth to be con-
sciously tolerated or contested m the light
of a universal system of church government
which engaged the conscience of religious
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people in the vest of Europe The great

moral v ictory von by St Thomas m lus

death brought England into lme The issue

was naturally not so clear to contemporaries

as it was to succeeding generations King
John failed to realize it and entered into a

fierce controversy with the Church, but his

surrender to Pope Innocent III m 1213

decided the question for three hundred jears

Wien we come, then, to the thirteenth,

century, we find a society in England
possessed of all the material for future

problems, all the conditions which will give

limits to and prov ide opportunities for later

development The long reign of Henry HI
(121G-72) is a period of settlement We are

apt to think of it perhaps as a time of

struggle, of civil strife, in which a foreign

court tned to over-nde England On the

whole it was the most peaceful time that

England had had since the Conquest and
this king was the most English king since

the days of lus patron saint, Edward the

Confessor The barons certainly claimed,

and for a time secured control of the ad*

ministration, and they inveighed bitterlj

,

as townsfolk and monastic writers inveighed,

against foreigners , but the significant thing

is that they felt it natural to adopt this
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attitude at all Their outbursts were an
unconscious testimony to the new England,
to a mixed nation separate from other

societies, with its own laws and traditions

and outlook Henry IH’s court, in spite of
the Pro\ enrols and Savoyards who came to

seek their fortunes with the queen, and the
Poitevm half-brothers of the king, was more
English than the courts of Henry XI or

Richard I could have been The king him-

self was a stay-at-home He went on short,

unsuccessful campaigns to Bnttany and
Guienne, and made a rather longer visit to

Guienne in 1254 He visited St Louis on
two or three occasions But what was this

amount of trav el m the forty y ears and more
which follow the attainment of Ins majority ’

He had an Aquitaiuan mother and a
Provencal wife, just as nearly e\ ery English

' so\ ereign had foreign mothers or foreign w i\ es

or both Until quite recent times the chief

exceptions to this rule have been Edward IV,

Hemy YUI and Elizabeth Henry HI was
never in Ireland, and had the slightest

acquaintance with Wales and Scotland He
liked to wander about from one manor or

abbey to another and he alwivs made a
point of holding the great feast of the Con-

fessor at Westminster on October 13 With
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some exceptions, the most sinking being
Peter des Roches and Peter des Rivaux, his

ministers and servants were men of English

birth and English interests He was keenly

interested in English affairs and we are told

that he could recite the names of all his

barons from memory His enthusiasm for

the arts, for building and fine jewel work
and sculpture, ga\e a peculiarly English

turn to styles which owed much to French
influence and craftsmanship And in his

reign England settled itself, growing so to

speak within itself, and found itself as it had
never done before

The great king who succeeded him bore

the Confessor’s name It is true that lie

had a Provencal mother and n Spanish wife

,

he was the last English king to go on a

crusade, and was a statesman of European
outlook, a trusted arbitrator between southern

princes, a man in some ways more cosmo-

politan than Henrj II himself But he

is regarded as, a real English king, for he
entered wholehearted!} into his heritage

The rule of Edward I was not lacking in

dramatic episode, but it was not startling

or revolutionary A vigorous, hard-working
and, despite his faults, a sincere man set

his hand to old business and left his mark
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upon it His sister’s in'image to the \oung
King Alexander of Scotland m 1251 had
brought the courts of England and Scotland
nearer together, so that Edward had a
personal interest, recognized bi all parties,

m the settlement of the Scottish Crown
In. his decisis e way he insisted on a clear

issue his position as o\ erlord must be
recognized if he was to act as judge and
summon a jur\ , and his stand once taken,

he would spare no trouble to assert his

authority, and to justifv it by appeals to

precedent and law, and to the legendary lore

winch at that time passed as authentic

history’- Again, during Ins fathers reign

the princes of Snowdonia had interfered in

English affairs andhad reaped ads antage from
the barons’ war Edward had to deal with

a powerful ndsersan acting on an unsettled

and turbulent frontier
, he decided to make

an end of an old trouble North and
central Wales were conquered and given an
administration on English lines In his

legal and military conflicts with the King
of France, Edward was m\olved, not is a
lord but as a vassal, in the difficult problems
winch resulted from Henry Ill’s treat) with

St Louis in 1259 He sought allies in the

Flemish cities and among the Rhenish
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princes as his grandfather John had done,
and the alliance wps all the more natural

because during the thirteenth century the
trade with Flanders m English wool—already

a mam fictor m taxation and politics—bad
immensely increased In the course of his

wars Edward improved and simphGed the

mihtary sy stem and had < ven more occasion

than lus father had to appeal for the financial

support of his subjects There is still much
dispute about the nature of the parliaments

which he summoned , but there is no doubt
that financial stringency was a mam cause

of their increasing importance At the same
time Edward’s parliaments were no new
creation, they were m his eyes the same
hind of gathering that he had so frequently

attended since his boy hood And in the

same way in all his administrative measures,

m Ins relentless inquiries into abuses, the

judicial investigations, the discussions with

councillors and judges which produced such

a nch ban est of fvinous laws, he was simply

carrying on with systematic energy' work
done b>’ barons and judges and royal clerks

in, his father’s reign

Two hundred years (1307-1509) divide

the death of this great king from the

accession of Henrv VTII, the next really
' 38
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great king in English history. The fate of

these two centuries in our national conscious-

ness has b«n very curious They lived as

English history in the memory of the
Elizabethans ,

all that preceded was dim
The antiquary or the man of revolutionary

temper might be attracted by the Anglo-
Saxon age and the iniquitous usurpation of

the Conqueror , the anti-papahst might
dwell with appreciation on the reign of John,
who knew how to treat popes , but the

England to which ordinary men, including

the politicians and the lawyers looked back
was the England of Edward HI and Richard
II and the Lancastrians, of John of Gaunt
and Wvohf, Duke Humphrey of Gloucestir

and the Beauforts and the King Maker, the

days of the Hundred Years liar and the

Wars of the Roses It is true that there

were few good chroniclers in those times,

nobody to compare with William of Malmes-
bury or Matthew Pans , but in the memory
e\ ents and personalities lingered as the

events and persons of the eightefntk and
nineteenth centunes lingered in the memory
of our fathers During the first part of

Elizabeth’s reign a London printer planned
a great history of England and employed
Ralph Hohnshed (who died about 1580) to
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compile it , and from Hobnshed Shakespeare
derived his acquaintance with English

history Shakespeare was attracted by
legendary or semi-legendary stones which
do not appear in modem textbooks—the

stones of Cymbehne and Lear and Macbeth.
He shared the interest taken in King John.
But, as we all know, his attention was mainly
given to the history which outside his verse

has become a weariness of the flesh to the

modem reader Those c\ ents and persons

were, so to speak, stamped on the minds of

generations of English folk So full of life

and colour and movement, the} became
drab, monotonous and meaningless Then
the search for origins, which began to pre-

occupy the thoughts of historians about a

hundred years ago, diverted attention to

earlier times. The history of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centimes was neglected, except

as a dreary exercise for impatient children;

and even now it seems to many to be no
more than the hunting-ground of equally

dreary specialists

Yet the instinct of our forefathers was
right It was due to something more than

a natural interest m tunes near to their own
The importance which our modem historians,

from IlaHarh and Macaulay onwards, attach
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to the eighteenth century »s of course more
obvious, for in a real sense the modem
phase of our historj begins with the Itevolu-

tion of 1088, and the historians inherited

the interpretation of it gw cn by philosophers

and la\v> ers hht Locke and Somers and
Burke The fifteenth centurj , on the other

hand, was separated from the Elizabethan
by a much more dramatic revolution, the

Reformation Tins revolution was not nt

the beginning, but nt the end Yet to the

Elizabethan the days of John of Gaunt and
Henry V were alive and ever present, not
merely dramatic b} contrast with the

England which they knew To the fighting

man, those were the da\s of the great

struggle w ith a national cncnn , to the

lawyer the days of precedents, to the ecclesi-

astic the davs when the true relations

between Church ami Mate were diniK fore-

seen, and to the ordmar} man, with domestic

and local memories so much more detailed

and vivid than ours usuillv are, tile} must
have been the davs to talk about m dis-

cussion about the old fields, the old towns,

trades and jourilcjs—such different davs,

before the monasteries fell and prices were
so high and the poor law did not exist and
government was less despotic, jet days
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which were also so near. .Vs their history

is patiently explored, perhaps now with too

little regard for the incidents winch stir the

patriot or for the bloody skirmishes between
Yorkist and Lancastrian, those times become
still more important in the development of

pur national life in all its aspects Two
hundred \ ears ore a long time in the history

of an intensely vigorous people, conscious

of its unity and resources The victories at

Crecy and Agincourt were but ephemeral

expressions of its fresh bfe The enduring

work was done more qinetly in the fields

and market places, m the schools at Oxford

and Cambridge, in pulpit and cloister, in the

courts and on the sea

What was England like during the period

of time which stretches from the Conquest

to the Reformation * The question suggests

an error, for England changed vcr> much
between 10G6 and 1500, and the social

structure became \er> different There were

no large towns in the ele\enth century and

no capital , but by Henn YTI’s time

London and Westminster were drawing to-

gether into one large centre of population,

the seat of government was in and about

the Palace of Westminster, and there were
many considerable towns, such as Norwich,
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Bristol, Northampton In the cle\ cnlh cen-

tury there were a few stone fortresses, but
the great man lived m an enclosure of wood
and earth m buildings of wood , four

hundred sears later the nobility and gentry

In cd m houses of stone, more or less fortified,

but domestic in character and frequently

set in large enclosures or parks Extensive

inroads bad been made into the great tracts

of woodland ami what remained was care-

fully circumscribed and controlled There
had befn a good deal of drainage m marsh)
places, much building of bridges and the
development of numerous rough roads and
customary lanes The road system of Eng-
land vi as very much the same in Chaucer’s

time os it was in the time of Defoe Al-

though the greater part of the agricultural

land was still cultivated as strips m open
fields,* there had been much growth of enclo-

sures for tillage, especially of clearings or

essarts in the woods, and some enclosure,

both of old tillage and of untillcd spaces,

for purposes of pasture or to provide

amenities for the nch Again, in the

eleventh centurv, although the great cathe-

dral churches were being built and the lords

* Tins was exceptional, liowes er, in a larger area

of Lngland than is usualh supjioH-d
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of manors were erecting little churches in

wood and stone on their estates, England
did not show variety and opulence in its

ecclesiastical life Most of the Benedictine

abbeys were founded in Saxon or earl}

Norman times, but, w ealthy and magnificent

though some of them were, there were never

more than four abbeys under the old Bene-

dictme rule in the province of York, 1 and

only about sixty abbeys and priories in the

much greater and richer province of Canter-

bury The life of England was enriched in

tile twelfth century by the introduction of

the Cistercian and Augustmmn rules, and
to a less degree m the thirteenth by the

coming of the frmrs , so that at the time of

the Dissolution England and Wales con-

tained some seven hundred religious houses,

of all kinds and sizes It is easy to

exaggerate the size of the monastic popula-

tion, but it is not so easy to exaggerate the

effect of its settlement upon English soil,

especially in the north And to this great

variety of religious experiment we must add
the de\ elopment of the parish churches, with

their chantries and altars, the colleges of

priests, the hospitals and hermitages—those

1 Durham, St Mary’s at York, Whitby
, Selby St

Bees was a pnorj of St Mary’s, 'iork.
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,

expressions of popular wealth and devotion

which grew steadily right up to the Reforma-
tion Finally, in the elt\ enth century there

were no great centres of learning, only
schools for clerks attached to the cathedral

churches and monasteries, but by the

fifteenth century the universities of Oxford
and Cambridge had profoundly influenced

the thought of Europe, and grammar schools

abounded
There is an eloquent passage in his Modem

Painters in which Ruslan contrasts the con-

tinuity of life in France with the disregard

for the past in England Compared with

the old church of Calais, c\ en the old-world

town of Canterbury struck him as sham and
artificial This judgment is not so pen erse

as it seems Although sunu\ als of the

Middle Ages arc probably more numerous m
England than they arc in most countries of

Europe, they do not show the indifference to

age, the steady unconscious endurance in

life which so often impresses us in continental

buildings The “ old England ” of to-day,

even when most untouched is in the mam
the England of the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries, and most of our numerous
medueval churches, big or little, either exult

m a self conscious rejuvenation or survive
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.demurely beneath an overgrowth of later

times With a few exceptions the mon-
asteries and castles of pre-Reformation times

are survivals and nothing more—either neg-

lected among the nettles or restored to a

trim well-being All the same, Ruslan’s

judgment was, if not perverse, paradoxical

and uninformed The continuity of English

life must be sought m action, not in dress

and ornament, in the growth of its institu-

tions, not in the habitations which it deserts

or reshapes Only m recent days, - as

mechanical inventions which hate a cosmo-

politan rather than a national quality trans-

form daily life, hate we begun to show an
(

anxious protective concern for our ancient

monuments They have become a symbol

of a past, once quietly continuous, now
threatened , whereas, until a few years ago,

whether they were neglected or were tre isured

in a leisurely affection, they were part of a

secure inheritance in a placid existence

which, while it always moted forward, was
conscious of its identity with what had gone

before

This solicitude is becoming part of our

historical interest, influencing and influenced

by scholarship As the things of earth and
wood and stone, the marvels of old writing,
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illumination and jewel work. become mote
precious and ore studied more exactly, so
we are gradually becoming an are of the
\aluc of the national and local records, a
richer store of continuous e\idcnce about
the past than any nation in the world can
claim Hence the manv, -coloured Ufc of
English men and women during the four

centuries before the Reformation is grad-

ually being revealed to us, as it passed from
one generation to another Indeed so great

is the material that no man can claim to

know intimately more than one or two
aspects of it

If we try to look at this life as a whole
wc ore met at once by one broad generaliza-

tion winch is made about it England, wc
are told, gradually passed from n feudal to

a national system In various ways the

same generalization is made about the

history of other European peoples, although

in France it is a monarchical, m Germany a
local, m north Italy an urban kind of state

to which the feudal regime gave way
Perhaps the German phrase von Lehnstaat

sum Slnndcslnnt—“ from the feudal state to

the state comprised of estates or orders of

society ”—best expresses the Continental

analogy to English development The idea
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is that a society bound together by the

relationships between lord and man, king

and baron, partly personal (expressed ra

terms of service and obligation), partly

territorial (expressed in terms of land or

fiefs), gradually changed mto a society in

which the firmer bonds were those between

the various orders or groups, the king,

nobles, country gentlemen, citizens and

townsfolk, and so on The ecclesiastical

element so far as was possible shared m the

change Ifwe start from tins generalization,

we must try to define as closely as we can

the period or periods of transition. The
view of English history which can now
almost be regarded as the traditional view

may be said to accept three mam turning-

points, roughly' about the turn of the cen-

turies, 1200, 1300, 1400 By 1200 the Crown
had undermined the independent jurisdiction

of the great vassals, so that England had a

common administration, and the danger of

an unstable or federal kind of society had
been removed By 1300 a parliament, repre-

senting the various ordera of society and
cooperating with the Ctowh, w as taking the

place of the older feudal council By 1400

this parliament »bad begun to take the

leading share m directing government, and
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the lower elements, known o'? the commons,
and consisting of the knights of the shire

or country gentia representing the counties

and the burgtsscs who represented thur
towns had acquired an important if not
preponderating place in parliament In

terms of personality
,
these changes, accord-

ing to the old view, were primarily due to

the judicial reforms of IIcnr\ II, the con-

stitutional genius of Eduard I, and the

parliamentary rc\ olution which secured the

overthrow of Richard II and set Henry IV,

Duke of I^menstcr, upon the throne

During recent yean, this traditional \iei\

has sullen d gm\c modilications In a sense

it still holds good There iros centralization

of justice, followed by a steady growth of

parliamentary institutions, within which the

elements later called the House of Commons
gamed cohcrcnc< nnd significance Yet, as

will appear in the second jnrt of this essay

these tendencies did not dc\ clop in the

clear-cut fashion in which tht\ appeared to

historians in the nineteenth century- What
seemed conscious was often unconscious,

w hat seemed tri\ mt w as often, to conternpor'

ones nt least, very important Words to

which we attach one meaning had another

meaning m the Middle Ages Just now we
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are not concerned with these matters, hut

with the bearing; or significance of the broad
generalization which covers them—the trans-

ltion from a feudal society to a society

of groups and interests In what sense

must this generalization be interpreted

as wc examine the society of mediaeval

England *

Now it is often, perhaps generally, inter-

preted to mean that private control gave way
to public control For example wlule m
earlier tunes a great baron or abbot—perhaps

even a town—managed local affaire m course

of time administration and justice were

concentrated m public hands, in the hands

of long and bureaucrats and judges, assisted

by sheriffs and other local officials and
ultimatcl) by local justices of the peace

Baron or abbot would, of course, take some
share in local affairs, and would probably

be expected to attend parliament, but he

was simplj one, though a ver\ important,

subject of the king among others The
various groups and interests, or as the} are

termed, the estates—nobles, clerg\ gentr},

burgesses, merchants—were consulted, and
acquired influence at headquarters as ad'

risers or as elements which had to be con*
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sidcm}, but they were elements in. society

rather than parts of the bod> politic,

(«} The Baronage

There is no need to quarrel with this

interpretation, so long as "e realize that it

is too abstract and also lacks perspective.

It leases so much out of account It first

suggests that the aristocratic element m
society lost legal or customary authority,

and then leases it on one side, with the

reminder that it was important m par-

liament And so we get the impression that

this element, "hen. it asserted itself, "as a
troublesome or turbulent tiling, a complica-

tion in the machinery of the state Yet a
very casual acquaintance with the general

course of English history gives quite a
different impression Right up to our own
time the aristocracy has always been an
integral part of our social organism has gi\ en
meaning to what is called society, has been
locally predominant and done more than

anything else to gi\c to the country-side

the quality which is best described as

English There must be something wrong
m an analysis of mediaeval history "Inch
leases this out of account We fed the

need to bring the medweial baron and the
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medieval lord of the manor into a more
intmrtte and definite relation with the

features of later life which we are perhaps

too fond of describing as the survivals of

feudalism, from the Tory aristocracy of the

last century and the Whig aristocracy of the

eighteenth century down to the big family

pew in the parish church and the obsolete

court-leet held in the local inn.

Suppose we take a tract of England in

the fifteenth wntury, such as the Bucking-

hamshire of the Stonor Papers or the east

Norfolk of the Poston Letters The great

men and the country gentry are everywhere

to the fore, not merely involved m affairs,

but making them We hear little about

hundred courts and shire courts, and only

occasionally ,
for they were occasional

visitors, of judges and assizes We see a

land covered with manors and towns, each

a centre of social and financial activity.

Some manors are held by monasteries or by
colleges, but by far the greater number are

held by local gentry The manor is an

organism, and often part of an organized

estate with its receivers and stewards and
bailiffs The holding of courts and the

collection of rents, the keeping of elaborate

accounts are matters of administrative rou-
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tine in these estates The gentry do not
stand aloof The higher officials of a great

lord ate not menials, but persons of substance,

burgesses or lawyers or gentry themselves,

for a local squire frequently acts ns the

stew anl ofanobleman or a college or an abbey
They and their wives, more often than not,

can read and write, and arc concerned about
their own tenants, the markets far and near,

the control of wardships ami marriages, the

welfare of bovs at the University If we
turn to public administration, to the sheriffs

and undershenffs and justices of the peace,

we find that they’ are the same kind of

people, often the very same local peoph,
still concerned about the collection of rents

and dues (royal rents and dues this time)

and the holding of courts The local duke
may be the chairman of the justices We
rcali7e also that the big men who are at

court, sitting as judges or in the king’s

council, are not really far away, for each

has his local interests, as the holder of
manors and is involved like the others m
local squabbles or perplexities There is any
amount of violence, of self-help, intrigue,

and corruption, upon which the judges,

when they do arrive and if the sheriff is

not too venal and the injured parties no
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friends at court, may come down heavily

Yet all this does not destroy the normal life

It is very harassing and annoying, but it

seems to be regarded as part of the nature

of things, like the murrain and the plague

One has to be ready for it, and it is wise to

have one’s home fortified and to be in the

good graces of the big man of the district

There is clearly no division between
“ feudal ” and official, no conflict between

private and public courts, in this local

community of squires and peasants, just as

in economic matters there is no hard and
fast line between the man who grows wool

and the man who deals in it It is curious

to note how nearly even. body seems to be
looking out for a job Who will be on tins

or that commission ? Who will get some
share in the duty of organizing the protec-

tion of the coast 1

In Tudor times a new aristocracy was
grafted on to the old, the justices of the

peace were given greater powers, and the

whole of local life was more stringently

controlled by the Privy Council
,

but' itwas

the same England, the same kind of society

and it grew quite naturally into the society

which many still living can rr member recog

mzable enough in spite of the changes effected
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from 183 1 onwards m local government
How had it developed 9

One point m the development is quite

dear However far public jurisdiction had
gone, it had not deprived the lords of

manors either of power or of prestige If

the landholders had lost something they

had also gained something Whatever the

system might be, they were part of it,

indeed there is little exaggeration in saying

that thev icere it After all, the holding of

land and the possession of wealth and in-

fluence were what mattered in a country

which had no standing army, no police force

and onl> an embryonic civil service, for

the control of land involved duties of ad-

ministration and police and the collection of

armed men To what extent the landholder

did these tilings as an independent person

or as an agent of the Crown was n question

of vital significance in the development of

the state , but it was a matter which in

the Middle Ages hardly affected Ins prestige

It is very probable tint the comparative

independence of the Norman baron has been
greatly o\ crcstimatcd and that from the

days of the Conquest the tenants-in-chief of

the Crown were as trulv a class or group in

the community as thev were partners to a
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contract in which the king was primus infer

pares But, however this may be, the de-

velopment of society emphasized their char-

acter as an element in a community , and by
far the most important element m the public

life In short, they were not depressed in

status because the king's courts, sitting

locally or m Westminster, took cognisance
of felonies and important civil actions

between freemen Even if they had not

provided from their own ranks many judges

and officials they always had to take a

leading share in all sorts of public business

They lost, as social ties and interests became
more intricate, most of their practical control

over their leading tenants, of whom many,
lords of manors themselves, as knights and
good men of the shire, were to share public

responsibilities with them ,
but on the other

hand, they retained much moral control, and
all the wealth and influence which came
to them from the manors monagetl by their

stewards and buhffs And irh.it was true of

the great men was, on a smaller scale, true

of the lesser men, the knights and good men
aforesaid.

But, it may be asked, what about the

civil tumults of which we read in the Middle
Ages, the revolts of the barons, the struggle
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for the Great Charter, the Barons’ War, th£

opposition to Edward II and Richard II>

the Wars of the Roses ? Is not the history

of mediaeval England in the main a record

of resistance to the growth of royal power
Our little sketch of English society in the

fifteenth century,m the daysofthe\Yarsof the
Roses, shows that the point of view implied iri

these questions is misleading , but, keeping
the questionsm mind, let us examinem more
detail the growth of the landholding class

The great record known later as the Book
of Winchester and then as Domesday Book,
which was compiled at the end of the

Conqueror’s reign from the results of careful

local investigations, shows that there were'
about 170 baronies in England held by
laymen The late Mr \Y J CoTbett ealeu'

luted that the annual revenue from these

baronies was £30,350 out of a total income
from laud of about £73,000 a year Of the
remainder the Crown had £17,050, and
ecclesiastical landholders £19,200 , a few
great pre-Conquest holders who were per'

mitted to retain their lands, £i,000 1 Need'

1 Mr Corbett distinguishes a group of minor official#

and personal sen ants of the king, whose lands hid an
ftnnud \alue of £l,800 Cambridge Medinal History,

V, 508
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less to sa\, the lands of Crown, Church and

barons did not stand in this ratio throughout

the Middle Ages, but Mr Corbett’s figures

are a convenient starting-point At the out

set we find that nearly one-half of the wealth

of England in land was held by lay barons,

or, if we add the ecclesiastical baronies,

about two-thirds were under the control of

bishops, abbots and some 170 laymen

Between nmetj and a hundred of the 170

had small baronies, worth anything from

£15 to £110 a jear At the other extreme

some 18 great men had lands whose total

value was £IG,OGO a >ear, as a group the\

were rather less wealthy than the rojal

family The mi estigations of the late Mr
Horace Round tend to show that there were

about 5,000 knights’ feesm England, that is to

say, parcels of land regarded as suitable for

the maintenance of a heavily armed mounted

soldier, a knight or miles As most of the

land of England was held, under king,

ecclesiastical and lay lords, by people of

this kind, it will be seen that the money
figures which wc have given do not repre-

sent much in the nature of cash They
are only a rough-and-read% estimate of

potential pouer—power which came {com

the collection of rents, the nglit to claim
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services and the supervision of the baron)
or fief

The barons were not a homogeneous bod)

,

though the) were regarded as a distinct class

The) \nnetl immense l) in influence and
wealth, came from \arious parts of north-

western Europe, anil luul no claim to power
b\ right of birth and blood From the ver)

first, upstarts who had prosed themselves bv
sen ice to the Crown might find a plaee among
the baronage We find sonants of Hcnrv I

rising to power In the thirteenth century

Matthew Parts laments the gradual dis-

appearance of the old baronage the pillars of

the state Edward III and later kings, when
the conet ption of the peerage and its ranks
was beginning to prevail created earls, and
some of his successors treated dukes, of men
whose claims rolled onlv upon scmcc The
personal ties of affection and lovaltv uhnh
bound a baron to his lord would therefore

van in mtensitv, and were defined bv no
code Moreover, from the first, the immedi-

ate tasks and interests of the barons must
bav e \ nned Each man had to hold his ow n,

and each had lus own problems Some had
troublesome neighbours or kindred, others

had to come to terms with a powerful oil) or

n restless town, others ruled lands in isolated
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or exposed parts of the countn The life of

a Fitzw alter, tor example, settled at Dun
mow in Essex and Baynard’s Castle outside

London Wall was very different from that of

the Lord of Coupland, whose well-being de-

pended on the firm control over the moors and

crags and coasts of a large part of Cumber-

land These men had not only the privilege

of settling m the countn the> had also the

duty of settling it Most of them, it is true,

entered upon the scattered estates of Anglo-

Saxon earls and thegns they would find

some tradition of estate management, but

the task of administering their baronies,

rarelv compact, distributed m parcels of

manors, even in fragments of rights to rent

and service in parts of manors, throughout

several shires, was no easy one And the

local claims upon a man whose barony la)

near the Scotch or Welsh borders, e\ en if lus

tenants were docile and accessible, must have

been still more exacting Though they had

incredible energj and lo\ cd fighting and lived

from day to day, creatures of passion, with no

thought for the morrow, y et thej had to lire

Their rough households had to be fed, their

stewards and bailiffs, reev es and clerks, to be

watched and directed

It is, indeed, touch easier to talk about the ,

CO
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solidarity of the baronage than to imagine it

And when the numerous baronial re\oIts are

investigated, fen traces of unity can be
found If the revolt was due to sheer fac-

tion, it was speedily suppressed w ltli the aid

of baronial supporters of the king , if it

re\ eals a general concerted movement, it

appears as a demonstration, not against good,

but against bad government, as an effort

whose success was generally wrecked, if it was
wrecked, by its least respectable supporters

Tins conclusion of course docs not mean that

the medueval baron, in England or anj where
else, was by nature a law-abiding patriot , he
was no better than others, but he was also no
worse He was not a predatory outlaw from
societv , but a man of standing with rights

and duties He was insistent enough on
his rights, and neglcc tful enough of his duties ,

but how many of us are the same until we see

that our interests are bound up with the

interests of our neighbours 9 He res ealed

lus selfishness m more violent wajs than we
do, but so did his contemporaries in other

conditions of life The English baronage was

on the whole lojal to the social structure of
which it was the mainstay

If the frequent revolts of individuals and
small groups are neglected, there remain three
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short chaotic episodes id medueval English

history before the “ baronial mo\ ements V of

the later Middle Ages—the “ anarchy ” of

Stephen's reign, the rebellion of 1172-3, and
the civil war of 1213-17. It is a common-
place of history to regard the anarchy in

Stephens reign as a naming of the fate in

store, for England if the barons were not con-

trolled by a strong king “ E\ ery man did

what was nght in his own eyes ” We are apt

to forget that the civil war imolved serious

moral issues, arising out of a disputed succes-

sion—questions of good faith, of a king s right

to dispose of his crown, of the weight to be

given to the ecclesiastical recognition of one

particular candidate, of the propriety of a

female succession, and of the personal fitness

of the woman claimant In addition to

Stephen of Blots and the Empress Matilda,

there was a strong claimant to the throne,

David of Scotland, the head of the old house

of Wessex, which had man\ devoted ad-

herents in the north of England The night-

mare of brutal egotism which ensued was not

so universal nor so persistent as the chroni-

clers suggest, and it was brought to an end,

to the general relief, not by external inter-

vention, hut by a general acceptance of

Henry of Anjou as the next successor to the
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throne He was the corner-stone, as a con-

temporary writer puts it, who welded to-

gether Anglo-Saxon tradition and the Nor-

man rule which the providence of God had
sanctioned The Te\olt of 1172-3 was m
some ways more, factious and irresponsible

,

it was in some degree an expression of im-

patience under strong government, but on the

other hand, it was a partisan affair, led by the

successor to the throne, who was himself a
crowned and anointed king

,
and it was

speedily suppressed by the energy of the old

lung and his baronial ministers 'Hie civil war
which follow ed the grant of the Great Charter

in 121*5 has been described for us by supporters

of King John who were indifferent to the

points at issue, and by English chroniclers who
rightly detested the sight of a French pnnee
fighting against the boy king Henry III with

the aid of English rebels The death of King
John, and the statesmanlike action of the

papal legate and the baronial sen ants of the

young Henry , deprived the rebellion of w hat

justification it had John was no more and
the Charter was safe The rebels had shown
themseh es to be vmdictne, heady, rash and
incompetent , they were irresponsible young
men led by a few implacable seniors Yet
there is a great deal to be said for them The
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programme for which they had begun to fight

was not, as it is often said to be, a partisan

manifesto and notlung more Its roots fay

far backm the past , it voiced the experience

of sagacious men , it devised remedies for old

and new abuses without destroying the great

work of Henry II and his advisers
, it was

supported by many who had been trained in

the service of the State and by others who
'

had clear conceptions about a well-ordered t

society And it bad been immediately re-

pudiated by the king who had granted it, a

man who rebed upon foreign mercenaries, and

who, with all his ability, was without any feel-

ing of responsibility* to his vassals and sub-

jects Though denounced by Pope Innocent

HI, it was accepted, with some important

modifications, a few months later as the basis

of settlement During the next hundred

\ ears—while its leading principles were firmly

planted m our common law—it was regarded

as the foundation of sound go\ eminent and

was sanctioned by the most solemn ecclesi-

astical penalties Indeed, when we pass on

to the next civil wars we find that the

Charter and the fight for the Charter have

altered the relations between the baronage

and the crown It is then that the Crown is

really on the defensive, for it is faced by men
G4
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who, however ambitious and sell-seeking they

may be, put their right to share in adminis-

tration and to insist upon good government

as the first of their demands
When these later movements or crises in

baronial history began, the baronage had
found a way of life and had adjusted itself tP

the complicated society m whose develop-

ment it had taken a leading part The
Norman invaders found an. England with d
well-distributed population In the course

of centuries the old centres of political and
social life, Kent, Eist AngUa, the coasts of

Northumbria and Sussex the vale of York,
the area round London, the West SaxoP
settlements about Binson and Dorchester oP
the middle Thames, and the Ulercmn settle-

ment about Lit htield and Timvvorth had been
merged in a widespread civ llization, a land of

shires and hundreds and boroughs, of bishop-

ries and monasteries. The Danes had settled

m York, Lincolnshire, the north-eastern mid-
lands and East Anglia , and English influence

w as strongestm Hampshire, in Somerset and
the Sevem valley In London the towns of

the Midlands and Chester, Danish and Eng-
lish traditions were mingled The north-
west and much of the did Northumbria seem
to have been, roughly organized under semi-
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official lords who administered districts, such

as the old hundreds in the hinterland now
known as Lancashire, which may have had

their origin in Celtic times The invaders

penetrated everywhere and gradually adapted

all the various traditions of local England to

at least an outward conformity with a com
mon Norman type, the organized barony

Beneath the surface almost countless vari-

eties of local relationship, of dues and ser-

vices of personal status lingered on Some
baronies were coherent, but most were scat-

tered, like the lordships which had preceded

them Some were monastic or episcopal, and

these were generally more or less coherent,

bke the great soke or jurisdiction of Peter-

borough abbey, and the three hundreds of

Oswaldslaw in Worcestershire winch were

held by the local bishop , most were lay, and

these were generally, though nor invariably,

scattered The barons who occupied the

north-west and west, for example, were

responsible for large areas, compact enough

to be grouped in Inter dajs into new shires,

such as the Cumberland and Westmorland

formed by Henry II of half a dozen great

lordships, or to be left alone as almost inde-

pendent entities, bhc the earldom of Chester,

the bishopric of Durham, and the lands of the
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Lord'j Slarcher on the Welsh borders and m
South Woles But whether it lay m one
district or consisted of manors scattered m
different shires, the barony had its own
organization The baron had his household,

just ns the long or bishop had In addition

to his knights, he required sen ants, and the

servants were of various grades, from his

officials who looked after hall and stables

down to the groom and kitchen staff Ser-

vice under a great man, as has already been
stated, was sought after by men of substance,

and might become hereditary The great

median nl family of the Despensers, for

example, aeqiured their name because they

had been the dispensers (dispensatores) of the
Earls of Chester The Lacies, who became
Lords of Chtheroc and Denbigh and Ponte-

fract, and one of the main foundations of the
later house of Lancaster, were “ constables of

Chester ” These are exceptions, but the

eronomj of a baronial household comprised

the interests of many a local gentleman

Then there was the admuustratn e and
accounting department, under the steward

{dapijer) and bailiffs, with their clerks

Early household accounts rarel) survive, but
there are numerous examples from the later

Middle Ages, and these show that the holding
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of manorial courts, the collection of rents* w
land or m money, the whole system of bo*>h

keeping, crude at first no doubt, but after

wards elaborate, were essential to the working

of a barony In course of time, as the baitfns

ceased to hold central courts of their chief

tenants and the judicial work of the barouv

was mainly done in the various manorial

courts, the unity of the barony was main-
,

tamed bj its financial sj stem Throughout

the centuries, the baronial household, coin*

prising the personal attt ndanfcs and servant*

of the lord, and the administrative office

centred in the chief castles and manors of the

domain, was a very live and influential

element in English local societs Its activifV

was oril} gradually reduced bs the changes

public life

Manners and customs changed, of course*

The baron of the twelfth century would haY*

seen little that was familiar to him in the lift

of a nobleman of the fifteenth centur)'

Instead of the earthworks and wooden hall-

or the rough stone tower m which he had

lived, he would ha\e found a castle with ah

elaborate entrance gate and courts sur-

rounded by fine stone buddings, or a comjwct

edifice, half house, half fortress, like Bodiaih

or Tattershall or Bolton He would ha* e seen
GS
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parks and enclosures, bridges and bus\ roads

m the open country winch he remembered, a
crowd of well-dressed gentlemen, of retainers

wearing their lord’s badge or liven instead

of the fighting men lie had gathered about
him The dress and food, the utensils, the

luxuries and consemence of daily life would
seem as strange as the speech of his descend'

ants Their local interests and duties, their

joumtyings to sit on the justices’ bench or

attend parliament, tlicir commercial dealings

with townsfolk or merchant, their relations

with their tenants and familiarity with

strange monies would perplex him Yet
fundamentally the two forms of life were the

same, and in man} places in England life is

only ceasing to-day to be \en much the

same At least in the England of Thackeray
and Trollope, this baronial life was funda-

mentally the same, although the public life in

hundred and shire had gone, with the Eliza-

bethan poor law and the stage-coach and
many other later things

Yet -very often time brought one change
The old centres of baronial life did not alwaj s

remain the same New families preferred

other sites and the architectural tastes of

the sixteenth and later centuries imposed
other conditions In only a few places, for
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example in Alnwick and Belroir, hare the old

sites survived and m fewer still are modem
and mediaeval buildings combined In more
places, a great modern house, as at Helmslej,

has. been built near the ruins of the old.

Moreo\ er, all kinds of circumstances—
escheat, forfeiture, sale, division—have

brought about the disappearance of the old

estates, so that, even if they hved on the site

or close by the old house, very few modem
landlords could claim, like the Dales of

Alhngton m Trollope’s novel, to have rc-

ceiv ed and kept intact all the old lands This

fact has perhaps done more than anything to

obscure the essential continuity in English

country life and to give undue emphasis to

the effects of social and political change cien

in medieval times For even in meduevnl

times changes of tlus kind were very common.

A “ feudal ” map of England in the fifteenth,

even in the thirteenth, century is very dif-

ferent from a map of England at the date

of Domesday Book But the changes in

mediaeval times were in the nature of things

not so far-reaching as those of later days A
barony was regarded as a unit, and whatever

was alienated, the seat of it, the caput

baronies, was not to be lost It went with

the barony as its centre In course of time

TO
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w c actually do lose sight of many of the capita

or chief seats, but on the whole there was
continuity m the Middle Ages For ex-

ample the fine Norman earthwork at Castle

Acre in Norfolk was the centre of a barony of

over a hundred knights’ fees scattered m six

counties The barony was one of those held

by the Earl Warcnnc, who had other castles

at Lewes (Sussex), Reigate (Surrey), Sandal

and Comsborough (Yorkshire) Although it

would appear from archaeological evidence

that Castle Acre dul not dec t lop into a castle

of the later more domestic type, it was the

administrate c and financial centre of its

barony, first a “ parcel ” of the earldom of

Warcnnc or Surrey, later detached Just as

in the days of the carlv English settlements

places which were afterwards insignificant or

forgotten were the centres of social life, so m
the later post-Conquest times the sot ml life of

the country was concentrated in places which
now as often as not survive onlv as villages

or small towns The little town of Clare, on
the borders of Suffolk and Essex, is now
obscure , but in tlu Middle Ages it had a

magnificent lmtor> as the seat of the earldom
of Clare, a family which had offshoots in the

powerful lordships of the west, in Gloucester-

shire and Glamorgan , when the heiress in the
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fourteenth century married one of the sons of

Edward III, the name probably suggested

the title of lus new duchy of Clarence Or

take Pleshey, a village a few miles fro®

Chelmsford Who does not remember the

scene of the arrest of the Duke of Gloucester

at his castle of PJeshey by lus nephew, K|n5

Richard II ? If it be asked, why at Pleshe) ?

the answer is that Pieshej was a seat of the

earldom of Essex, which had come from
devdles to Bohuns and from Bohuns to this

member of the house of Plantagcnet And
so one could go through England, taking one

obscure place after another and show why 10

the Middle Ages each was the centre of a

bus) life Smaller barons and landholders

who were not important though to he haro^
had their own economy, like earls and great

magnates They ha\ e often left their names,

if they have left nothing else The famity

names m Tanfield Mamuon, Dunham Masse} t

Bovey Tracey, and hundreds of other placeS>

add notes of romantic music to the old Saxe®

syllables

This is not the place for a treatment of the

life of the raediteval gentleman Mon) good

accessible books deal with his tenure of Iand>

the rules of succession, his relations with his

tenants, the changes in his houses, lus drcs&
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armour, food The object in what has been
said has been to show that, throughout the
Middle Ages, indeed throughout English
history, vse must regard him as one of the

most essential integral elements m English
society, and not be inclined, m our emphasis
upon the growth of a national life under a
strong central government, to minimize Ins

importance In the seiorul part of this essay

it will be necessary to discuss the significance

of the co-operation between the Crown and
the baronage. It remains non to point to a

feu aspects of baronial development m the
last three < enturies of our period, the centuries

after the Great Charter
In the first place, the standing of the

baronage in the country was not dependent
upon its division into shires In Anglo-

Saxon times the connexion was closer the

carl and tliegns lmd a local importance, which
was in large measure bound up with lliur

relation to the local organization The earl

and bishops were the normal presidents of the

slurc court, and the carl rccav ed a third of

the fines and of the farm or fixed rent of the

count} town After the Conquest the local

significance of the carl gradually disappeared,

except in Cheshire Mans shires had no
local earls at all , if he existed his connexion
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was limited to the receipt of the ’‘third

pennj,” unless he held lands in the shire, and

m that case his influence was like that of an)

other local baron. The twelfth c-entur)

Earls of Oxford, for example, had their caput,

not in Oxfordshire, but in Essex, at Heding-

ham The influence of the Earl of Surre>

depended as much upon his control of Lewes

in Sussex and Castle Acre m Norfolk, as upon

his lordship over Reigate and Dorking in

Surrey In short, although some local con-

nexion was generally maintained (notably in

Norfolk and Gloucester, Leicester and Derb\)

the earl became indistinguishable, in c\cr>-

thing but digmt) and precedence, from the

other great tenants m chief A local rela-

tion, which is found in other parts of Europe

as well as in England (for example, the earl)

“ castellans ” ui Flanders rccen cd the “ tlurd

penny ”), was merged in a wider s) stem, of

which the direct relation with the Crown is

the most significant feature Similarly, the

barons, who succeeded the great king’s

tbegns of Anglo-Saxon times, while they or

their stewards attended the local courts, were

not exactly “ counts people ” Their land*

were often scattered, and the unity of their

barony was expressed, parti) m its internal

administration, parth tiirough its status as o
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fief held of the Crown Hence the variety m
the size and compactness of the baronies,

hence also the fact that their semi-official

character was due, not to functions of the
barons in local public administration, but to

their services as \assals, co-operating with

the king In time new grades were intro-

duced Just as King Stephen and John
created earls by charter, so later kings

—

notably Edward IH—created earls, mar-
quesses and dukes by letters patent Some
baronies survived, others perished in the
fourteenth century the word “baron” be-

came vague, then it be came a technical term
used for the lowest grade of the peerage, a
title either created bv the Crown with the

pm ilege of special summons to parliament, or

held by a man who had a prescriptive right

to be summoned Yet, all through the cen-

turies, the possession of lands of manors
which might or might not be geographical!}

contiguous, was the source of strength, and of

local influence, and these lands were held of

the Crown An official of Richard III, a king

who had to emphasize his authority, put tins

last point with unusual extravagance when,
in a to} al charter, he comparedthe position of

the king among his nobles to that of the sun

among the hea\ enly bodies, on which the sun
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bestows the light whereby the) shine, without

diminishing his own
In the second plnce the de\ clopment of the

central authority, begun by Ilenry I and

earned on bj Henry II and his successors,

modified but did not dimmish the importance

of the baronage Both their local and their

national significance was emphasized It is

true that the judicial reforms of Henry II,

later legislation and case-law brought into the

rojal courts much business which would

otherwise have been transacted in the courts

of barony and manor But it is misleading

to isolate this fact, and incorrect to suppose

that it caused widespread indignation The

polic) of Ilenrj II and the legislate e acts of

lus successors were the outcome of delibera-

tion Some things were no doubt unpopular

in a nnous quarters, others, like the assize of

novel cfmmm (an action in the rojal courts"

by which a man could be protected from the

recent dispossession of a disputed tenement),

were useful to all kinds of people The

barons and landholders gamed more by the

maintenance of order and stability than they

lost by the monopoly or interference of the

royal courts ip matters which, if they had

been subject to judicial action at all, had pre-

viously been controlled b) “ private ” courts
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Similarly, the tendencies winch culminated in

the legislation of Edward I, a century later,

were the reflection of social changes which
made it desirable to modifs the law regarding

the transfer of land, the rights of heirs, and st>

forth None of these developments pro-

's ented the local landholders from maintain-

ing their local prestige, and the result of the

centralization as a whole—a movement of

which the legislation to which we ha\e
referred was only one aspect—was to open
increasing opportunities of service and public

co-operation to the local gentry The idea,

frequently' expressed for example in the

letters of Henry III, that, in virtue of his

status as the holder of a barony , an ecclesiastic

or layman had duties to the Crown, especially

the duty of respecting the decisions of the

royal courts, bad a res erse side it imphed
that the well-being of the community
depended upon the co-operation of the baron-

age Prom the point of Mew of judicial

administration, this point is well illustrated

by the legal view that jurisdiction, ov er and
above customary' action in the manor courts,

was public jurisdiction, derived from the

grant to local lords of judicial functions pre-

viously exercised by the sheriff It was led

jurisdiction dependent on the transfer of the
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duty of making a periodical view ofor liu esh

gation into local crime ami other matters

If a lord had this,he could dispense with the

sheriff, hold his own \ lew, deaf with certain

cases and s< nd the rest to be dealt with bv

the justices m eyre The facts behind tins

generalization were of infinite variety, the

suggested development not altogether prob-

able, but the generalization was an attempt

to explain the fact that all through the later

Middle Ages, alongside the sun lvals of the

old public svstem of hundred and shire, and

in\admg it in all directions, there existed

units of administration—liberties, franchises,

pn\ate hundreds, manors—which were re-

sponsibly for local order and the local welfare

And in the work of the shire the lords of these

units naturally took a leading part The)

held offices, acted as justices of the peace,

senred on Junes and commissions, sent repre-

sentatives to parliament

One qualification should be made As we

ha\ e seen, in the greater part of England the

unity of the great estates was not apparent

The manors were not contiguous, and so

while administrative control, other than

financial, tended to be localized in the par-

ticular manors, the necessity for the central

baronial courts disappeared Tins process
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was helped by the ease with which the various

manors could be disposed of and ahcnated

There was much reshuffling, so to speak, of

the component parts of the great Norman
estates In the ecclesiastical estates the

tendency was naturally less marked They
were held by a lord who did not die, and they

were generally more coherent Hence in the

fifteenth century, the rights of private juris-

diction seem more impressive on the ecclesi-

astical estates than they seem to be on the

estates of the laity Perhaps an illustration

Wall bring this out best We still find concise

definition of the jurisdiction m lay hands
Take, for example, this charter to John
Trelawncy of Menhemot, in Cornwall The
date is 1487, early in the reign of King
Henry VII After granting John the right

to hold a weekly market with its privileges on
his manor, the king granted a court lect and
view of frankpledge, with the right to admin-
ister the assize of bread and ale, and to deal

with “ waif” and “ straps” , also “ mfangthef

”

and lt outfangthef ” (i e jurisdiction over

thieves caught in the act), with all liberties

and customs and all that goes with view of

frankpledge , the goods and chattels of

felons and fugitives confiscated for any
reason (» e in the royal courts) in the said
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Middle Ages, and to forget that it Mas not

displaced by but complemented the work of

the rojal courts and the justices of the peace

It did not die out Wien in the year MU
Henry VI wished to make some return to

God for unexpected help in difficulty he made
an extensive grant to the dean and canons of

the New Collegiate Church of St Mary at

Leicester His long charter enumerates all

the rights of self-government compatible

with the maintenance of royal justice No
royal official would henceforward invade the

lands of St Mary, no collector of taxes, no
assessor of arms and soldiers, no purveyors

The college was to have its Iects and lawdavs
in its lands and liberties, and the return of the

king’s writs, that is to sa>, the dtan and
canons and not the sheriff and ministers of the
king had the duty of executing the royal
demands or writs They were to he free of
all “ forest

**
jurisdiction and from all local

dues and payments for public works , in fact
they had everything except the right of ap-
pointing their own justices of the peace , and
to the greater, more coherent, fiefs even this
power could be transferred The abbot and
monks of Ramsey, for example, within the
lands or banheu of Ilamscy and their liun-

: dreds of Clackclose in Norfolk and Hurstmg-
61
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stone m the county of Huntingdon, might

appoint by their letters patent their own
justices for keeping the peace and the hear-

ing and determining all felonies, trespasses

and misdeeds A jurisdiction of this kind

was as self-contained as the administration of

the town of Norwich itself

The development of the central authority

in all its complexity emphasized the national

no less than the local importance of the baron-

age and the nobility into which the baronage

was gradually transformed Here, indeed,

the lay rather than the ecclesiastical element

became increasingly powerful. The bishops

were great barons and long maintained their

influence in affairs of state Many abbots

were summoned to parliament and, in spite of

canon law .and the objection of the ecclesi-

astical purist and lay critics, men under

religious rows were occasionally employed in

the royal service , but the duty of the re-

ligious was the service of God in prayer, not of

kings in courts, while a good bishop was he

who looked after the onerous claims of his

diocese A bishopric was more often the

reward of service to the Jang thrnan avenue

to a political career The lay magnates, on

the other hand were the king’s natural

advisers, and the more intricate public busi'
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wess became, the more they insisted upon
their right, as well as their duty, to co-

operate Here it is easy to convey a fals<

impression It would he ridiculous to think

of the baronage during the last three cen-

turies of our period as a united disinterested

body of men There were all lands then, as

there ore now acti\ e and sluggish, wanderers

and stay-at-homes, selfish and unselfish,

clever men and fools Of the stay-at-homes

some would prefer service, others the chase

,

of the men about the court, some were
ambitious for power, others eager for pleasure

On the only clear occasion, m 1258
,
when the

baronage acted as a body with the king, and
successfully secured control of the adminis-

tration, it immediately delegated the duty of

regular supervision o\er the new baronial

council to a committee When parliaments

became normal and frequent, the work of pre-

paring for them, of dealing with petitions and
initiating legislation, fell upon a small group
of men—councillors, judges, officials Even
in time of war the barons did not act as a
body Throughout the thirteenth century
each tenant-in-chief was or might be sum-
moned to appear at the gathering of the host
with his due number of knights and their

companions, but, as w-e read betw een the lines
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of the records, the gathering at Southampton
or Chester or York, or w herev er it might be,

vas not c\"ctlj a simple straightforward

meeting of high spirited gentlemen and their

mamors In an} case manv would be

absent, because thc\ were too old or too

young, ill, engaged on the rov.il service else-
_

where, absent on crusade, exempt from ser-

vice with the host because b\ the terms of

their tenure the} had other militan tasks to

do Manj of those who came only came to

make financial bargains which would enable

them to go nvra\ again b\ undertaking to pay

a fine , those who came and stayed found a

heterogeneous force of hired troops, Welsh

archers and crossbowmen, professional

engineers, and so on Under the direction of

the marshal and constable, whose clerks and

officials must ha\ e had o hectic time in the

crowded little town this miscellaneous addi-

tion to the roj al household—for that is what

the gat hentig of the host was—had to be pre-

pared for the march or for embarkation on the

small vessels collected from the ports and

coast towns The “ feudal system " was

indeed breaking down In spite of the re-

luctance of man} magnates, the feudal lev},

which gave the unpaid service of a fixed

number of men-at-arms for a limited period,
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was giving way to a paid army Gradually

new methods were devised and became
general, the arraying or selection of troops by
local commissioners, the indenture or agree-

ment betw cen tl\e king and a man who under-

took to raise a certain force No, when we
say that, as the central organization

dei eloped, the baronage took a moTe definite,

deliberate and emphatic shave in the direc-

tion of affairs, w« mean that thc> realized and
were forced to realize how close!} their

interests or tluir duties were bound up with

the work of goicrnmcnt Much of the work
naturally came into th< hands of men with

profi ssionat ability or traditions, but there

was no hard and fast line between administra-

tion and counsel \Vh> tins happened in

England and did not always happen in other

countries it is not easy to sa\ later on some
attempt will bo made to explain the facts

In short, throughout the Middle Ages the

landed gentr\ , and especially the greater men
were mevitabl} the most influential and
powerful element in English society They
were often restless and turbulent

, but they
were not in a chronic state of passi\e resist-

ance or open rebellion to the tendency of

things In snnous wajs, ways as various as

their own natures, the} pla>ed a part m the
85
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England which they helped to shape They
did not li\e isolated lives They hied m
open households, to which all the religious,

literary and artistic interests of their day
might and often did find entrance Their

kinsmen held bishoprics and abbacies, their

clerks had frequently won reputation in the

schools Scribes copied, artists decorated,

educated men translated books for them

—

the great cjcle of Arthurian romance, books
on hawking and hunting. Books of Hours,

histones of the world They found a wa\ of

life

In view of all this it is not surprising that

the baronial movements ofthe thirteenth and
fourteenth centimes were not so much re-

bellions against authority as sporadic efforts

to correct what were regarded as abuses and
even to take control of the administration.

The}' began as a rule with remonstrance m
the great council of the king and frequently

ended with the redress or promised redress of

grievances Threats offorce were not always

followed by recourse to force, and recourse to

force did not always mean open warfare We
find movements of this kind during the reign

of Henri HI, culminating, first m a baronial

council, afterwards in war We find them in

the reign of Edward I, when a demonstration

S6
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of force was sufficient The revolt against

the household of Edw ard II gradual!} merged
into a resolute effort by a “ middle party ” to

o\ crbaulthe whole machinery of government

The resistance to the “ cunahst ” or bureau*

cratic tendencies of the young Edward HI
dissolved into a taut understanding between

the king and his nobles during the victorious

conflict with Prance When resistance was
renewed at the end of the reign, with the aid

of the commons in parliament, it resulted

then and in Richard IPs reign m a senes

of “councils’* approved bv Parliament

Richard’s dogmatic refusal to acquiesce m a
system of tutelage brought about his fall,

and until the outbreak known as the Wars of
the Roses co-optration between king, council

and lords in p irliament, accompanied bv a
constant fire of criticism from the commons,
was frequent Sometimes this co-operation

was very uneasy, sometimes, as in the reign

of Henry V, harmonious a'Ioy. it is obvious

after the slightest m% cstigntioh of these facts

that baronial activity was penetrated through
and through by personal and partisan feeling,

that polity and prejudice, patriotism and
ambition, the .test for affairs and faction

were almost undistmguishable The political

passion shown bj Englishmen during the
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fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is very
rcmarlable it contrasts unfavourably with
the statcsmanslup which inspired the settle-

ment after the Barons’ War in. Henrj IITs

reign Kings and pnnees were assassinated,

and from the execution of Earl Thomas of

Lancaster in 1322 to the judicial murders

which disgraced England in the reign of

Henn VIII and his successors, we have

periodic orgies of political cruelty- One and
perhaps the chief reason for this was un-

doubtedly the fact that political disputes in

England became inextricably involved with

narrow domestic feuds They were not so

much the result of anti-royai or anti-baromal

feeling as family broils Intermarriage and

the growth of affiliations with the Crown gay e

an incrcasingl> bitter intensity to political

discussion. The danger that some leader of

society would pretend to the Crown or would

work in favour of some claimant to the

Crown added a dreadful element of fear to

political strife The social consolidation of

the royal family and the baronage began in

the reign of Edward I, when this king’s

brother added to the confiscated earldoms of

Derby and Leicester his new earldom of

Lancaster and, in right of his wife, the earl-

doms of Lincoln and Salisbury , and when the

SS
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king’s daughter and granddaughters marned
the heirs, to the earldoms of Hereford, Glou-

cester and Warcnne At the same time the

great earldoms of Norfolk and Cornwall (the

latter held by the king’s cousin} fell to the

Crown Hence we ha\e the rise within the

ranks of the old baronage, but in the person

of a royal prince, of the great house of Lan-
caster, and the opportunities and precedents

for similar changes m the future Far more
important than the lordships and earldoms,

marquisates and dukedoms granted to royal

sen ants and favourites m the fourteenth

century, was this penetration of the royal

family, the disappearance of the great names
of Bigod and Clare, Lacy and de Burgh, the

passing into court of the great names of

Bohun and Mortimer The numerous sons
of Edward III were provided for in the same
way, inheriting all the local feuds of the
Welsh Marches as well as their consciousness

of royal descent New families, or old

familu s sprung to new greatness, Courtenays
and Mon bra) s, Nevilles and Percies, De-
spensers and de la Poles, Staffords and
Bouchiers, Beauforts (the legitimatized

descendants of John of Gaunt) and Crom-
wells, grouped themselves around the king
or one of his relatives and formed family
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connexions in their turn with the ropl
farm!} In the competition for influence, a

new method of enlisting followers was de-

vised, the grant of h\erj in return for main-

tenance or protection m the courts—an evil

which could and often did bring local govern-

ment, administration of justice and the dis-

cussions of the commons in parliament within

the orbit of faction The outcome was the

Wars of the Roses And vet, to return to

our starting point, at c\ cr> stage this farralj

discord did homage to the forms of law and

the habits of government
The historians of law have made us familiar

with the truth that what are called legal

fictions, the cognisance of new social pro-

blems b> forms of law not intended to deal

with them, arc essential to orderly progress

A similar or wider process has been found

necessary in politics, though moralists are

now inclined to describe it os hypocrisy

The process has a good side The more

diffused a consciousness of umt\ is, the more

prevalent is the instinct to cloak selfishness in

the garb of principle, and to adjust self-seek-

ing to the service of the common good The

worst elements acquiesce in this as a safe, the

better welcome it as a prudent pobev ,
and

so the best elements still have their oppor-
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tuiuty In the Middle Ages men, whatever

their motives, protested that they were seek-

ing their rights, and as time went on, they

learned to pursue tliur ends with regard to

legal and political forms The result was

that the factions which gathered about the

throne m the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

times tended to emphasize rather than to

destroy the functions of parliament During

these family struggles for power, or for the

throne itself, the centre of action was m the

gatherings in parliament, and for a while—

m

the feigns of Richard II and Henry IV—the

King’s council was regarded almost as the

creation of parliament, in some respects e\ en
responsible to it The commons, frequently

used b> the lords for party purposes, became
more coherent, more conscious of the part
which the} could play m affairs. The
sporadic and uneasy vents of civil conflicts

which are known as the Wars of the Roses
interrupted, but did not destroy, the tradi-
tions of political order Although the vic-
torious Edward IV summoned few parlia-
ments, Henry VII with his sound political
instinct realized that his strength lay m the
adherence to forms as a national king
Faction could be destroyed by the means
which it had exploited and strengthened.
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This was not parliamentary government, but

a stage, a necessary stage, in the preparation

of it. As the ruler shook himself free of the

incubus which had weighed upon the throne,

a new nobility gradually' took the place of the

old—a nohihtv of wits, wealth or science

It was childishly eager for honours yet less

founded m the soil, nnd more closely’ related

than the old to the powerful middle element

m society Dependent upon the crown for

its elevation, it was for this very reason all

the more disposed to co-operate in methods

of government which time had proved.

(h) The Middle Element. The Boroughs

Historical scholars have discussed in vari-

ous way's the significance of the “ powerful

middle element ” in medueval society In

the mam their analysis is not very convinc-

ing It has suffered from the assumption

that the growth of a middle class necessarily

means a growth in democratic feeling, with

the result that some writers have exagger-

ated the democratic aspect of knights nnd

burgesses, while otb* ^ijters led

to minimize or evt

\

-''the of

a strong middle ©> alL

not necessary to
y f r

impulses follow di7"lv
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of a middle class, or that the growth of a

national is the same thing as the growth of

a political consciousness The gentlemen of

the slure who helped to manage local affairs

and the burgesses who controlled self-con-

scious municipal communities, large and

small, were generations behind the men of

the Long Parliament The} were conscious

of patriotism long before they were aware

of political ambitions

The reason of this apparent anomaly is

probably to be found in the cellular self-

sufficient life of the English country -side It

was a narrow, m some wajsa stationary life,

but it was genuinely social, firmly rooted in

the land, controlled by custom, protected by
the common law Change came slowly and
imperceptibly E\en in the towns change,
as compared with the rapid de\elopment of
modem life, was extraordinarily slow Out-
side the towns interlocked communities of

' lords of manors, freeholders and peasants
gradually made the England which our
fathers knew An attempt to describe the
process would destroy the plan of this essay
and take us outside its main theme It is

enough to remember that this society was
there, living from day to day, tilling fields,
growing wool, budding and rebuilding
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churches, holding its innumerable little

courts, serving on juries, paying taxes and
rents, performing complicated services—an
industrious, quarrelsome, rather scif-con-

scions society It “ maintained the state

of the world "

Verj many of the village communities
were manors held by absentee landlords,

great men or ecclesiastical bodies These
were directed bv bailiffs and men ultimately

subject to the lord and his council of ad-

visers and the greater ofiicmls of the estates

Instances of arbitrary rule can be found

and, when put together from a wide area

and from two or three centuries of time, can

easily be made to present a picture of

tyranny and extortion On the other hand
the tenants were quick to resent breaches of

custom and could find clerical or legal ad-

visers to put their complaints into writing.

Some manorial petitions to the lord, with

their reference to the customs of holding

courts, procedure, suit of scr\ ice, infractions

of the law of the Charter, extortion of ex-

cessive services and so on, read exactly like

baronial or parliamentary petitions to the

Crown Alongside these manors, there were

others held by resident laymen, small

county “ esquire*
’ * the
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descendants or successors of the “ Knights ”

or tenants by military service of an earlier

time It is probable that the “ rmhtes ” of

the time of the Norman Conquest were still

household servants of their lord rather than
a class of warriors holding lands of and
owing service to their lord As the scattered

evidence is slowlv brought together, and
continental analogies are examined, their

domestic character comes out more clearly

We must not exaggerate the social dignity

of knight-service We should be prepired

to find a continuous tradition of domestic

compactness and intimacy which links the

soldiers settled on the land with the baronml
households The “ bachelors " of the thir-

teenth century, and the persons in “livery

and maintenance ” of the fifteenth, were
different expressions of tins tradition, a
tradition not hilled h\ Henry VII, as is often

supposed, but a matter for criticism in later

dajs 1 At the same time, generations of

settlement on their estates inevitably caused

much change in the social and k gal standing

of men of the knightly class Their local

and territorial position became more im-
portant than tlieir personal relationships

1 Cf
,
for example, Strjpe, Lift of Jylmcr, ch xiv

(1621 ed., p 191)
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Their services became stereotyped, fixed

charges so to speak which did not senously
interfere with their social freedom The
knights tended to lose their military char
acter and gradually became a local gentry,

with all kinds of local ties Thev were
frequently reinforced by kindred who had
risen to importance in the public sen ices,

as judges and government officials, or had
won wealth and social standing in the towns

As the late Dr Round Ins shown, some of

the great families of a later time, like the

Cavendishes and the Churchills, sprang from

respectable men of this type Indeed, from

an early' date, sometimes from the eleventh

century , we find holders of lands who owed
services in many different quarters, suit of

court here, rents there , and, as time goes on,

we get a picture of infinite heterogeneity

The solid tangible estate is the fact of

primary significance, the relations which

testify to its complicated ongin become of

secondary importance. A good account of

a typical English holding of the early four-

teenth century has survived m the Estate

Book of Henry' Bray’, of Harlestone, in

Xorthamptonshire.1 Henry was the most

1 Henry dr Brcift Erta'e Bock edited by Dorothy

Willis (Royal Historical Society, 1916).
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important resident landholder m Harlestonc,

although lie held only eight of its twenty-
seven virgates, or about 300 acres He held

these of four different fouls, and as he had
some legal training—he possibly got it from
h»s maternal grandfather, who was literatus

—he carefully kept copies of important
documents affecting his lords’ rights,

although they only \ ety indirectly con-

cerned him But he took \ery little interest

m his lords' doings, was not attracted by
politics, and lived a busy life entirely im-

mersed in local affairs or in the management
of his property He sen ed on juries, acted

as executor of wills, and held the office of

steward of the neighbouring priory of St

James at Northampton He was keenly

interested m law -suits, but he was still

more cohcemed to see that his house and
lands and his relations with Ins twenty-four
tenants were in order His careful accounts

show* how, between I2R0 and 1322, he built

himself a hall of local stone—{he enfioffed

a serf with some tenements on condition

that the serf provided stone for him from the

neighbouring quarry)—walls of some length
nlong roads and round new gardens, pigsty,

fowlhousc, bakehouse, and new kitchen,

fountain, dovehouses, and cottages He
97 p
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planted trees, rebuilt the mill, built ponds,
and generally took great trouble over the
water supply of the district He provided
stone and timber for the rebuilding of much
of the church Indeed, Henry de Bray’s

activities, in this period of critical and ex-

citing public events to which he was

apparently quite indifferent, were the activ-

ities of hundreds ofcountry gentlemen during

hundreds of years of English history. Here,

not in the intricacies of feudal and legal and
political history, we see their real life.

Such men, if wealthy enough, had to be
“ distrained ” to knighthood. They did not

seek it, and often paid to be relieved of it.

Yet by the time of Henry of Bray and for

many years earlier, knighthood involved

social and legal rather than military obliga-

tions. These local gentry, of whom the

more important were sent to parliament

and served as justices of the peace, seem as

a class to have had few ambitions at this

time, though their families produced im-

portant ecclesiastics, scholars, judges, royal

counsellors, wealthy merchants Something

about their significance in the public life

of England will be said m the next chapter

;

but their political importance was to come
later

9S
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Very much the same conclusion must be
reached when wc consider the town life of

mcdi'eval England Hit country was full of

boroughs wlucli increased the wealth and
amenities of the community Their forms

of go\ ernment were very v arious and provide

a sort of museum of curious municipal con-

stitutions Yet it is impossible to describe

them as centres of political life or as the

source of democratic feeling Many of them,

active enough m the Middle Ages, were later

to decay or stagnate
,

most of the great

nurseries of our modern political life were
quite insignificant places London, of course,

and Bristol were important, but nothing
happened in Manchester or Birmingham or

Leeds or m King John’s little creation,

Liverpool , while the modem student of
public opinion does not think first of North-
ampton or Norwich, which tic re important
places in median al times

Examples of concerted action of a “ revo-

lutionary
*’ kind can be found in medueval

England The sworn confederacy, or “ con-

spiracy,” was a common social phenomenon,
arising naturally from the prevalence of the
sacred oath and the customary brotherhoods

and associations of the Teutonic peoples

It could be political, religious or social,

OD
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could appear among all kinds of people,

from carts to peasants, an illicit or at the
least, an extra-legal extension of the in-

numerable confraternities, associations and
gilds which bound monastery to monastery,
warrior to wamor, merchant to merchant
There was nothing peculiarly urban about
it, but it was more likely to appear among
people who lived close to each other Thus
it is possible that a movement towards the
** commune,” a sworn association of bur-

gesses seeking self-government, which we
find in the later twelfth century m some
English boroughs, was inspired by similar

movements abroad And the agitation of

the lower elements against the higher m
English towns during the troubled times of

the Barons’ Wars in the reign of Henrj III

was a reflection of a widespread continental

tendency Yet, if we take English history

as a whole, we find little evidence of revo-

lutionary actmt) in the boroughs, either

as a corporate demonstration against the

Crown, or as a class movement within the

community On critical occasions London
scught to assert itself, and a political party

or rojal claimant would naturally trj to

secure the support of the wealthiest city in

the kingdom, a citj where “ barons ” had
100
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acquired a traditional right to share m the
recognition of a king and the settlement of
a national dispute But the sworn con-

federacy of barons m 1215 and 1258, and
the movement which led to the Peasants’

Re\olt were far more serious than anythin^

which occurred in the cities and boroughs

In any case, both lay and ecclesiastical

powers had learned by experience, which
they justified by appeals to their conception

of Divine providence working through law
m society, to frown upon irregular associa-

tions and especial1) upon the sworn con-

spiracy Anything of the kind was de-

nounced, from the conspiraho of nobles to the
conciUabulum of artisans Gilds and confra-

ternities of ai\’ kmefe were to function m the

open, under the protection or with the ac-

quiescence of the powers of Church and State

In a compact state, such ns England was,

there was no room for the great movements
which helped to shape European historj in

Italy and the Rhineland
Indeed, from our point of new, we should

keep in the foreground the fact that muni-
cipal life in median nl England developed
under the guidance or, at an> rate, with

the authority of kings, barons, bishops and
abbots Resistance to authority, especially
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perhaps in the boroughs of monasteries, was
by no means unknown—the life of Abbot
Samson of Bury St. Edmunds provides an
excellent example of it—but it ended m
compromise, and did not seriously interrupt

the normal relation The importance of tbe

mcducval borough must be sought m its

contribution to the social life of England,
not m the history of political ideas The
“social” ideas which forms of municipal

self-government may suggest to us do not

differ in kind from the ideas which we mav
derive from mednei al society as a whole or

in any of its parts, from the Crown to the

humble township or manor All that can

be claimed for self-government in the

boroughs is a more intensive quality and a
variety of more or less complicated types,

some artificial, some the outcome of growth

The spring or origin may possibly be found

deep m the past, in the unconscious structure

of Teutonic society Some distinguished

scholars, including in this country the late

Professor Unwin, have urged that it can

But in England the borough developed under

the control of its lord and was frequently

founded by him It expressed no separatist

or revolutionary tendency

At the time of the Norman Conquest
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there 'were boroughs in every shire and many
places which were not boroughs had markets
An examination of the laws and other

material for late Anglo-Saxon history shows
that their activities were under public control

and that a large number of the boroughs had
originated in the military necessities of the

Danish wars Some of the old Roman
centres had been inhabited since the seventh

and eighth centuries , they were generally

chosen as the dwellings of kings, the seats

of bishops, and the places where monty was
minted Then about the time of King
Alfred there was systematic building of burhs

or military enclosures and notablv in the

Midlands, these became the official centres

of a shire-orgam^ation
,

that is to say,

their walls were maintained by the land-

holders of the shire, and they were the centres

of the administration b> carl and sheriff

In many, if not all, burin landholders of thi

district had houses and lands and there was
a close connection between some of the

burgense'i or inhabitants and the county
estates of their lords Until the eleventh

ctnturj distant trade was rare, the merchant
community was small, but there was of

course much local buying and selling,

especially m cattle, and the later English
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small boroughs did not develop much be-

yond this stage their inhabitants li\ cd,

very much like the tenants of a manor,
under the direction of their lord or Ins

officials, onl> distinguished from their rural

neighbours by a somewhat greater variety

of occupation At the other end of the scale

we find flourishing towns of traders and
craftsmen, living in busy streets in their

particular quarters, organized in gilds and
fraternities, each with its religious and social

life No local official interferes in the town,

unless to serve a royal writ or summon a

jury to the judicial eyre If it is a rojal

borough the town lias acquired the right to

pay a fixed sum, in lieu of ro>al rents, to

the exchequer, and may ha\e a ma\or as its

head It has its own body of customs and
traditions, which art administered m its own
courts In some places of this land a

council has grown up or been erected to

co-operate with the mayor or bailiffs in the

government of the town home towns are

governed by a merchant gild, others hate a

merchant gild in addition to the governing

body, others no merchant grid at all We
find endless \ anety, but little democracy
and no trace of alienation from the general

life of the country
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In fact the boroughs, in spite of all their

local peculiarities, were integral parts of the

national life They were fitted in to the

s\ stem of order and administration Their

rights were defined by charter and could be
suspended by the ro\ al authority It is note-

worth>, for example, that the maintenance of

the walls and the careful rules about watch
and ward were not duties imposed upon
themselves bv self-protecting burgesses, but
duties enforced b\ ro} al command or statute

The payment of murage, an occasional tax

for the repair of the walls was required in the

general interest It has been suggested that

the citizens of Oxford would not have kept

their splendid defences in repair if they had
not been compelled to do so b\ their rojal

lord Similarly, the duties of watch and
ward were defined m public acts, m assizes or

statutes, nnd the maintenance of the peace b}

the borough authorities was quite as much a
public duty as a local privilege , that the}

could do it themselves, and that (as often

happened) the mavor or chief officers of the

borough held the commission of the peace

issued to the justices of the peace elsewhere,

was certain!} a privilege, but m maintaining

the peace these officials were as much public

sen ants ns the justice or the sheriff Before
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Edward ELI went abroad in 1838 he sum-
moned the Mayor and Aldermen of London
beforehim and his council,w henthey promised
to safeguard the city for the King during his

absence and to present a scheme for so doing
The scheme was presented to the King’s
Council, which approved it on April 25 It

provided for the election of twelve, eight or

six good men of each ward, w ho were sworn to

put the measure into operation- These men
were to patrol the city day and night and to

see that the lung’s peace was not broken

The names of persons entering into con-

spiracies and covins were to be reported to

the mayor, sheriffs and aldermen Careful

arrangements wire made for guarding the

gates Here we have an illustration, chosen

at random, of the co-operation in public

duties between the Crown and the greatest

community in the kingdom And whin we
find, m the borough charters of tbe fourteenth

and fifteen centuries, the grant of all sorts of

municipal constitutions, some very intricate,

including double methods of election, or very

extensive, comprising even the grant of the

right of the town (e g Norwich) to rank

as a shire, we can see this svstem of co-

operation m another form, as well as the

concession of local autonomy, for auto-
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nomy implied a corresponding degree of

public duty
In the beginning the king regarded lus

borouglis as though they were part of his

domain He exercised the nght of tallage,

the right to tax them at wall The reign of

Henry II was fruitful in the growth of

financial arrangements betw ecn the Crown and
the boroughs In spite of its claim to have a
" commune ” of a far-reaching type and its

impressive share in the fight for the Great

Charter, even London had to acquiesce m the

royal claim and, in times of disorder and
recalcitrance, to surrender its sv stem of self-

admimstration On the other hand the king

came to see the value to himself as well as to

the borouglis of inviting co-operation, so that

gradually arbitrary' taxation gave w ay before

the practice of consultation The appearance

of burgesses in the royal councils, an almost

casual innovation which afterwards led to

the legal definition of a borough as a place

which returned members to parliament, was a
further step forward This development had
one result of some importance It provided
an alternative to the method of direct bar-

gaining between Crown and boroughs It

prev ented the division of society into distinct

classes or estates and ultimately enabled the
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Jong in parliament to be regarded as the finiJ

authority m matters of public inUrest As
the boroughs became more important, the
significance of their solidarity was seen more
clearly. Even in the later seventeenth cen-

tury we find the court trying to secure control

of parliament by altering borough constitu-

tions and by manipulating elections Parlia-

ment and local feeling were strong enough to

check this policy, but the danger was a real

one and would have been still greater liad the

habits of national solidarity not been formed

in earlier centimes

We arrive here at a mediaeval development
winch was reaching a climax in the middle of

the fourteenth century the elimination or

the limitation of powers and forces, which

might otherwise have hindered the growth

of a compact national life These differed

greatly from each other in kind and origin

—

some were administrative, others economic,

others ecclesiastical, some were temporary",

others permanent—but they were similar m
this, that, unlike barons, knights and bur-

gesses, they derived their strength from an

exceptional source, apart from the normal,

general life of the community
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(c) The Croirn and the Forests Jczcs and
Merchants

Something has been said and more will be
soul in this cssav about the moral position of

the Crown The strength ofthe king lav in his

observance of the natural law, that all-coni'

prchcnsiv e obligation nInch inculcated a right

attitude to other law, to custom and the
rights of all sorts of men But kings were
human and had unlimited opportunities to

indulge m irresponsible action Often the}

had a temperamental inclination—o\ trpower-

mg and S dome or whimsical and impish

—

to do what they liked Moreover, they

needed leisure, retirement, times or places in

which they could let themselves go Arbi*

trnry behaviour towards the classes of men
who formed the mam fabne of society was
dangerous , but relaxation was open to them
m other directions, in the chase or in illicit

love affairs, and, as time went on,m elaborate

bargainings with powers which had not been

subjected to, and stood apart from the com-
mon law The great forest organization pro*

vailed relaxation, the capitalistic element was
open to bargaining The Jew s, as part of the
roj al domain, were like the forests—a kind
of plaything of the Crown, and, —
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lenders and pawnbrokers, anticipated the

English merchants of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries Gradual!}, ho\\e\er,

these exceptional or alien elements in the

community were circumscribed or dis-

appeared

The writer of a famous tract upon the

working of the exchequer explains the posi-

tion very clearly in lus remarks upon the

forest law at the end of the tv. elftb century

The forests are regarded, he says, as lying

outside the scope of the common land of the

realm Their lan is an expression of the

roy alwill It is not an expression ofabsolute

justice (non 1ustum absolute), it is just simply

because it is the lan of the forest , that is to

say, it cannot, be deduced from or reconciled

with first principles, with law as such, but

depends for its validity upon itself Nothing

could better express tlie medieval desire to

relate e\ erything to fundamentals here the

royal need for relaxation is gi\ en a sort of

justification by putting the law which regu-

lates his means of enjoyment outside the

generally accepted order of things This

alleged self-sufficiency of the forest system

was of course the reason why the rights of the

forest were watched so jealously and were

ultimately brought under the control of the
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common law, so that the great Coke could

declare that the forest law is “ allowed and
hounded by the common laws of this realm ”

In the Middle Ages, however, the method of
limitation was practical rather than legal

The forest law remained a law to itself, but
the area within which it operated was more
and more curtailed In the twelfth century

the forest area was enormous and tended to

increase, in the thirteenth it was still very

extensive Apart from the New Forest and
Sherwood Forest, and the greater part of

Essex, practically the whole country between
Lincolnshire and the Thames, “ between
Stamford and Oxford,” was subject to forest

law In addition we find large areas in

Yorkshire, Cumberland, and the fYesl The
forests, therefore, were not wild places

,

they covered land which, in addition to tht

great stretches of woodland and heath and
moor, contained baronial lands, manors and
villages A large population w as subject t<>

three laws at once, the law of the land th^

haw of the church, the law of the forest The
forest had its separate organization, itg

hierarchy of officers, its courts and justices

A peasant might have as one of his services

the duty to help a neighbouring huntsman,
and the huntsman would hold his lands by
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sen see of h« craft All tins machinery,
throughout a large part of England, was con-

trned to protect and aid the king’s pleasure

TheNorman and Angevin kings were might}
hunters, moving about from hunting lodge to

hunting lodge, transacting public business m
the intervals of the chase and summoning
groat councils of the realm at places like

Garendon near Salisbury, and Rockingham,
and Geddmgton, near the modem town of

Kcttcnng, places now obscure or deserted

The reason why a beautiful cross in memory
of Queen Eleanor is to be seen at Geddmgton
is that the body of the dead queen rested

there by the royal lodge when Edward I

brought it on its way to Westminster The
forest system pressed hard upon the people,

for they were liable to judicial and other

services Their activities, even the activities

of their dogs, were limited by the needs

of the forest They fell under an inexorable

law if they transgressed the rules protecting

the king’s beasts They might, for example, ,

own a bit of open land as a common , but the

forest officials, regarding it as part of the

forest, might grant it to a particular person

to “ cssart,” plough up and enclose In all

kinds of ways local custom and forest '

organization might conflict Hence there
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was a constant demand for the fixing of

boundaries and for legal relief So gre*at was
the part played by the forest m the social

economy of meditev al England that the great

Forest Charter of Henry HI was always
reissued with the Great Cliarter and was re-

garded as equally important m protecting

the ordinary man Gradually the frequent
11 perambulations ” of the forest took effect,

and the continued “ essarting ” altered the

look of the country -side Yet throughout the

tncdueval ptnod and on into the seventeenth

century the life of the forest must lia\ e been
more penetrating than we can comprehend
We can occasionally see glimpses of its more
beneficent effects m the grants of oak for the

building of monasteries and houses , and we
can still feel its influence, as a law to itself,

m the social prestige which attaches to the
modern game laws and to the customs of the

hunt
The Jews also, so long as they lived in

mediaeval England—and their activity was
great for about a hundred and fifty years

before they' were expelled by’ Edward I—

-

were regarded as part of the royal domain
They had a law for themselves, in addition

to their own law, by which they lived their

strange, pathetic life There were some
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great Jews m mediaeval England, scholars

who could discuss metaphysics and philo-

logical matters with English clerks and
monks, wealthy Jews whose money helped to

build some of the finest buildings of the

thirtet nth century and to finance royal needs,

especially in time of war But many of them
were obscure people, despised, in constant

danger, living precariously as small money-
lenders and rec< ivers of stolen goods They
had to be protected, and so they were taken

increasingly under the royal care, guarded

carefully and exploited with some prudence

and no mercy Their best friends w ere prob-

ably to be found among the more enlightened

clergy and fnars, who maintained an attitude

of hard justice towards the chosen people

In the thirteenth century the Jews had to live

m a few selected royal towns, such as York,

Lincoln, Norwich, Northampton, Oxford,

and their relations with Christians were

minutely registered and supervised Justices

were given special commission to deal with

cases in which Jews and Christians were con-

cerned, a special department of the Ex-

chequer dealt with Jewish monies In

theory if not always tn practice, a Jew’s

property and debts lapsed to the Crown on his

death An alien group, so circumscribed,
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could not compete with the foreign merchant-
bankers who extended their operations m
England during the reign of Henry HI The
evidence suggests that, had the Jews not
been expelled, they would have become
a charge upon the community The com-
ipuiuty, hostile and bitter, had no feelings

of responsibility for them and they were
expelled

The Crown had other resources During
the next fifty years the unity of England was
threatened by the extensive co-operation

between the Court and a merchant class

which seemed likely for a time to secure an
independent position in the state The dan-

ger was more subtle than any which had come
from the organization of the forests or the

operations of the Jews The “ estate of mer-
chants ” came into political prominence m
the reign of Edward III Merchants, as

distinct from craftsmen, had of course existed

in England as m other countries for genera-

tions Man}
,

perhaps a majority, were
foreigners m early times, although we find

Englishmen, like the later hermit Godric of
Finchale, who had their ships and traded
abroad About the year 1000, m Ethclred’s

ordinance concerning tolls at London, “ we
hear of merchants from the Netherlands,
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of Edward III towards the formation of

a distinct class of wealthy merchants co-

operating with the Crown outside the

ordinary machinery of administration and
taxation The well-known dealings with the

Florentine banking houses, the Bardi and the

Peruzzi, were merely an incident in the

extensive operations by which Edv, atd tried

to finance ins irar with France The emerg-
ence of a group of English capitalists work-

ing with the Kmg was more important, and
might hat e had far-reaching political conse-

quences The negotiations are still \ery

obscure, for no straightforward account exists

and the stoTy has to be traced painfully

through hundreds of unrelated documents

and casual entnis upon the Chancery and
Exchequer records But tw o facts are clear

the king tned to raise money by t renting a

monopoly for himself in the sole of English

wool abroad, and from 1337 onwards he sum-

moned assemblies of merchants to arrange m
co-operation with them the methods by which
this difficult operation could be carried out

Alternative ways of raising money on woo!,

bj means of grants and customs, were

adopted m similar assemblies Now this

policj rnvbU ed serious interference with the

normal trading practices of the extensive
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trade m "wool For example, a royal mono-
poly could only be secured if the wool 'was

collected and exported by syndicates of mer-
chants acting for the king Higher prices

abroad could only be ensured by drastic

restraints upon free export from England
The incoherence of Edward’s organization

and the conflict of interests among his allies

were great enough to ensure the failure of his

expedients, but, in addition, all the other

parties—wool growers, small merchants
trading in other goods, whose busmiss in-

directly suffered—protested through Parlia-

ment against his attempt to raise enormous
sums on the mam natural asset outside the

great council of the realm Hence Edward
had to compromise, to combine, so far as he
could, the policy of an organized trade, con-

centrated, to the royal advantage, with a
measure of free access of importers and ex-

porters to each other The Ordinances of the

Staple in 1353 illustrates this compromise
They were debated by the Commons and
finally issued tn accordance with the wishes
of Parliament During these years, through-
out the country, in London and the boroughs,

among the local wool growers, and m Parlia-

ment itself, we can sec for the first time the
conscious discussion of political questions by
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parties whose interests were affected On
the one hand were the parties who turned
naturally to the traditional methods of

political expression , on the other, groups
of merchants, dominated by a score of

wealthy men with interests established both
m England and Flanders

(d) The Church

Hitherto we have been concerned with

elements in society which were in the mam
localized in England The forest organiza-

tion was an exceptional system, but it was

certainly English The Jews were an alien

body, but they were under strict control

The merchant class contained nuny
foreigners and many Englishmen with foreign

interests, but the men who had become

wealthy on the basis of their local position

in London or Hull or Yarmouth or wherever

they might bve, gradually took the lead and

predominated in the last two centuries of our

period They could be kept in check and

gradually they found their place in the com-

munity But there was another system,

another law, another society, local in sub-

stance, unis ersal m spint, penetrated by and

penetrating the secular life at every turn, yet

deriving its authority from sources deep iff
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the history of East and West We hove still

to speak of the Church

What did men mean in the Middle Ages
when they spoke of the English Church, the

Eccfcsia An^hcana 9 The phrase was m fre-

quent use and has an insular implication It

certainly did not mean that there was an
independent English Church, for it was used

as often by the popes as by others, and indeed

vi as probably given eurrenev m tlus form b>
the papal chancery The whole history of

the ecclesiastical system in meduev al England
forbids us to think that when lung John said

the English Church was to be free, he, the
Pope’s vassal, meant to declare its freedom
from Rome He meant that the church was
to be free from capricious interference by the
secular power Serious scholars have long
refused to join the controversialists who, m
Maitland’s wittv words, imagine that the

church was Anglican before, and has been
Catholic since the Reformation Nor, in

spite of the high position of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, who was generally vested

with ltgatme powers, did the Pope or any-
body else mean that the church m England
was a self-directing province within the
universal church, still less that it had any
mctropolitical claims, as some scholars in the
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seventeenth century liked to think. Am
tendency of this kind was broken downm the

twelfth century, wl en appeals to Rome be-

came so frequent that the prestige of Carder*

burr was in danger One of the most cur>QUS

Dungs about the church in England «ns Die

meriting difficulty which it found in m^n*

taming a coherent and continuous sense o( its

arJnumstmtive unity It dm doped a

of parliamentary system of its own m the

Convocations of Canterbury and York, ll

granted taxes to the Crown, it legislated;

yet, sa\c for bncf periods in the thirteenth

century, it had no strength in itself On the

me of the Reformation the upstart WobQ^
KrcWbisYmp ot VotV and Itofoop trf Vf^
Chester, and nested with the authority of a

papal legate and the prestige of a cardinal,

was able to rule the Church as a dictator, nn«

unconsciously to show the Jang how easily he

might do the same The bishops grurnbM
and helped to drag Wolsey down, but, just as

they had been powerless to resist him, so they

were powerless to present the breach with

Home or to direct the course of change

After the Reformation had run its course

the antiquaries and historians described the

mediTval ecdesxn JLnghcann in terras familiar

to them They plaved variations on a
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common theme. Queen Elizabeth pointed
out that this country had been converted,

not by St Augustine of Canterbury, but by
Joseph of Anmathea Bishop Jew el, rebut-

ting the jibe that the new settlement meant a
“ parliament religion,” suggested that, so far

as it was true, it was equally true of the

mcdueval system Sir Henry' Spelman,
better informed on English history, regarded

the ecclesiastical and the secular orders as the

two piers of an arch, whose keystone was the

crown and looked back longingly to the day's

when our early kings relied upon episcopal

advice Prynne, the lawyer, ransacked the

records to pro\ e that the papal was always
a usurped jurisdiction E\en the English

Catholics were influenced by the new
historical learning, for some of them, resti\ e
under ultramontane and Jesuit guidance, and
preferring a federal form of reconciliation

with Rome, urged that the canon law of the

median al church had ne\er been fully'

accepted m England All these views im-

plied the belief that m one way or another

the median al church in England was a
national church and subordinate to the
secular power Most of them emphasized,
not its independence of Rome, but its de-

pendence upon the State Spelman on the
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other -hand realized the organic nature of the

mednevnl church He anticipated later
,

l»th true and fake, on tins as on so

many other historical matters

As an interpretation of lustory, the Vn-

testant new of mrives a,0 ŷ
land was a tra\ esty it
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Anghcana as it was used, to take one obv igus

example, by the good Benedictine monk,
the chronicler Matthew Baris There was
nothing subtle or fantastic m the mind of

Matthew Pans He had no intellectual re-

servations and was quite devoid of heretical

impulses He would have been much
astonished to see ins outspoken obiter dicta

strung together and presented as an anti-

papal plea for a national church He lived

in a gnat English abbey which was ancient

even in the middle of the thirteenth century,

an abbt> which was part of England, ruling a
large estate, bound up with English national

and local life in a thousand intangible ways
He met and talked with all kinds of important
and unimportant people, and shared the

current prejudices against foreigners and the

export of money from the country and new-
fangled practices He disliked taxation for

distant and chimerical schemes, and relished

all the gossip about the venality and political

incompetence of the Roman Curia Hence
when he used the phrase ecclesia Anghcana,
lus mind naturally and deliberately laid stress

upon the second word The English clergy

and monks wished to be left alone They did

not wish to have their resources squandered
in wars against the Emperor, nor to see
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Italian adventurers holding English benefices

At the same time Matthew could be just as
biting in his references to fussy bishops who
intervened m monastic affairs,, or to the
inconsequent waj s of his hcquamtance, King
Henry Nor was he insular m his outlook
upon affairs His chronicle is one of the

best authorities of the time upon general

history The Tartar invasions, the municipal

history of Rome, the civil wars m Ffanclers,

the disputes in the University of Pans, all

interested lnm
In this essaywe are concerned to emphasize,

not the growth of the conception of a national

church (for it would be impossible to find

more than a few erratic expressions of anv
idea of this hind) but the adjustment of the

intricate ecclesiastical life to the national life

and, in particular, the refusal of the secular

authority to allow free play to the ecclesi-

astical or canon law m deciding questions of

property Nobody, after Bechet's time,

questioned the validity of the canon law as

such, but the common law set barriers to its

operation Tins resistance involved war or

compromise, just as a dispute about frontiers

involves war or compromise On the whole

both parties were ready to compromise

Although it is natural, indeed inevitable,
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to think of the forces of secular and of

ecclesiastical order as “ two parties,” the

phrase is misleading If we look into the

facts we find no clear-cut division in mediaeval

society, corresponding to the distinction, so

dear to mediaeval publicists, between the

regnum and the sacerdotium, and still less do

we find a clear-cut division between the

church and the world History, from the

days of the conversion of the people onwards,

gave more reality to the doctrine that society

was a single organism In the face of that,

disputes between secular and ecclesiastical,

or lay and clerical interests, were more like

civil broils or family quarrels than warfare
between sovereign parties When the Con-
queror and lus great archbishop, Lanfranc,
separated the canonical system from the
secular administration, they did not deliber-

ately create two societies They put their
house in order, hj* recognizing the value of a
reforming movement in the Church which,
though it had alienated Empire and Papacy,
did not seem to them to be inconsistent with
social unity As in Anglo-Saxon and Danish
times, secular and ecclesiastical elements m
England continued to be inextricably inter-

woven Archbishops and bishops were
natural advisers of the king The adrmnis-
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tration was mainly dependent upon clerks for

the transaction of business Ecclesiastics

had the cluef offices and frequently sat as

judges or even ruled the eounhy-side as

sheriffs. English customs and procedure,

which were impregnated with ecclesiastical

influences, remained in force and only gradu-

al!} changed into the body of common law,

administered and interpreted b\ expert

lawyers, who for generations themselves

were clerks On the other hand, the ecclesi-

astical and monastic elements in the country

nere parts of the social order The groups of

foreigners who ruled the dioceses and monas-

teries after the conquest soon gave waj to

men bom and generally bred in England, just

as the foreign traders and craftsmen who
flocked into London rapidly gave way to

citizens from English towns and villages

They usuall} came from English and Anglo-

Norman families which formed the mam
fabnc of the governing society, or they rose

from the ranks ofthe English-speaking people

who tilled the sad, sened as parish clergy,

and filled the religious houses They could

not shake of! the traditions and prejudices of

their homes, and the higher they climbed, the

more imoked they became m those social

activities which nowadays are left to the
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magistrates and the land agent Every
bishop and abbot was a landholder, vested, in

a greater or lesser degree, with public duties

Every country parson had a share in the
rural economy The clergy from the great

semi-mdependent palatine Bishop of Durham
down to the humblest clerk were as much a

part of England as the barons, knights, bur-

gesses, freeholders and i diems around them
The cloistered monks and nuns, it is true, had
another allegiance, more intimate, further

removed from the cares of social life than the

duties of priest and prelate Yet the} too

were human, and they belonged to communi-
ties which depended for their subsistence on
lands and rents And they were very human
If they held offices or obediences, especially

those which were concerned with supplies and
the management of servants, the} were
necessarily brought m touch with the outside

world If the} did not, they w ere still subject

to many kinds of distracting temptations

Writers on the monastic life and the reports

of episcopal visitors abound in evidence of the

peculiar difficulties which beset the monk and
the nun Some of these difficulties were
implicit in the duty imposed b} the monastic
\ows and discipline, others more definitely

resulted from the call of the world, from
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Appeals to the call of kinship, to the desire for

property, to curiosity and the craving for

companionship and gossip Inevitably these
communities of the secluded, so numerous and
So various m origin, size and outlook, ceased

to stand out as islands of pious intensity,

alien groups dotted in relief o\ er the country-

side As the decades and centimes passed

thej took the colour of their surroundings

and, so to speak sink into their surround-

ings When we remember how they were

recruited and all the local responsibilities

which they had undertaken, it is as foolish

to criticize them as it would be to rebuke the

wear of weatherbeaten stone Within a
generation or so of the days of St Bernard,

whose missionary disciples carried the

Cistercian rule to England in the reign of

Henry I and Stephen, the Cistercian monas-

teries were English m tone and outlook It

was the same with the numerous contem-

porary houses of Augustiruan canons In

the following century the followers of St

Francis and St Dominic—only a few

hundreds m number—came under the

like influence They were always more

in touch than the monks were with con-

tinental learning and art and ecclesiastical

mo\ einents generally, for they were under
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closet control from headquarters, but their

verv freedom from local ties made them
more ahve to national movements, and more

easily liable to political and ecclesiastical

prejudice

Perhaps the best way ofrealizing the extent

to which the secular was involved with the

religious )lfe is to stand on the edge of the

Cotswold Hills and, as one gazes over the

broad valley of the Severn, to recall how
the greater part of the landscape which lies

below was once controlled b\, bishop and
abbot From the da> s of Canute to the days
of Henry VM the Bishop of Worcester and
the monks of Worcester, Malv em, Evesham,
Pershore, Bredon, Winchcombe held lands

there, m the reigns of the Confessor and
Henry I Gloucester and Tewkesbury were
refounded as Benedictine abbeys , m the reign
of Henry HI, Richard, Earl of Cornwall, the
King’s brother, established the Cistercians- at
Halles Bishop and abbots had their fran-

chises, often ruling hundreds with all their

secular responsibilities, and involved m the
ev er-recurrmg disputes and accommodations
to which a great place in the world gave me
Or one might take an earlv plan of any city
or borough, London or York, Bristol or
Northampton, Stamford or Oxford, and note
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how the parishes with their churches, monas-
teries and frrnnes were crowded together, so
that from without the town looks like u forest

of towers and spires, and within, one seems
to come upon a church in every narrow
street And we recall that these parishes

and churches, as the years went by, became
centres of confraternities or the home of

chantnes, on which were expended the

wealth and artistry of the local patriotism

and piety of merchants and craftsmen. An
Englishman might well think of the ecclesta

as Anglxcana without any consciousness of

far-reaching suggestions

And set, as wc know, peace never real!}

prevailed within this closely locked organism

of church and state Loyalitjes were always

divided ; compromise was always uneasy

The more closely related the\ became the

sharper the distinction seemed to be between

the clergy and the laity The more the

people of England lavished their v ealth and

energj upon works of piety, the more secular

they became in their outlook The more

intricately connected the vested interest of

themonks and their neighbours were, the more

lethargic was the beliefm the monastic life as

an essential element m a healthy religious

community After three centuries ofaccept-
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ancc and adjustment, the authority of the

Pope, the independence of ecclesiastical

authority, the whole fahnc of monasticism

were abandoned with hardly a struggle In

the rest of Europe w e see either violent resist-

ance or renewed adjustment In England we
see the passing of the mediae al system, ex-

cept monasticism, into a Protestant national

church, a unique combination of ancient,

median, al and modern, of old tradition and
new learning, of habit and change We see

both absorption of the old and reception of

the new, followed by three more centuries of

settlement and adjustment on the one hand,
of restlessness and dispute on the other

England in the Middle Ages after the murder
of St Thomas of Canterbury was \ery differ-

ent from the England of modern times after

the Elizabethan settlement, yet we see in the

religious life of both the same mingling of
conservatism and receptiveness, tin qualities

which mark our political and social history

from the earliest times The greatest revolu-

tion in English history reveals most clearly

the stubborn continuity of English history
It was hardly over before lawyers and
theologians, in their very' different ways,
began to assert that there had been no real

revolution at all
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> It is not easy to explain these facts in

English ecclesiastical history Perhaps the
best way to try is to turn to the reservations

nmdc by English kings and elaborated by Eng*
llsh lawy ers as the fid! canonical system of the

Church developer! Itsms neither'theoffieenor

the desire of kings and lawyers to question the
\ ahdity of the canonical system. The opera-

tion of canon law and of papal authority was
in some ways more complete in England than

in many other countries of Europe There is

some evidence that William Rufus, the Con-

queror's son, maintained the superiority of

the Secular power, ns such, over the spiritual

power, and the same view was expounded for

n time by King John and his apologists ,
but

little was heard of tins kind of argument after

John's submission to Pope Innocent III until

John Wyclif, nearly two centimes later,

developed his doctrine of dominion The

English secular powers from the Conqueror’s

time onwards took their stand, not on great

issues of principle, but on the inviolability of

definite rights and customs, which could be

regarded as local peculiarities within the

universal social order. It is true that

political deductions ofgreat significance could

be drawn from this standpoint, and that It is

not always easy to draw the line, at certain
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critical stages of English history, between a
fight about principles and a dispute about

rights If Pope Gregory VII had thought ht

to withstand the Conqueror he might easily

ha\e raised a storm about first principles,

just as Pope Boniface VIII raised a storm m
the reign of Edward I Tlic Conqueror in-

sisted that he should have full cognizance of

papal activities within his new kingdom He
would not permit the circulation of papal

letters or the entrance of p ipal en% o\ s unless

he had had an opportunity to understand and
appro\ c the papal intentions He w as a loy al

son of the Church, but m the difficult work of

administering and ordering England he could

allow no interference William's point of

view was natural, it was not strange nor
peculiar to himself, it was shared by most
strong rulers in median <il Europe Secular

authority' was not regarded as anti-ecclcsi-

astical, still less as anti-Clinstian, but as part
of the providential ordering of the human
society Mutual confidence w as desirable,

but if it did not exist popes and prelates

must be confined to their own business As
a matter of fact, this attitude was generally

respected by the Roman curia throughout the
Middle Ages, while the secular rulers in their

turn acquiesced in and took advantage of the
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steady growth of papal supervision of the
ecclesiastical system Wien Boniface MU,
more than two hundred years after the Con-
queror's time, tried to put into operation the
full-blown theory of papal supremacy—

a

theory not developed in fYilbam’s time—and
to insist that the pope was not merely a

mediator, but the supreme lord on earth of all

men, \ested with temporal as well as spiritual

power, he forced an issue which m the ey es of

sensible people, was fraught with unnecessary

dangers and, if kept to the fore, would bring

chaos The pope was anxious to stop the

taxation of the clergy, that is to say of their

ecclesiastical wealth, by the secular power,
but m the previous century the clergy had

been frequently taxed by tire pope, nominally

for the organization of crusades, and much of

the proceeds had been allowed, on one ground

or another, to pass into the royal coffers

The canon law, which forbade the clergy to

subvent the temporal power except in times of

peculiar stress or danger to the community,

could jio longer be strictly interpreted

Royal officers had co-operated with papal

agents to raise money which, it was well

known, would largely be used for temporal

purposes It was impracticable to expect the

clergy to refuse grants to the Crown Hence
isa
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the Church, after the quarrel between.

Edward I and Pope Boniface, acquiesced

m ecclesiastical taxation, while m their

turn the secular rulers acquiesced m the

increasingly onerous and complicated de-

mands made by the papal court upon clerical

reienues

The crisis had actualh come half-way

between the reign of William I and Edward I,

in the da\s of Henrv II and John For,

after all, the real issue was not whether
popes and kings should or should not come
to amicable arrangements about legates and
taxation, but whether the canonical s>stem
of the Church should or should not operate

over the whole field of its competence m
spite of local secular customs and traditions.

During the century after the Norman Con-
quest the legal and administrate e organiza-

tion both of the Western Church and of the
feudal state had de\ eloped rapidly A spirit

of ordered enterprise worked powerfully in

each Great saints, theologians, statesmen
and lawyers had been at work upon the life,

doctrine and system of the Church, great
kings, administrators, and men wise in the
contents and practice of law and custom
had been at work in the government of
kingdoms A clash of interests in ’ ’’
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Administration was inevitable Who was t0
decide disputes aboyt land and rights attach-

»ng to land ’ Were criminal clerks to
tncd in all cases by their ecclesiastical

superiors ? Ought the secular authority tc*

Imc any \oicc m the appointment of
bishops t These were some of the problems
which arose In some respects the canonical

s\ stem prevailed m England where it had
to gwe v ay elsewhere Ecclesiastical con-

trol of the last will and testament was more
complete in England, for example, than it

was in the area round Pans As is well

known, the issne which especialh aroused

the tempers of Henry II and Archbishop

Thomas Bcckct—the claims of Church courts

out the persons of clerks—was solred in

England to the advantage of the Church

And King John was forced to surrender his

claim to impose his choice of bishops upon

electing bodies The horror and indignation

aroused b\ the murder of St Thomas, who

became the most popular saint in England

and the pattern of the man who is prepared

to die for lus convictions, opened the way
verj marvellously to the canonical system

and to free intercourse between England

and Rome ‘

Yet we should not forget the spirit of
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accommodation in 'winch, regarded as a

'whole, this critical period was passed It

gave a tone to the subsequent relations

between the two systems Contemporary

letters and memoirs reveal much indecision

and hesitation St Thomas had some of his

sharpest critics among his own colleagues

and there were uneasy minds among the

companions of the King Then, as often
*

before and afterwards, popes and legates

were mote discreet than the ecclesiastical

champions who appealed to them In times

of political stress barons and ecclesiastics

tended to work together, just as in the

normal routine of administrative life they

served together in council and on the bench
In the quieter hut no less formative >ears

which followed the struggle for the Great
Charter and the grant ofliberty to the Church,
cooperation was the rule, and co-oper-

ation endured through the Middle Ages and
the Reformation into the seventeenth century
It is true that some of the greatest and most
intense spirits, notably Robert Grosseteste,

m the thirteenth century, and critical spirits

m the parliaments of later days protested
against this inveterate mingling of lay-
men and ecclesiastics in the service of the
State

, but their protests were ineffective or
ltl
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short-lived Hence we do not find two
forces, closely knit, self-confident and class

conscious, arrayed against each other We
find endless bickering and dispute, intermin-
able negotiations with Rome, spurts of

indignation, which the litigious and fault-

finding men of medueval England seem to

hav c regarded as matters of course, and which
* were evidence rather of the vitality within

this cunningly involved body politic than

of serious civil strife

The most significant assertion of temporal

power in England was its successful claim

to settle problems and disputes about land,

including rights of advowson Laymen
might be divided in their sympathies on

other matters On occasions they* were

found supporting complaints of ecclesiastical

grievances and they were zealous in defend-

ing the Church against heresy, but they

were always quick to maintain the low of

the land, if its control over cases of property

were called m question The jurisdiction of

the ecclesiastical courts was limited to con-

secrated land, the sites of churches and

endowments made at the time of dedication

of a church The claims of the royal courts

to deal with other land and with adv owsons

were elaborated in the thirteenth century
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and go back to the assertion m the Con-

stitutions of Clarendon (llCi) that disputes

about ndvowsons and rights of presentation

were matters for the court of the lord king

Before this time, both papal letters and

episcopal acts bear witness to ecclesiastical

jurisdiction in cases relating to land The
change was far-reaching, for the well known
** anti-papal ” legislation of succeeding cen-

turies was m the mam bused upon the theory

and practice of the common law As the

mtem of papal provisions grew, disputes

about benefices naturally became mote fre-

quent nnd intricate If papal inters ention

lmd occurred, the case would naturally be
taken or summoned to Home The statutes

of pros non nnd pnemumre were stiff re-

minders that all such casts were under the
cognizance of the royal courts and that any
litigant who deserted their jurisdiction made
liHmotf liable to pains end penalties These
statutes were not m themselves extra-
ordinary

,
they avert definitions of right

nnd of Ilit procedure for maintaining it

The statutes of pnemumre were m legal
form developments of n warning vmt of
process against persons who in certain cases
Iwd disregarded the competence of the
secular courts, ohd this writ was m its turn

1 13
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a more precise definition of earlier procedure
Ifcnce the anfi-papaJ legislation was quite

consistent with ony amount of mutual accom-
modation between parties interested m the

bestowal of benefices or the election to

dignities Popes, kings and bishops co-

operated with each other in the disposal of

livings They were useful endowments for

friends and kindred, and natural rewards for

services rendered In the appointments to

bishoprics and other dignities the rights of

electors were generally disregarded The

King and the Pope played into each others

hands* with the result that disputes could not

harden into permanent differences of policy

The episcopate tended to reflect the changing

lights of royal or papal pohej or capnee

Indeed, there was in appearance no par-

ticular reason why this uneasj co-operation

should not continue for e\er It operated

everywhere, m the relations between prelates

and nobles at court and parliament, m the

life of university, diocese and parish, m the

arrangements between religious houses and

their neighbours, in the mingling of piety,

•superstition, good fellowship and cvmcism

which penetrated the fraternities, miracle

plays, pilgrimages, the grants of indulgences

and the traffic m relics
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feeling that in the end no consideration could
•weigh against that And this feeling was
bound up with a consciousness that there
was something alien to it in the Church, even
though its ministers were flesh of their flesh,

and its life part of their life

The clerical order shared in the general

tendency towards professionalism, jet did

not secure the adsantages of coherence and

unity I do not refer to the sacred functions

which had always gnen to the clergy a
distinct place in society and were the source

of their authority no less than of the hos-

tility which a priestly class seems to create

in the lav mind In earlier median al society

the clergy were a formative and adminis-

trative clement m all public and social

activities In the- later Middle Ages, thev

naturally were more confined to their

peculiar functions, as the laity became more

concerned with legal and administrative

matters, more literate and therefore more

capable for the transaction of technical

business Hence they were professionalized

in the sense in which we find professional

lawy ers, judges, stewards, bailiffs among the

laymen of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

times The laity' no longer regarded the

clergy as a class which was absolutely iB-
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dispensable to the working of n civilized

community, and a sharper edge was given

to anti-clerical feeling Knights of the shire

hi parliament gave expression, to this

attitude, and the clergy, as the proceedings

in their assemblies and many of their sermons

show, deplored its existence The complex-

ity of the ecclesiastical system and the

formation of tradition and rontmc m clerical

and monastic circles intensified the separa-

tion between the lay and the ecclesiastical

outlook And hy their withdrawal from

parliament and their preference for their

own convocations the clergy deprived them-

selves of direct political influence. The
bishops and abbots who sat m parliament

naturally tended to regard themselves ns

political advisers whose ecclesiastical duties

lay elsewhere A great prelate who held
high office mthe State was a man of divided
interests and dual personality, who could
only solvt dilemmas by disregarding them
On occasion the clergy would protest against
legislation which affected their interests ; for
example,m 1U90 the two archbishops entered
a formal protest against the new statute of
pricmuiure on the grounds that it tended to
restrict apostolic power and subvert ecclesi-
astical liberty. But what could they do ?
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The const nt of the clergy was Dot regarded
as necessary to legislation affecting them-
selves Resistance simply stiffened the claim
of the commons that, outside parliament, the

clergy had no legislative locus siandt They
demanded in 1377 that no statute should be
made by clerical desire without submission

to them for approval The clerg} m the

long run had to acquiesce, just as the Church
had acquiesced m the barriers set up by the

common law against the operation of the

canon law in questions of land As Mait-

land remarks, “They were not called

upon to shed their blood for every jot and
tittle of a complex and insatiable jurispru-

dence ”

At the same time tius inability to exercise

their full weight was a danger to the clerg}

in the face of a society which was becoming

more and more conscious of other sources of

potter and interest In the days of the

great schism and of the concibar movement,

a new significance might be seen in incidents

which, in previous centuries, would soon

have been forgotten These were the days

of Wydif and the Lollards, who, if their

heresies made little impression, brought into

the light of discussion many latent possi-

bilities New force was added to boldness
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of speech In 1427 the pope issued bulls

suspending Archbishop Chichele from his

legatme office The bulls were seized b\ the

government* and the Archbishop was able

to sa> to the Pope that he had no official

cognizance of tjiem , they were in the ro\al

archnes and Mould remain there until the

ro\ al council which hail been summoned
came together Prom one point of view tins

was but one of the cases m which the publica-

tion of papal decrees was prohibited or

punished But, in the centnrv m which
wider interpretation was being gnen to the

Statute of Pnemumre, it anticipates the

action b\ wlucli Henry VUI was able to

force the whole bod\ of English clergy to

submission The realization of what might
be done was slow , the wish to do it was
long delated , the wall to do it was lacking

until King Ilenn ’s cold and obstinate anger

was roused Then it was found that the

almost casual protests of Englishmen m the

past expressed a mood which had grown into

a com letion National consciousness had
turned an attitude into a habit In 1301

the barons in parliament had repudiated, on
historical grounds, the papal claim to do-

minion in Scotland and bad protested against

the recognition of am external power in
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England In 1399 the parliament, repudial'

ing the late King Richard’s attempt to ge*

papal confirmation of his recent acts, de-

clared that the Crown and realm of England
liad been in all times past so free that neithCr

pope nor any other outside the realm had P
nght to meddle therewith The land was
theirs Englishmen had built churches an4
founded abbess, and what had been givei1

might be taken away In the statute

Edward II. by which the lands of the5

Templars, whose order had been abolished*

were given to the Knights of St John, if

was noted that their possessions would,
without the statute, have fallen to the

several lords of the fees In 1414, after a long

period of uneasy tenure, the alien prioneS

were depmed of all their English property,

which passed into the King’s hands Ten
years earlier some knights of the shire

suggested that the lands of the clergy should

for one year be taken into the King’s hands

for the purposes of the war It has been

noticed that the popes \ery soon refrained

from providing their nominees to benefices

to which the King and the lay landholder

had rights of presentation The control of /

the advowson by the common law was now
symbolic of a national policy', and it is
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hardly an exaggeration to say that the

English Reformation* so peculiar in its char-

acter, was implicit m the first clause of the

Constitutions of Clarendon.
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CHAPTER II

THE CROWN AND SOCIETY

Wl think and speak of England as a "hole
Wien we set it in our minds o\cr against

the other countries of Europe, or even the

other parts of the empire, it seems a small

coherent land, the object of an almost domes-
tic affection Yet we know at the same
time how pertinacious local distinctions, focal

loyalties and rivalries can be Provincial

antipathies in Ireland have led in ourown day
to the establishment ofseparate go\ emments

,

a Scot will still speak of going out of Scotland

into Fife Although the difference between
Kovth and South in England is prohahlj

almost as great as that between the High-

lands and Lowlands of Scotland, and is cer-

tainly greater than the distinction between
Clydesdale and Fife, we do not as a rule

draw such sharp lines jn England
, j tt the

very sense of unity has perhaps helped to

maintain the strength of our more parochial

differences In many parts of England—

-

for example, in south Lancashire—e\ erj

town, indeed eiery village, has its distinctive
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nickname The m nines of great cities are

proverbial The clannishness of slures still

has influence m our social life Indeed the
localization of trades and the organized de~

\clopmcnt of sports have, in comparatively

recent times, added a more artificial stimu-
lus to local self-ronsciousness , so that the

intruder m a mining village is as much an
alien as the “ foreigner ” who goes from one
dale to another in Cumberland Now all

tins is simply the survival from an age
when England was in fact nothing but a
geographical expression

The force which bound England together

was the power of the Crown, influenced by
the closer organization of the Church King
Alfred, although a West Saxon, was described

as King of the English King Edgar, three-

quarters of a century later, could decree,

though it is improbabli that he could ensure,

that one money should run throughout Eng-
land, the money stamped at the mint in 1m
borough of Winchester Yet tiiese kings,

Using four or h\e hundred years after the

English settlements began, possessed but a
nominal supremacy o\er much of the area

which they claimed to rule They but fore-

shadowed a unity which was not effectively'

realized until the time of lung Edward I In
153
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the early jears of King John, about 1204, we
find a sheriff of Somerset, who had come from"

another part of the country, at loggerheads
with the men of the shire, because some of

them, as natives and gentlemen of the coun-
try (de patna), regarded it as beneath them-
selves to obey a royal wnt administered by
an alien. Indeed, a western county would
pay a heavy fine to the king for the privilege

of electing its own sheriff from among its own
gentle-folk It is significant that these local

loyalties were soon strong enough to colour

the life and feeling of the foreign elements

—

French or Norman or Breton—which were

imposed upon England
,

just as in Ireland

the Norman invaders developed a self-con-

seiousness within a few years after their

settlement, and m course of time became

more Irish than the Irish themselves

Where this feeling could be held, as in

Lincolnshire, by men verj largeh of common
Scandinavian origin, who had a controlling

influence m the land of their settlement, the

whole social system could survive for cen-

turies, with peculiarities which stand out in

strong relief against the background of Eng-

lish traditions There is nothing peculiarly

English in this obdurate localism Very

casual acquaintance with the history of other
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countries is sufficient to reveal its existence,

with far more important political results, in

Spam and Germany and Italy In France it

defied a royal power which at first sight

seemed stronger than that of any monarchy
in Europe In spite of the recasting of

France into departments, it influenced the

whole course of the French Revolution,

and it still endures In fact the peculiar

significance of English history is that in

spite of its persistence, tins spirit of local

patriotism, always finding new forms of ex-

pression, was controlled at such an early date

by the power of the Crown England is

emphatically the country of the common
law, a law which is neither Roman nor local

but English

The development of this power, and of the

limitations under which it found a more
potent exercise than it could have achieved

m a realm of absolutism, is the subject of

tins chapter

It is almost impossible to say how far, if

at all, the conquest of England by Germanic
peoples w as assisted by the material survival

of Roman rule Some schokrs*scem to think

that the existence of Roman roads and of

important centres of Roman administration,

or of Bntish-Roman tribalism, had no in-
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fluence whatever upon the course of the
settlement- There is no need to doubt the
breach of continuity between Homan Britain
and Saxon England, while at the same time
feeling some scepticism about this view
More minute investigation may well proie
m'time that the Homan roads were as useful

as, and perhaps more obvious a means of
advance to the invader than the river valleys

along which, as the archaeologists tell us, the

earliest settlers came The mer means of
transport were, it is true, highly developed

in medi'cval England, but it would be unwise

to underestimate in the history of English

unity the influence of the traditional system
of communications On the other hand,

sootexsa} Xon'Mies jn A^-Jo-Saxon tunes had
very little effect m overcoming the pro-

vincialism, which was the inevitable Tesutt;

of the settlement of England by various;

groups of imaders coming from different

parts of the Continent The Jutes, who—so

some scholars think—had come from the

Rluneland, after a settlement long enough to

familiarize them with the arts and culture of

that part of Europe, must have regarded

themselves as scry different from the English

and Saxons The \ ery structure of the Eng-
lish and Saxons made it impossible even for
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these peoples to establish large and coherent
states However numerous and impressive

the war bands and their crowds of followers

may have been, their association must have
been casual and federal in character rather

than national In this heroic phase, the

invaders were grouped round war chiefs, and
were bound together by personal ties of

loyalty and interest The kingdoms of a
later date were formed gradually by the

strengthening of nominal ties of overlordship,

or the absorption of neighbouring districts
,

and the England of the eleventh century

resulted from a union of these smaller king-

doms. Bede, writing m the first part of the

eighth century, was familiar with the earlier

movement , his pages abound m references

to the small provinces ruled by petty kings

It is important to realise that, whether the

English village community was free or not,

many stretches of English countjy-side were,

from the first, ruled by great mt n who gradu-

ally developed their estates The earliest

settlements were indeed group settlements,

in the sense that the settlers thought less m
terms of the land itself, and more in terms
of the people to whom thev belonged , but
many of them were established by military

leaders, whose names still survive in such
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places as Tewkesbury and Bcnsington “ The
great manor of Bensmgton (Oxfordshire),” it

lias been said, “ which stretched continuously

for thirteen miles, from Ilcnlej across the
Chiltems to the Riv er Thame, is best under-
stood as representing an allotment made to

some king or other military leader when the

Saxons occupied the countrj cast of Thames
Within so wide an area there was room for a
gradual settlement which might extend over

centimes, and for the development of very
different forms of rural community ” And
again, some place names, which now denote

a village, at one time were giv en to a larger

area, occupied by a definite folc Thus the

name Jarrow means “ among the Jyrwe,” a

people found not onfj in Northumberland,

but also in the Fen District The unknown
history of England during the first few cen-

turies after the English settlement must have
been, m the main, the history of the gradual

exploitation and union of these forgotten

areas

The story of the de\elopmcnt of the Eng-

lish before the Norman Conquest does not

fall within the scope of this chapter , but in

order to understand later tendencies, we must
point out a few mam lines of advance In

the first place, it now seems to be clear that
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the grouping of the English into larger poli-

tical units was mainly done from above It

was an artificial process—at least in the sense

that for purposes of tribute and military ser-

vice the areas Mere assessed in an artificial

w ay When m the j ear 655 Penda, a great

king of Merua, brought to battle thirty

legions, as Bede describes them m Ins classical

way, under thirty leaders, we seem to see a
relation between this army and the thirty

thousand families, at which his kingdom of

Mercia in the middle of England was roughly
assessed , and the round number of thirty

thousand was subdivided into, or w as reached
by the addition of, many other local assess-

ments in round numbers of hides, or lands of
families Now even this simple arithmetic

involved organization It involved such
ideas as a treasury or hoard with a stall of

officials, also a systematic marshalling of the

host As the centunes pass b>, the assess-

ments become more minute and elaborate

Thus the grouping of hides to form hundreds,

and the grouping of hundreds to form shires,

seems to have been a development of a rough
and ready, but effective method of organiz-

ing the land of Wessex and Mercia for defence

against the Danes Tlus grouping in its

earliest form was made round boroughs or
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military centres In some parts of England,
as m the West Country, it did not survive,

so that just as the early traditions of unity
m Kent, Essex, Sussex, Norfolk and Suffolk

persisted through all later changes, so the

Kingdom of Wessex retained its Dorset and
Somerset and Berkshire In the Slidlands,

the new system was so effective that it sur-

vn ed, and spread into the territory occupied

and organized by the Danes Instead of the

old tribal divisions, we find compact shires,

taking their names from countv towns
Here, as m the days of Penda, we find an
artificial but effective system of administra-

tion, where assessment from above reflects

more or less closely local facts Median al

administration was a development of this

method in which, by means of inquiries and
writs and the accumulation of records, con-

trol from above was brought into closer touch

with local conditions The use of the jury

and the assessments for taxation m medircv al

times were simply developments of the same
idea When William the Conqueror ordered

those minute im osligations whose results

were rearranged in his Domesday Book, lie

doubtless brought to his task an imagination

and perhaps a knowledge of Frankish or even

Byzantine precedents which no English Lmg
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possessed , but he used the methods of in-

vestigation "Much were familiar to his new
subjects, and he must have had at Ins com-
mand a body of statistics, winch the English

assessment for the collection of that recent

and comprehensive tax known as the Danc-
geld had produced
Connected with this practice of artificial

assessment and grouping, a second charac-

teristic of the early English monarchy as a
unifying force should be noticed The per-

sonal tie, which is so striking a feature of

all peoples during their heroic age. was not
onl> the strongest bond between the English

lung and his men, but was also used to over-

ride all other traditional influences If we
compare France or Germany with England
m the early Middle Ages, the importance of

this fact is \ cry apparent In Germany, the

independent traditions of the tribal forma-

tions which grew into the great duchies of

Saxon>, Bavaria, and Swabia, gaie to the

mcdi'ev al kingdom a federal character In

the opinion of mnnv German historians, the

great mistake made the meduev al lungs

of Germany was that, distracted by their

imperial ambitions, and daxxled bv the glam-

our of Roman law, the} were not willing to

build up a strong, compact state on the basis
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of these provincial, deep-rooted, independent

Stamme. Whether this % lew be sound or not,

the fact remains that m undermining the old

formations and disregarding their traditions,

the German longs os erthrew themseh es In

France again, it has been strenuously debated

by modem scholars whether or not the ties

which connected the successors of Charles the

Great with the rulers of the greater provinces

were merely the nominal expression of what
was in fact a federation of practically inde-

pendent communities, each of which was the

outcome of independent traditions The
feudal relation, it has been urged, was not

the cause of umon, but was gradually imposed
upon a more natural sense of unity, the out-

come of historical facts, and comprehending
deep and real local loyalties How c\ er much
emphasis we gi\e to tlic importance of the

personal tics of fealty and homage in the

development of French unity , it still remains

obvious that provincial differences were \ cry

strong in France, and kept their place in the

political life of France until the end of the

eighteenth century

Now in England the situation was different

It is true enough that provincial traditions

survn e in different bodies and customs.

E\en after the Norman Conquest, legal
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writers could describe England as di\ulcd

into the three great provinces of Wessex,
Mercia and Northumbria Moreover, w hen
the great earldoms -which were formed by
the combination of smaller administrative

areas by tile later English nnd Danish kings,

seerm d likely to establish local dynasties,

England for a time lost much of the coher-

ence which the successors of Alfred had with

more or less success imposed upon it But
if, on. the other hand, we look at Anglo-

Saxon history as a whole, we find that the

title to land was not based upon any claim
to independent ownership, but was the

Toward or symbol of service In the eleventh

century, even the great eorls had an official,

not an independent, status Thcj shared the

responsibility and profits of government with

the king ,
and if we set them on one side,

,we find that the land of England was held

either by bishops, churches and monasteries,

or by king’s thegns Ilowev er pm llcgcd the

possessors might be, their title was due to

grant, not to independent right They held

so many hundreds, or so many hides, which
were assessed in round numbers for purposes

of taxntioh and of military service If they
were exempted from public services, they

were expected to administer their lands and
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to hold their courts just as the long did

The domain, for example, of the Bishop of

Worcester was called the Oswald’s Law, be-

cause m Bishop Oswald’s time lus lands had
been grouped into three hundreds The
great sokes or jurisdictions of abbeys like

Peterborough and St Edmund were re-

garded in the same way, as exceptional only

m the sense that profits, which elsewhere

went to the king, went to their holders The
king’s thegns, who held the greater part of

the land, and who so often were succeeded

by Norman barons, were simplj royal ser-

\ ants, not members of an independent aris-

tocracy They correspond in the tenth and
eleventh centuries to the warriors of the

heroic leaders of the fifth and sixth centimes

,

to men like Beowulf, who, in the famous

English poem, was endowed after his exploits

in Denmark with a grant of seven thousand

hides, together with o dwelling and princely

authority. The heroes of old gav e their fol-

lowers bracelets and other ornaments, with

swords and helmets and coats of mail ,
and

ultimately they gave them land Centuries

afterwards, when an English thegn died, his

lord, as a symbol of his lordship, resumed
part of his equipment—four horses, two
saddled and two unsaddled, two swords and
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spenrs and as many shields, and a helmet and
coat of mad, and fifty mancuscs of gold

The significant thing about this nobility

of service is that it provided the material,

so to speak, which gave reality to the Eng-
lish monarchy The bond between the King
and his thegns was official and two-sided

But when we speak of official relations in

those dttys, we imply something far more
intimate than is suggested b) the word offi-

cial to-da} we imply domestic relationship

The king’s great men were his followers and
servants, and as such thev helped lnm to

manage Ins aihurs And on the other hand,
apart from Ins family ox household, the king
was helpless His fanull served him, and
he was the protector and father of his family

Tins conception is fundamental in earl}

society, and therefore m the English mon-
archy The ideal king, it has been pointed

out, is the good “ treasurer of the heroes ” ,

the ideal state is that in which the hero and
his household or, in modim terms, the king

and his counsellors, act harmonious!) to-

gether Similarly, the bishop manages his

diocese through Ins famil) or household of

clerks and servants
,
and the thegn himself

manages his estates through his family.

Whatever refinements were added later to
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the conception of kingship, the raw material

is the idea of the just and generous leader,

whose power tests upon the loyalty of his

household
One \ ery important refinement was added

to the pagan conception of lordship as a result

of the com ersion of England In the early

kingdoms the bishop’s house stood beside the

king’s house In later England, the bishops,

and especially the archbishops, became rojal

counsellors The good king was henceforth

not merely the bras e and generous leader, but

the just, wise, and merciful man, who took

the great kings of the scriptures as his model

It was henceforth the threefold duty of a
king to maintain peace, administer justice

with equit\, and to put down iniquity in all

classes of societv In a famous proclama-

tion issued by the y oung Dane, King Canute,

after he had established Ins power in Eng-

land, lie declared “ I do you to wit that I

will be kind lord, and unfailing *to God’s

rights and to right secular law ” He com-

mands bis eorldermen “ tliat they help the

bishops to God’s right, and to my royal

authority, and to the behoof of all the

people”, and he wills that “all people,

clerk and la>, hold fast Edgar’s law winch
all men have chosen and sworn to at Oxford,
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for that all the bishops say that it right deeply

offends God that a man break oaths or

pledges , and likewise they further teach us
that we should, with all might and main,

alike seek, lose, and worship the eternal

merciful God, and eschew all unrighteous-

ness,” Under the guidance of the Church
kingship recen cd something of a sacramental
character , the violation of the king’s peace
or dignity was made an increasingly heinous

offence, the formality and significance of

his council or witan were increased, and the

customs of the land were written down and
enlarged Hence, without depri\ing king-

ship of its domestic character, the Church
gave it a more solemn and official status

Monarchy was invested with responsibility,

and this means that business must be trans-

acted in an orderly fashion, and that the
king could only do certain things in a formal

and deliberate way, with the advice of lus

wise men Progress of this kind requires

machinery for example, more systematic
exploitation of the royal lands for the main-
tenance of the royal household

, more sys-

tematic organization of the country, by
grouping peoples in districts for the mainten-
ance of -peace and the holding of courts.

Hence we find the local courts of the shire
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and the hundred, with their shire-reeves

(sheriffs) and other reeves ; the grouping of

neighbours for the pursuit of thieves, or as

sureties for each other ; and as time goes on,

the appearance within the royal household
of those more specialized services, which in

due course will grow into out modem gm em-
inent departments

Since the Anglo-Saxon state developed

under the guidance of churchmen, it natur-

ally owed much to foreign influence ; and as

time went on, and communications with the

Continent became more frequent, the borrow-

ings from abroad become more obvious For

example, in Edward the Confessor’s time

many of the chief offices in the royal house-

hold have foreign names The Great Seal of

the king, first used by Edward the Confessor,

was borrowed from the Papal seal or bulla

It is only too easy to forget that foreign

influences were so effective in England just

because the personal relations between the

king and bis servants were the mam factor w
holding the political society together It is

not the success of the early Englishmonarchy
which is important, but its nature- In many
respects, the actual history of the English

kingship dunng the Anglo-Saxon period is a

record of incompetence and failure, but
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historians have been too inclined to neglect

the permanent value of the early English

monarchy, and to attribute to alien, and
especially to Norman, genius the \ erj quality

in the Anglo-Saxon monarchy that made
Norman rule, when it came, so effective

Just as the English after the conversion pro-

duced in rapid succession great men like

Bede, Boniface, and Alcuin, who m their

different ways helped to shape the life and
thought of western Europe, so they produced
great kings, Alfred the greatest, who could

control the traditions of the future, by com-
bining what was best in English life, with

what was most fruitful in the new teaching

The men whom they gathered about them m
council might has e incompetent or treacher-

ous successors, but the conception of the king

ruling through his witan was never forgotten

The rojal thegns and ree\es might be de-

moralized or isolated, but the fact that local

land-holding and local administration were
both expressions of the idea of service did not
disappear The three most significant de-

velopments m English society, during the

two centuries which followed the Norman
Conquest, were the rapid growth of an ad-

mmistratne sj stem which eo\ ered the whole
country, the insistence upon the supremacy
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of the Crown, and the appearance of definite

means of co operation between the long and
his \assals In more precise terms, we find

a civil service both central and local, a

supreme judiciary, and a parliament In no
other country in Europe did the Noonan
genius, working within the structure of a
feudal state, achiev c such success m all three

ways together The Norman kingdom of

Sicily had perhaps a more effective adminis-

trative sj stem , the Latin kingdom of Jeru-

salem laid more stress upon council and co-

operation, and it may be tint judicial

absolutism w as more pronounced m some of

the smaller states, but nowhere did the

executive, the judiciary, and the legislature,

as modem political theorists would describe

them, grow together so steadily and har-

moniously as they did in England, between

the da>s of William the Conqueror and

Edw ard I And os wc have seen, the Anglo-

Saxon monarchy had as its characteristics the

very qualities which are found together in

England in later times, and in England alone

With all its feebleness, it possessed an artifice

of government , it lacked cohesion, jet it

admitted no bond but the personal tie be-

tween the King and his servants , it incurred

the dangers of incompetence b> its submission
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to the co-operation of km? and counsellors

It liad its days of magnificence, and it passed

through times of almost incredible stupidity

,

but it was the monarch} which William the

Norman inherited, and it is the basis of the

English State

(a) The Artifice of Goicrnment

Although it is cotwement to keep the

modern distinction between executne, judi-

ciary , and legislature clear in our minds, y et

we should get a \ ery misleading idea of

English history dunng the JLddle Ages if

we were to discuss each aspect in isolation

The student of the dc\ elopment of society

has to be on his guard against the temptation

to reduce living mo\ ements to formulae,

or to read into words ideas which hast
no reference to the things which the words
represent On two or three occasions, for

example, we find the word folcland used in

an Anglo-Saxon charter It is an exceptional

word, and it simply means land held by pre-

scripts e right, land which had always been
held, so far as mcniorc could go back, in a
certain way, as distinct from land granted in

a formal way, with the testification of a

written document or book (bocland) Yet
although this fact w as pointed out by a great
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English scholar. Sir Henry Spelman, in the

seventeenth century, the tendency to read

communistic ideas into our early history was
irresistible, so that the word jolcland was
regarded as, in itself, a proof that in early

days land in England was held by folk or

communities in common When we use

words in this kind of way, we are doing the

same thing as our forefathers did when they

allowed analogy or fancy to play with their

traditions Again, when we say that IVTlham

the Conqueror introduced feudalism, or that

Henry' JI invented the jury, or that Simon de

Montfort created the House of Commons, or

that the modem history of parliament dates

from the year 1295, we are using a mental

shorthand, an artificial device to sura up and

give fixity to slow, hesitating, and comph-

cated movements ; or so much are we im-

pressed by the hammer-stroke which sud-

denly brings form or order out of incoherence,

that we confuse the matter of statecraft with

the statecraft itself Parliament and the

jury were not new inventions, and feudalism

was not a clear-cut, exclusive system, like a

theological dogma, or a branch of the later

canon law, which could be apprehended as a

body of truth by a sufficiently intelligent

mind A great scholar was fond of saying
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that the feudal system was invented by Sir

Edward Coke , he meant that it is an attempt

to sum up, in a deliberate legal way, the

characteristics of society passing through a
certain stage m its history. Nearly every

modern society has passed through this stage,

but no society was exactly like any other

when one was influenced by another, it did

not develop m the same way Feudalism

was not a definite thing, to be adopted or

rejected like a fashion in dress, or a method of

singing in churches. The feudal system, m
short, nci er existed The relations which we
call feudal did not exclude social relations of a
different kind, and they were consistent with

either a state of order or a state of chaos.

What then do we mean when we say that

England after the Conqut st became a feudal

country ? We mean that, as the sharp result

of conquest, the social ties which bound
\anous kinds of people tog< tht r became more
definitely hkc the ties which were familiar to

the new settlers From one point of view, the

change was quick and dramatic The new
king was a man of genius, clear-sighted, ruth-

less and powerful His gemus lay, not in the
fact that he regarded his follow ers in England
as he regarded his followers in Normandy, for

he could do nothing else , it lay m the fact
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that he earned the social revolution through
with such energy and thoroughness He
found a country which, ns we ha\e seen, was
regarded as a unity, nommalK subjected to

one king, but was in fact not a unity He
succeeded to a kingship which had great

traditions, pmileges, and duties He was
able to make both unity' and kingship

realities, os they had never been before He
did not discard the old he used it, and,

where it was natural for him to do so, inter-

preted it m ways more familiar to himself

lienee, he was able m England to draw out

the implications of what we call a strong

feudal monarchy, more completely than lie

and his predecessors had been able to do in

their Norman duchy There was much that

w as new m the Anglo-Norman kingdom new
buildings—cathedrals, abbeys, churches and

castles, and in some respects a new society,

using a foreign language , but the Anglo-

Norman state was not feudal, in the sense m
w bich, for example, the t msadcrs’ kingdom of

Jerusalem was feudal None of the qualities

which had marked the Anglo-Saxon state were

lost they w ere strengthened and transformed

The conquest of England was not like the

conquest of Gaul by the Romans, or the con-

quest of India by the English Violent and
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ruthless though it was, it was effected more
smoothly and rapidly than the earlier occupa-

tion of the north and east of England by the

Danes , and it was effected by people who
were more like the conquered than is often

supposed
' One necessary result of conquest is that the

emphasis is laid on what I have called the

artifice of go\ eminent Self-consciousness is

roused, and the political pace is quickened
That medueval societies were kept ah\e by
custom is a commonplace , but the effort to

understand custom implies self-conscious de-

liberation, the desire to maintain it under new
conditions involves law and contmance
Law and contmance in their turn become
part of custom, and develop the more rapidly

the more they are accepted, and cease to be
regarded as novel and alien Hence we find,

in the centuries after the conquest, an extra-

ordinary and incessant growth in the con-

tmance of government
lung William and his successors, as good

householders, wanted to know facts The
history of England in the Middle Ages is very
largely revealed to us by documents which
were simply investigations of fact There
was nothing new m this The round num-
bers at which tlie old tnbal areas of England
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had been assessed must hav e involved some
rough calculation based upon knowledge
The grouping of hundreds and shires required

an elementary arithmetic, not entirely

divorced from acquaintance with facts

Ethelrcd the Unready and his successors

could not have collected Danegeld without

in\ estigntions It was impossible to trust to

estimates without resort to inquiry If a

man who had never heard of our census or

government statistics were asked to-day to

estimate the population of England, the

number of persons employ ed on the railways,

or the number of children who succeeded m
reaching the university from an elementary’

school, he would not only be sure to give a

wrong, lie would gne a fantastically wrong,

estimate And when the medixv al chronicler

put clown the numbers of an army, and the

number of students in a unit ersifcy , or when

an administrator estimated the number of

parishes m England, lie might multiply’ the

actual or probable figures by ten, twenty, or

a hundred times Yet gov eminent could not

be earned on without a knowledge of the

facts somewhat nearer to the truth More-

over, m a society which lived by custom, the

custom of a village or an estate, of a borough

or a hundred, a knowledge of the local tradi-
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tions was required at every turn, in the trans-

action of royal business, and the administra-

tion of justice The science of statistics is

modem enough, but the practical necessity

which has produced it is as old as govern-

ment, Inquiry is the root of our administra-

tive system The vigour and pertinacity

with which our English kings and the

ministers pursued their inquiries were the

conditions of political development How
often they got at the truth is immaterial

the point is that they cultivated the habit,

and in doing so produced our courts of law,

our government departments, our civil ser-

vice, and the practice, peculiar to England,
whereby central and local government are

adjusted to each other We can go further,

and see m this varied development the co-

operation of memory and initiative Know-
ledge of the facts requires the evidence of
those who know, of the old and experienced ,

use of the fact requires a conscious purpose
Wc come back to that mingling of the old and
the new, to that insistence upon tradition
combtned with reeeptivencss, which is a
fundamental quality in the English mind

English history has to be written partly
from chronicles, partly from records The
Public Record Office, with its senes of
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innumerable documents, is the home of the

results of inquin In early days important
documents were kept m the treason , or

earned about b\ the king’s clerks Domes-
day Book, for example, which is still in the

Record Office, was known for at least two
centuries as the Book of 'Winchester, because

it was, or had been, the most impressive

record m the treasury at Winchester At the

end of the twelfth century although much of

the treasury was m the mam stored at West-

minster, it could be found in the king’s house-

hold, or distributed intheTowcrof London and
other fortresses, or deposited with the Knights

Templar at their new house in the Strand.

Hence we find official documents preserved in

Westminster Abbe} and the royal palace

hard-by , m the Tower, and in the house and

chapel built by Henry HI as a home for

converted Jews In course of time, this

chapel became the Rolls Chapel, and the

street in which it stood became Chancers

Lane And now, on its site, the public

records are collected in a great office under

the direction of the Master of the Rolfs

These documents, or many of them, have

always been a great source of reference, first

by the clerks and departments of state, later

by the scholars, who, since the sixteenth
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centur> , ba\ e discovered their significance as

historical material

Let us take two or three examples of the

artifice of government, and see how the

growth of the inquiry was bound up with the
growth of our institutions A rovnl com-
mission nowadays examines tvitnesses, some-
times under oath

,
it may ha\ e to tmv cl all

over the country , it finally presents a report

whose form is dictated, or supposed to be
dictated, by the terms of its reference A
little group of persons has been commissioned
to do a definite thing Now if w c go hack to

the year 1083, wc find little groups of people
going about the country, with a careful

questionnaire which has been drawn up for

their guidance They have before them local

officials, and representatives from local com-
munities, from villages and hundreds

,
their

clerk writes down the answers of these

witnesses to the questionnaire Later on, all

these reports are sorted and rearranged by
clerks at headquarters, and the result is

Domesday Book The king is not primarily

< onctrned to make a regional survey, and so

the reports are not arranged according to

hundreds, but under the names of the vassals

who held the land in each shire Ftc

king’s point of view, the land of Engl
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this date in each area for the tenth or fifteenth

of the solne of certain personal property in

that area Similarly the taxation of the

clergy, which had developed out of Papal
taxation for crusading purposes, nos for the

most part based upon an assessment known
as the Taxation of Pope Nicholas, made m
1202 In other words, it was found easier to

levy fixed sums and multiples of fixed suras

in this naj and to lease the localities to

arrange their incidence among themselves

The only important later taxes which in-

volved minute inquiry were an abortnc tax

on parishes, and the famous poll taxes

granted between 1376 and 1379 The kind

of machinery required m the collection of

customs was quite different It did not

mvohe assessment so much as an organiza-

tion for its collection in fixed plaees And
this brings us to another aspect of the artifice

of government in the later Middle Ages

Inquiries such as those made b\ the Con-

queror and Henry II and Edward I can only

be imposed upon either a prumtn e or a highlv

disciplined and business like community

Moreover, they can only be earned tlrrough

by ver> energetic and clear-headed rulers

These conditions did not exist in the later

Middle Ages The English people had ceased
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to be primitive, but had certainly not become

disciplined and busmess-hke English, rulers

could be energetic, but circumstances made
long-sustained and clear-headed effort im-

possible for them The difference between

the simple days of the Conqueror and the

more complicated issues which government
had to face three hundred years later is well

illustrated by the history of the poll tax In
the reign of Richard II, we find on the one
hand a hostile or reluctant populace, on the

other a bewildering and chaotic attempt, m
which one set of officials got in the way of

another, to carry through the delicate opera-

tions of a census

All thit means that, \n the nature of things,

the mechanism of government in the
median al state only developed in certain

directions and to a certain point It was
easier to make records of business and to
audit accounts than to direct administration
smoothly ancl regularly in the light of records

and accounts Tlic latter task requires

regular, periodic assessment, the existence of
a competent and reliable staff, and a clear

policy , the former only requires industry
and traditional skill m the technicalities of
routine It is significant, Cot example,
in spite of the great experience^
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the officials of the exchequer, English govern-
ment took centuries to evolve the modem
annual budget, or estimate of income and
expenditure. The advantages of an annual
estimate were realized, and on a few occasions

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

estimates were actually drawn up, but they
were unsatisfactory attempts to take stock of

the royal finances rather than efforts of a
deliberate policy Tins failure to reach vi hat

seems such n natural climax of administratis e
development brings m to a significant

characteristic of the mediseval state

In a sense, the very phrase “ medneval
state” is a contradiction m terms One
could speak of the “ state of the realm ” or

the “ state of the Crown ”
, now and then the

words '* state of the realm ” seem almost to

bear a meaning similar to the modem mean-
ing of the word *' state "

, but in our sense,

the word state involves sovereignty A
system ofstate finance whetherm a monarchy

or n republic is at bottom impossible if there

is no sovereign power, and in the Middle Ages

there was no sovereign In practice, need-

less to say, we find much autocracy and even

tyranny in the medneval world, in England 1

as elsewhere, but except occasionally in *

official circles, the possibility of autocracy os l
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o. principle was never acknowledged "When

King Hichard II described himself as the

“ entire Emperor of his realm ” he deliber-,

ately set himself against opinion Perhaps

we come closest to the modem idea of

sovereignty when we find Edward IV, in his

negotiations with the Hanseatic League,

refusing to compromise with the Hansards

o\er a sentence given in the King’s Council,

on the ground that “ the manner of all

princes and so\ercigns from whom is none

appeal is such that one defercth alway to the

sentence and judgment given by the other in

all such cases as the one hath jurisdiction

upon subjects of that other ” Here, it will

be noticed, King Edward is concerned to

defend bis council against external interfer-

ence The idea of internal sov ercignty grows
more slowly than the insistence upon national
integrity The mediaeval long could not do
as he liked with the goods of lus subjects

He was not like the later Roman emperors, of
whom a great lawyer could write, ** They had
a sort of property m fiscal matters ” On the"

l other hand, he was not responsible to any
1 other body for the way in which he used his

own income No distinction was drawn
between his pm ate and his public capacities
He was supposed normally to be able to live
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of his own, just ns any other great house-

holder was supposed to make ends meet , and
lus ovm included the proceeds of his courts,

as well as the rents and sen ices due from lus

domain Yet it was obviously impossible for

lum to lie independent of the assistance of lus

subjects, while Ins subjects regarded their

assistance as an exceptional concession.

Under these conditions an annual balance

sheet was inconceivable If it were to com-
prise only the proceeds of the ordinary

revenue, it would make no provision for ex-

ceptional expenditure , if it tried to estimate

exceptional expenditure, it implied a right to
taxation, and a regular machinery for assess-

ing and collecting it, to which the king could

lay no claim.

Hence we find in the later centuries of the

Middle .Ages what strikes us at first as a
cunous anomaly—the coexistence of a most
elaborate financial and administrative ma-
chinery with a wasteful, unregulated, hand-

to-mouth existence The kingdom, from the

standpoint of the court, was a great estate

The royal household subsisted on revenues

drawn from all quarters—lands, fines and

fixed customs. Its offices were the ex-

chequer, the chancery, and the various house-

hold departments proper. It was linked up
18G
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through sheriffs and bailiffs with all parts of

the kingdom "Whether the king built a
castle or bought a jewel, paid a salary to a
judge or tipped a messenger, he was spending

of his own William the Conqueror was far

and aw a) the most wealthy landholder m his

kingdom, and his successors found it hard to

realize that their wealth was not inex-

haustible They lived from hand to mouth,
and the habit persisted long after they were
muni} living on the proceeds of taxation

On the other hand, the administration of this

great estate involved an increasingly com-
plicated machmtry The organization of

the exchequer, and of the other household

departments which it ultimately controlled,

was one of the most complicated things in

medueval Europe The exchequer, as the

scene of highl) technical operations in which
every halfpenny, however unwisely it might

be spent, was remorselessly recorded and
accounted for, was the training ground of

specialized civil servants, and the whole
history of English finance in modern times is

bound up with the methods which they

handed on The importance of their work
must not be underrated because they did not
control as well as record expenditure They
were able as time went on to insist upon a
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rigid method of audit to which other depart-

ments were subjugated If their outlook w3$

often narrow and pedantic, the} none the less

did a great deal to create that intelligent

interest m national finance which was to be

such a Aaturc of English political life

Tins interest in finance was also due to the

\er> anomaly winch has been noted The
king was expected to live of his own and did

not At Westminster he had a great

financial department of his household which

was regarded as the proper authority for the

collection and expenditure both of ordinary

and extraordinary revenue Inevitably it

became a public office, and its treasurer be-

came a gTcnt officer of state As the Crown
came to depend more and more upon taxa-

tion, criticism was naturally directed more
and more upon the administration of the

normal revenue If the king could not live

of his own, was there not something wrong
with the administration of his own ? We see

here the significance of the fact that there

was no sovereign power in England If the

long could have lived of his own, or if he had
had full control over the wealth of the coun-
try, criticism would have had no political

importance But under the circumstances
winch existed m England, financial criticism
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became the mam source of what we call con-
stitutional claims The logical result was
not seen until the seventeenth century, but
the lines of the argument were laid down in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries In
those days attention was fixed upon two
objects—the maintenance of the roj al estate

in its widest sense, and the supervision over
the expenditure of such additional revenue as

had to be provided As w e shall see, m the
pursuit of these objects the critics were driven

to insist upon the co-operation of the lung and
his people in Parliament For the moment
we aTe not concerned with this development.

The point to remember here, is that the ma-
chinery of

'
go\emment was most open to

attack just where it was most elaborate It

was most open to attack because in financial

matters it could not retain its domestic or
household character The most serious

attempt made m medneval times to discuss

the government of England, as distinct from
the laws of England, is a good illustration of

this point Sir John Fortescuc's well-known

essay is a pamphlet on roj al finance When
this famous judge wrote in lung Edward IV’s

reign on the “ Governance of England,” he
concentrated his attention upon the way to

secure financial stability He is faced by the
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fact that England is what his authorities

describe ns a dominium pohlicum el regale—

v

“ the king ma\ not rule his people by other

laws than such as the} assent unto ” lie

glones in this fact, because he sees in it the

source of the strength of England, of its

robust and independent peasantry, who were

such a contrast to the miserable people of

France The problem is to secure the willing

support of the people in times of rosal neces-

sity These times should be exceptional, and

they will be exceptional if the Crown mil be

ruled by counsellors, appointed for the

definite purpose of an orderly and economic

administration of its ordinary res enue Un-

wise and wasteful grants of royal lands must
ike/sfAWA-ad JEw .ar erpsnrfttizrs-

must be anticipated and made to square with

income Then the king will be all the

stronger in bis reliance for extraordinary

expenditure upon a people which would

rightly refuse to be exploited Parliament

as such is barel) mentioned The function of

the council is pnmonl} a financial one The
authont} of the Crown is m no wa} impaired,

except bj such restraint upon the use of lus

own as a wise king would welcome When
we remember how often all Fortescue’s

expedients had been tried in the past, his
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tract seems as ineffective as it is conserva-
tive but when we reflect that it was
written by a man of experience, and a ro\ al

counselloi, we can realize its significance

The welfare of England, and in particular the
welfare of the Crown, was bound up with
sound finance This was to become the

tradition of English political criticism This
helps us to understand whj in our own day
the event of the parliamentary year is the

introduction of the Budget, when for the time
being the Chancellor of the Exchequer is

regarded as the most important man m
England

(b) The Principle of Service

In dealing with the Crown as the centre of

a machinery of government, we have already

had to mention the mutual dependence upon
each other m the later ^bddle Ages of king

and parliament Chancer}
, exchequer, c\ en

the to\ al household cannot be set apart from
the council and the magnates of the realm

So let us turn back to the st cond feature of

the Anglo-Saxon monarch}, the relation be-

tween the king and lus wise men and thegns

We saw that, in spite of its connection with

the land, the early English aristocracy was an
aristocracy of service

,
>et at the same time
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fact tlmt England is what his authorities

describe as a dommtum pohticnm el regale—
“ the king may not rule his people b\ other

laws than such as they assent unto." He
glories in this fact, because he sees in it the

source of the strength of England, of its

robust and independent peasantry, who were

such a contrast to the miserable people of

France The problem is to secure the willing

support of the people in times of ro) al neces-

sity These tunes should be exceptional, and
they will be exceptional if the Crown will be

ruled by counsellors, appointed for the

definite purpose of an orderly and economic
administration of its ordinary revenue Un-
wise and w asteful grants of roj nl lands must
be resumed So far as possible, expenditure

must be anticipated and made to square with

income Then the king will be all the

stronger m bis reliance for extraordinary
expenditure upon a people which would
Tightly refuse to be exploited Parliament

os such is barelj mentioned The function of

the council is pnmanl} a financial one The
authont5 of the Crown is m no waj impaired,

except bj such restraint upon the use of his

own as a wise king would welcome When
we remember how often all Fortescue’s

expedients had been tned m the past, his
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tract seems as ineffective as it is conserva-

tive, but when we reflect that it was

written by a man of experience, and a royal

counsellor, we can realize its significance

The welfare of England, and in particular the

welfare of the Crown, was bound up with

sound finance This was to become the

tradition of English political criticism This

helps us to understand whj in our own day
the event of the parliamentary year is the

introduction of the Budget, when for the time

being the Chancellor of the Exchequer is

regarded as the most important man in

England

(6) The Principle of Service

In dealing with the Crown as the centre of

a machinery of go\emment, we have already

had to mention the mutual dependence upon
each other in the later Middle Ages of king
and parliament Chancery, exchequer, e\en
the toy al household cannot be set apart from
the council and the magnates of the realm
So let us turn back to the second feature of
the Anglo-Saxon monarchy, the relation be-
tween the king and his wise men and thegns.
We saw that, in spite of its connection with
the land, the early English aristocracy was an
aristocracy of service

,
yet at the same time
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that the king was no despot but depended
upon the counsel of his great men. The
relationships implied by the unity of a

military leader with his war-band were
drawn out, and received a more refined and
also a more pollheal expression under the

influence of the Church We have now to

see how this double relationship of service

and counsel fared jn the centuries after the

Norman Conquest
Throughout English history, at any rate

until the seventeenth century, the great men
of the realm—archbishops, bishops, abbots,

carls, barons, and so on—were in a real sense

part of the king's court Although it is

customary and often convenient to speak of

the king and his batons as though they were
distinct and even hostile factors brought
together by a land of compact, the sugges-

tion which is convey ed by this description

can be profoundly misleading We can see

the misconception running through the legal

theory of peerage, in winch the stress is laid

upon counsel, and the clement of service is

regarded as subsidiary' It is as true to say
that a king wanted the help of his great men,

and turned to those who would help him

most, as it is to say that there were certain

people to whom it was his duty’ to turn
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Take, for example, the spiritual peers It is

usually supposed that the king summoned
bishops and abbots because they held of him
by military service, and as partners in a

feudal contract bad a right to be summoned ,

but investigation shows that not all ecclesi-

astics who held by military service were
summoned to great councils and parliaments,

while many who did not so hold were sum-
moned Again, it is generally supposed that

all the great tenants in chief or barons had a
right to advise the king, but many persons

who undoubtedly were b irons were not sum-
moned, or were capriciously summoned at
one time and not at another The word
baron, it has been pointed out, ceases to be
used almost altogether in the fourteenth

century as a description of what we should
call a peer of parliament Many barons were
not summoned at all, although according to
modem legal theory every successor of a
baron summoned to the Model Parliament of

1295 has a legal right to receive a wnt
Edward III and Richard II called together

dukes and earls, and \ arying groups of people

who are often described indiscriminately as

barons, bannerets, and < ven knights They
were the more important gentry whom the

king for the time being wished to consult
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The first creation of a “ barony by writ," that

is to say of a hereditary baron who as such
had a scat in parliament, was made in

October, 13S7, Moreov cr, the class of person

to whom were sent writs of summons to what
we now call the House of Lords were numer-
ous, including judges, royal clerks and coun-

sellors, country gentry, and these only

gradually came to be regarded as unsuitable

members of this august assembly In other

words, the House of Lords did not 1m oh c the

existence of a separate estate or privileged

class in the community until it actually

became a House of Lords, a corporation to

which access is only possible m certain

definite ways, and this was very late in its

history As was explained in the previous

chapter, we haie to be very careful and to

modify modem conceptions considerably'

when we think of mcdue\al society as di\ ided

into two camps, the camp of the Jang and the

camp of the barons This conception con-

tains an important truth, but it is better to

begin with the equally important truth that

the median al baron like the Anglo-Saxon

thegn was a royal servant, actually or

potentially a member of the royal household

It is from this point ofview, moreo\ er, that

we can best consider the Mew of kingship as
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the source of justice, peace and order If the

king is to maintain justice, peace and order

throughout his realm, he has to work through

agents , and as no medieval king could fulfil

his functions solely through the help of a pro-

fessional civil service, his great men were
necessarily lus agents For one thing, the

machinery of government was too simple in a
country like England or France to bear the

weight of administration throughout the

kingdom For another, the very conception

of medumal society as an expression of

customary relations and customary law was
inconsistent with the idea of a purely

burearn ratic state Bureaucratic govern-

ment in these ages is found onh in the

eastern empire, where Constantinople main-
tained the traditions of Rome, and in the
Norman kingdom of Sicil\ , in winch Bj zan-

tme, Arabic, and Norman methods w ere com-
bined , and e\ en in these lands it is easy to

exaggerate the measure of bureaucratic con-

trol It has been fashionable of late } ears to
lay emphasis upon the bureaucratic element
m median nl England, just as French scholars

trace the connection between bureaucratic
developments in medueial France and the
later French autocracy Yet if we compare
medreval and modern conditions, we find that
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the bureaucrat plays a comparatively small
part m the administration of daily affairs

The king was the source of justice and the
guardian of order, but he neither created the
Law nor imposed a system of order He was
responsible to God, but he was not entrusted

by God with a dominion which made him
irresponsible to man The famous view of

John W} cl if, that just because dominion is

bound up with goodness and that every good
man possessed all things, therefore passue
obedience to those who possessed civil

dominion is required, was not congenial to

the mediarval mind If the ruler obviously-

sought his own and faded to interpret the

ways of God, if he isolated himself from hi$

subjects, and drew a sharp line between his

own will and the body of rights and customs

which kept his people together, then he was a
tyrant, and might with much probability look

forward to a violent death A king could not

rule without a distribution of authority, for

tiie obvious way ofruling was by dividing the

land into spheres of authority, and what was

n reward of past service or a guarantee of

future service, that is to say the enjoyment

of territorial authority-, became a source of

customs, rights and duties Land settlement

fixes personal relations, and at the same time
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maintains social consciousness It gu.es a

local meaning to service, and keeps the ser-

vant strong and frtxh by contact v ith the soil

On the other hand, if the country is not to be

shivered into fragments, the ruler must never

lose his nutliontv , and if he rules justly and

firml) he will retain his authority, for the local

administrators are still his servants, tied to

him b> traditions of personal lov alty He is

the king, and though no longer regarded as

descended from the gods, lus prestige is pro-

tected and enhanced by the teaching of the

Church, b\ the solemn rites of his coronation,

and the trappings of rovalt}

It is important to remember the relation

between the service rendered bj a baron as

a landholder, and his service at court In
Anglo-Saxon England, the latter was prob-

ably of more importance than the former.

To some extent the king’s thegn had public

functions of a local character, especially m the

great district of Northumbria, where it would
seem that he often succeeded to the lordship

of a district, whose organization was as much
that of a political division as of a private

estate Most of v\hat w e should now describe

os local administration was bj the eleventh
centurym the hands of earls and sheriffs and
bailiffs who were in charge of shires and
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hundreds The Norman Conquest increased

tile local importance of the great landholders,

for their local importance had been the
greater m the lands from which they came
In Normandy

, the baron had as a rule wider
immunities., that is to soy his jurisdiction o\ er

his men comprised more public elements.

Hence m England, although the king’s barons

may m a real sense be regarded as successors

of the greater thegns of the earlier period,

they had a more independent, more dignified

tradition behind them On the other hand,

they settled m a land ruled by a king and
divided into areas administered by public

servants They themsch cs u ere companions

of the king, and had reeen ed their lands from

him, lands which did not come to them by
inheritance as their continental lands did

They had, so to speak, to make a fresh start

under new conditions Conquest, especially

conquest by bands of volunteers drawn from

various lands, can easily' end m chaos Eng-

land was saved from chaos by the fact that

for seventy years she was ruled by strong,

ruthless men, who would permit no licence,

and insisted upon service from their barons

In those precarious days, the establishment

of the conquest invohed close co-operation

between the king and his great servants On
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tlie whole, this co operation was secured

T!iere w as no danger m such a state of affairs

that the strong hand, or e\en the despotic

hand, could dispense with the service of the

barons In this time, the union of old and

new was effected, the carls ceased to ad-

minister great districts , the shenffs and
bailiffs became more important and more
closely subordinated to the Crown ,

and the

functions of the barons as ads lsers and
administrators were recognized In their

scattered estates, though in varying degrees,

they had rights or duties of administration

and justice in which pm ate and public

capacities were indistinguishable in fact,

although they can be distinguished by the

legal historians At court tlie> assisted the
king to administer justice and to interpret,

and while interpreting to add to custom
The} joined with him m founding abbc} s and
building churches Subject to his authority
they built castles and exploited their lands,
just as the king built his own castles and
exploited Ins own lands As the administra-
tive system steadil} developed, they helped
him as itinerant judges and shenffs, and sat
with the chancellor and the treasurer at the
board of exchequer Although the greater
offices were general!} held b} bishops, be-
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cause they required some measure of learning,
a great baron like Robert, Karl of Leicester,

in the reign of Henry II, would sometimes
hold the highest office m the land, the office

of justiciar, the head of the administrative

system during the king’s absence If we
regard the baron as a member of the rojal

household m its widest extent, we see how the

king, the fountain of justice and the repre>.

sentative of God, would inevitably regard the

administration of his kingdom as a land of

domestic concern He had to hold his own
k

but it w ould nes er occur to him to try to do

e\ erytfung by himself

These general considerations may help us

to see why, when meduesal writers insisted

upon the importance of lordship, and of king-

ship in particular, as the source of justice,

t!ic> did not unpl\ that they had any bias in

favour of autocracy or absolute so\ ereignty

The new that autocracy is the best form of

government is not unknown in the SCddle

Ages, but it is rarelj expressed The good

king administers justice on behalf of the com-

munity m co-operation with his servants,

his servants are those who have a stake in the

country as well as his purelj domestic staff

The justice which he and they administer is

not something arbitrary, for justice is the
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maintenance of a complicated system of

rights and customs The ordinary man
could draw a sharp distinction between those

who helped the Vang to administer justice,

and those who had no share in the partner-

ship, but lie found it very difficult to draw a

distinction between those who had rights and

those who had not, between the region of

custom and the region where the will of the

lord had free play Wt can see how easy it

was for more subtle minds m the atmosphere

of a mediaeval state to make their own the
ancient view that the state is an organism
Writers like John of Salisbury and St

Thomas Aquinas often seem to speak of
political society in an unreal and artificial

way, but they were in fact much nearer to

reality than the modern writers are who
think only of medueval politics as a record of
conflict between irreconcilable interests

I have ventured to deprecate the tendency
to exaggerate the extent of bureaucratic

government m medueval England This re-

quires a little more explanation in thi light of
the conception of the king as the source of
justice and order We hav e seen that bureau-
cracv plajed but a small part because the
bulk of the work of administration was done
b> people who had a definite status of their
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own m society We must distinguish be-

tween bureaucrats, dependent upon royal

favour or directed by the routine of office,

and the great majority of the people who
performed official duties As we ha\e seen,

the former, as time goes on, are to be found

in the chancery and the exchequer, and m the

household service of the C rown Gradually

they acquire official traditions, a common
way of life, definite duties, scales of payment,

and so on The same process went on in the

courts of law, both secular and ecclesiastical,

and also, no doubt, in the departments of

great local officials like the sheriff, and in the

households of the magnates But except

possibly for % cry bnef penods in the reigns of

Henry III, Edward I, and Richard II, it

would be very difficult to find am clear trace

of bureaucratic government m medieval

England Even those kings who tried to

work exclusively with the aid of the profes-

sional class inevitably defeated their object,

because they had to reward their ser\ ants by

giving them a stake in the country', or by
providing for them m the church As soon

as a man became the lord of a manor, or was

endowed with a bishopne, his whole outlook

on life tended to change. He was drawn into

a network of interests which he could rarefy
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withstand The famous story of St Thomas
of Canterbury is only an outstanding ex-

ample of a fact of daily occurrence It is

possible that m some countries this natural

tendency was counteracted German his-

torians, for example, like to describe

mednes al history m tbe various German
states as a development from a feudal r< gime

m which lord and vassals co-operated, to a
bureaucratic regime in which the ruler’s

autocracy was tempered by an assembly of

estates or vested interests opposed to hts own
A development of this hind was not possible

in England, co-operation had too long a
history behind it Moreover, co-operation,

had never expressed itself merely in feudal

forms The strength of the monarchy made
service more of a reality , while the survival of

Anglo-Saxon institutions meant that oppor-
tunity for service could be found in a national

sj stem It became the tradition, in England,

a tradition intensified after the English lungs

ceased to be duk.es of Normandv, that the
leaders of English society, both i cclesiastical

and laj , took their part in administration at
court and in the shires Nothing aroused
criticism more quicklj than the suspicion that

the king was bringing m new mep^ns4a.rts,
and ceasing to avail himself of tlSS^pi % of
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the old families Henry I was attacked be*

cause he surrounded himself with unknown
people , in Richard I’s reign, the chancellor,

William Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, although

he was a member of a family’ which had
modestly prospered in the ro\al service, was
maligned as the son of a Norman serf, in

later times, a generation or two had to pass

before the merchant family of the Poles, in

spite of its great services to the Crown, was

accepted At first sight this jealousy of new
men suggests that England, like France, con-

tained a noblesse, an aristocracy defined by

blood and birth , but the exact contrary was

the case In France, the noblesse had less to

do with administration than the baronage had

m England , m England, sen ice rather than

birth was the symbol of dignity
,
and m Eng-

land public functions have always been an

attribute of dignified living We can see the

influence of tlus fact throughout the history'

of the English aristocrat, and indeed of the

English gentleman His stability lias been

greater, and his sense of responsibility more

alert, because he has not been aloof from

public affairs He administered his estates

the more correctly, because his position as a

landholder was inseparable from Ins position

as a public man And the same spirit pene-
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tratcd bis own household The English

butler and the English gamekeeper are still

said to be unique, because their whole per-

sonality is bound up with a sense of office

The gamekeeper regards himself as more than

a servant he speaks with freedom, because

he feels that he lias a place in the local coni'

mumty, while it does not occur to him to pre-

sume, for lus office has its own dignity The
same is true of the gardener and the coach-

man Life on a great English estate of the

old pattern doubtless had its dark side , it is

an easy object of ridicule, and has already

become an anachronism , but the spirit of it

it not unlike that of median al England To
describe it as a relic of feudalism is to miss the
point, unless we use the word feudal in the

sense in winch it was applicable to the govern-
ment of England centuries ago

Administration, even the administration of
justice, ne\ cr became in the Middle Ages work
for specialists alone A man learned in the
1 n\ is not the same thing ns a lawyer It is

not until the fourteenth century that the
existence of a professional class of lawyers,
whose share in political life ought to be
restrained, w as rccognucd E% enm our own
day, it would be difficult to draw' a hard and
fast line between the kind of judicial work
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entrusted to a commission, and judicial func-

tions proper.
v But naturally m course of time

most judicial work, notably in civil pleas,

could only be done by trained lawyers

Justice, like the administration of finance,

was specialized, but the Crown as the source

of justice and order still required advice As
one department after another acquired an
independent life, and went on its own way,

the controlling body of king and advisers, as

though moved by an instinct of self-preserva-

tion, adopted a systematic life of its own, and

in this life the king s natural counsellors never

ceased to have their share As individuals

they had no definite right to be there, but

they generally were there, both m the king’s

council in Parliament, where they fomed
themselves into a House of Lords, and m the

king’s more permanent council From the >

thirteenth century onw ards, the remedy for all

political ills was a reconstruction of the lung’s

council A really great king might reduce it

to insignificance, but only a very foolish or

headstrong king would try to pack it wath lus

own creatures Edward III, for example, in

his young days, attempted to separate him-

self from lus natural advisers, and to make
his council too narrow and partisan a body

,

but he learnt the lesson that isolation is too
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high a price to pay for efficiency, and during

his great yeaTs he ruled, as has been as ell said,

like a patriarch among his nobles

It is, however, in local government that the

co-operation between Crown and vassal, or,

to use more general terms, between the king

and the ordinary man, was most marked and

most fruitful m results There is hardly a

hint of bureaucracy or of narrow officialism

in the history of English local government

This was largely due to the survn al after the

Conquest of the system of the shire and
hundred There are periods, it is true, in

which the administration of the shires was
entrusted to men who are better described as

personal servants of the king than as gentle-

men of the country a glaring example is the
appointment of foreign mercenaries as sheriffs

m the later jears of King John’s reign In
some shires the sheriffdom tended to become
hereditary, m others,. it was frequently a
step upwards in the career of a courtier

, but
on the whole it is true to say that there was no
sharp distinction between the country gentry
and the country services Just as within the
franchises which were cut of! from the normal
administration, the most enduring and signifi-

cant rights or duties were those of rojal
origin, so in the public courts the most
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important work was done bymm who in their

own manors had experience of local affairs.

The sheriff might come from a different part
of the country, but he was not out of touch
with the land, and he had to work with and
through the local gentry His department
became high!} specialized, his clerks technical

experts, but at even turn he was dealing with

assessors, jurors, tax collectors who were non-

professional, local men
The peculiar features of English historj are

nowhere so marked as here The conquest

had gnen England a new landed class,

directed by strong rulers of foreign blood,

great fortresses of foreign construction housed

the representati\ es of rojal power As one

king succeeded another the gnp of the central

authority on the country -side was tightened

,

the population was marshalled and dragooned

in all sorts of ways, for the maintenance of

the peace, the presentment of offenders, the

duty of providing weapons in accordance with

its wealth, and the assessment of property ,

one class of officials after another was ap-

pointed to inquire into and administer rojal

rights
,
commissions of judges passed periodi-

cally through the shires ; jet even thing was
done tlirough local machinery which had been

gradually wrought in Anglo-Saxon times, and
SOS
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the co-operation of local men, who learnt, to

speak a common English language, and, how -

ever they might differ m origin, to think

alike m English ways Alw a> s in co-opera-

tion with the Crown, these men hi ed a life

m which private affairs were inseparable from

a share in public duties They found in the

common activities of the hundred and the

slure a new discipline, but also a new inde-

pendence Discipline must hare been ter-

ribly irksome, and independence was gradu-

ally realized Only very slowly did they

come to take pride in their status as knights

and gentlemen of the shire ; and e\ tn after

their feudal obligntions to their lords had
ceased to be more than nominal, they were
constantly driven, in a more artificial depen-
dence, to unite their fortunes with those of
some great local magnate

, > et b) the time
of the Tudors they were the mainstay of
England
One of the turning points in their historj

was the share which many of them acquired
as justices of the peace in the administration
of local affnirs The maintenance of the
peace was always a matter of peculiar diffi-

culty m medueval Europe The doctrine of
self-help died very hard In a sparsely popu-
lated country, which contained n.
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wood, marsh and waste than it does now,
regular supen ision was impossible If the

population was scanty it was scattered, and
there were as many villages and inhabited

places as there are to-day, each of them pro

viding opportunities for brawling and theft

The growth of towns, trade and industries,

with the consequent increase in the use of

roads and nvers for peaceful intercourse,

offered still more opportunity to the dl-dis-

posed A long senes of regulations, begin-

ning in the tenth century and passing through

the elaborate assizes of Henry ITs reign, to

the wnts of watch and ward m Henry Ill's

reign, and the great Statute of Winchester

m 1285, illustrated both the efforts to main-

tarn the peace, and the failure to enforce it

The appointment in each shire of special

justices of the peace was the last and most

fruitful expedient adopted by the Crown

for the improvement of local conditions

Whether the justices of the fourteenth cen-

tury can be related to earlier experiments has

been much discussed, but is not important

What is important is that they definitely

appear in the beginning of Edward Hi’s

reign, and are found liter with the right to

hear eases winch involved a breach of the

peace, and in 23JO, during a time of war,
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with the right to hind men o\er to keep the

peace They were royal officials, appointed

under a precise commission, so that their

status differed m no vrav from that of do7ens

of other bodies appointed for \anous pur-

poses The law which they administered w as

simply the law which had grown up since

Henry IPs time, and was defined in the

Statute of Winchester They ohsened the

judicial procedure which had been observed

before the itinerant judges, and which was
now regarded as protected by Magna Carta

At first each local group was a small select

body, comprising m addition to three or four

local persons some great man and legal ex-

perts There could ha\e been nothing to

show that these ad hoc commissioners would
in course of time come to be normal agents
of local administration, gradually reducing
other officials to insignificance, or confining

them to very limited duties Yet the} mark
the culminating'pomt in the long process of
the political education of the country gentle-

men Perhaps the chief reason for their per-
manence was the fact that they were found
to be a convenient body to winch other than
strictly judicial functions could be entrusted
The later years of Edward Ill's reign were a
penod of social crisis ,

armies for the conduct
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of a great war had to be nmed bynew means,

and pcriodicalh large numbers of discharged

soldiers were sent back to the country-side

on the manorial estates, paid agricultural

labour was gradually taking the place of min)
of the old customary sen ices rendered by the

tenants , and in a time of economic change

the problem of wages began on a large scale

to require public attention The result was

the famous legislation embodied in the

Statutes of Labourers, and the administra-

tion of these statutes was ultimately given

to the justices of the peace Further duties

followed, so that as an Elizabethan publicist

w rites, “ generally for the good government
of the shire the prince putteth his confidence

in them ' Not of an official class, the Justice

of the peace was an official His personal

interests w ere local, yet he obey ed the precise

dictates of the central power As a justice,

he maintained in quarter-sessions the tradi-

tions of the common law, the ancient adminis-

trative order , as a gentleman of the shire he

became increasingly conscious of Ins class and

his political independence As a man trained

in affairs, he could criticize with effect, as a

man of official instinct, he was slow to rebel

In short, he was an embodiment of the “ bal-

ance of the English constitution ” The best
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men in the Long Parliament were of this

type Needless to say, many of them were

slack, inefficient, or tyrannical The cor-

respondence of the fifteenth century shows

that they were frequently the creatures of

great men They were easy objects of ridi-

cule to men of letters from Sh ikespeare to

Dickens , vet on the whole they kept a
steady course, and had their share in earning

the encomium of Commes, that in England

the commonwealth \vas bettor ordered than

m any other seignory of the world The
importance of this class can be traced m the
Reformation settlement, in the Puntan Revo-

lution of the seventeenth century and m the
later administration of England during a time
when the gap between central and local

government was most marked Generally
speaking, they hated strong convictions on]y
less than false doctrine, heresy, or schism
They were orthodox, but not religious On
the other hand, when they’ were caught Up
and swayed by political and religious feeling

they retained their invulnerable sanity and
became irresistible Tins is the truth at the
bottom of Gardiner’s well-known dictum that
Oliver Cromwell was the greatest because be
was the most typical Englishman of all time
But we must not forget the other side of
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the matter IC the political ev olution of the
country gentlemen from whom the justices

Merc appointed and the members of Parlia-

ment Mere elected saved England from the
rigid class distinctions of the noblesse of the
Continent, it put something even more dog-
gedly conservative in its place In modern
eyes, medieval England is apt to appear
notlung but a battle-ground between disorder

and order, but in fact revolt has had no
enduring importance in English history The
great Peasants’ Revolt, Jack Cade’s rising,

Kelt’s rebellion, the Levellers, the Blanket-

teers and Chartists were merely incidents,

and this fact was due verj largely to the class

wJSucJb we are describing Jt stmd for low,

and its attitude to the breakers of law has

been strangely indiscriminate The slowness

of the emergence of our idea of the political

ns distinct from the ordinary criminal is due

to this conservative attitude to law and order

Indeed, what we call the political criminal

was for long regarded as the worst offender

of all As a matter of course the labourer

who stood out for higher wages was treated

hke the vagabond and the felon The con-

spiracies of labourers were the first of a long

series of conspiracies, which received especi-

ally sev ere treatment Conspiracy as a legal
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offence began its history late It dates from

the reign of Edward I and for a long time it

had a narrow application It was the offence

of those who contrived together to take ci\ tl

orcriminal proceedings unjustly Certainly, if

the conception of the oftence was narrow, its

need was great, for m the fourteenth and

fifteenth century “ conspiracy ” in the legal

sense was nfe. Perhaps its technical limita-

tions helped to strengthen the assumption

that unlicensed combinations or conspiracies

in a wideT sense, whate\er their purpose,

were equally heinous if they tended to dis-

turb the public peace But the real objec-

tion to them was that they did disturb the

peace Peace and order were the first con-

sideration In the precarious life of the
Middle Ages unlicensed combination was re-

garded as the first step towards resolution
This view justified the attack upon the abuse,
far more serious than it is often imagined,
known as h\ery and maintenance, a practice
b\ which men assumed the badge or livery
of a powerful noble, and m return received
his protection or maintenance, especially in
the law courts The deep-rooted distrust of
combinations which we still feel is based on
the experience of these tunes Historically,
it is due almost as much to the danger of
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Middle Ages ate frequently misunderstood
The older historians tended to describe our
early historj as the stoiy of a conflict between
the forces of right led b> patriotic barons,

and the fortes of evil represented by the king
In our own da\ , the reaction in fas our of

administrative bistort has inclined us to the
other extreme, so that the conflict appears
to be one between the fortes of order and
the forces of disorder Our s\mpathies are

enlisted on the side of the Crown Both
views are misleading in so far as they imply
an essential cleat age of interest between the

king and his tassals It is better to con-

sider the matter from the point of view of
law, and to see in the detelopment of our
legislatite svstem a joint enterprise in which
both king and people gradually submitted

(hansels es to political discipline, and re-

cognized that th< respect for custom implied

the duties of self-restraint no less than the

right to assert pm liege

Medieval administration might be des-

cribed as the shaping of custom by contri-

vance, medi'ev al justice as the absorption of

custom bj the central authority In both
of these processes conscious law-making is

required Administrative contrivance pro-

ceeds bit by bit
, it is the outcome of execu^
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tive action, of the exercise of a domestic
authority whose remote workings are hidden
from the ordinary man Gradually new in-

stitutions are evolved, new official classes

come into being, and a new body of routine

is imposed upon the old But all this growth
becomes ancient m time, and is regarded as

part ofcustom The historv of the mediae al

exchequer provides innumerable examples of

this development The exercise of judicial

authority, while it follows a similar course,

is subject to more striking and comprehen-

sive legislative action The conscious recog-

nition of custom, and its absorption b\ the

central power involve codification or the

writing down of custom, and the periodic

publication of new rules and expedients The
assizes of King Henry II, for example, or the

ordinances and statutes of later centuries,

were rather more formal than administrative

orders, and had a much wider application,

they were prepared with more solemnitj, and

were the joint production of rojal advisers

and experts It is natural, therefore, to

connect the growth of the legislativ c s\ stem

of the Middle Ages with the exercise of the

roval authority as the source of justice, ind

from the formal point of view this is correct

Yet if we did not go farther than tins, we
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should give a veTy one-sided account of the
matter In particular, we should neglect the
all-pervasive influence of the reliance upon
custom, and we should exaggerate the im-
portance of deliberate departure from it

Moreover, we should make too much of the
distinction between the administrative and
judicial aspects of government Custom, it

is already been suggested, is not a fix^j

lantitj it is the body of accepted usage,
id usage is constantly changing Although
w grows out of custom, custom is wid^r
lan law, and comprises administrative detail

i well as the rules of justice Let us take,

it example, some instances in the reign of
.Henry JJJ EarJv juo the re.gov J-W

irons were invited to bring the English law
oout bastardy more into line with the law

of the Church , they replied that they wete
unwilling that the laws of England should
be changed Here the} were concerned with
a customary rule of local law Later in the
reign, they frequtntlv urged the king to ap-

point as the gr< at oflici il> of state—the justi-

ciar, the treasurer, and the chancellor—-the

kind of person who had been appointed in
the past Here they were concerned with

purely administrative matter In the oqe
case, the custom was part of the common
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lav of England, in the other it was an ad-

ministrative habit
, y et it may well be

doubted whether the barons drew a sharp dis-

tinction between the two kinds of custom,

and regarded the one kind as more important

than the other Magna Carta is essentially

a statement of custom, although it mvohes
much that is temporan and some matters of

deliberate contm ance
, and fifty years earlier

the Constitutions of Clarendon are definitely

described as a statement of custom Both

documents deal with administrative as well

as legal matters Now m the Middle Ages

custom had the place which statute law has

to-day The modern statute is not a statute

in virtue of its contents, but in virtue of <&e

sanction which king and parliament have

given to it, it is a thing which it is fllegal

to break, but jt mas deal with almost any-

thing So in the Middle Ages custom might

comprise almost anything, but its sanction

was not necessarily derived from the central

authority
,
and w hat we call statute law dealt

with very little of it Indeed the common

law, the law common to the whole of England

and administered by the roy al courts, a law

much more extensive than the statute law,

was not so extensive as custom We simply *

have to generalize and mtensifv what is still
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a verj fnounte argument—“ Wc have never

been, accustomed to do this”—and ivc can

understand the force of medueval custom

Yet custom was not a dead weight, it was

a living thing Men came to realize that

there could be bad customs and good cus-

toms , and m< n also came to realize that

they required a more powerful sanction for

custom than the force of opinion, for a

custom might bt disputed A. piece of land

might be held, passing from one generation

to another, and by no right except prescrip-

ts e Tight which is a form of custom The
custom in one place might come into conflict

with the custom in another. There must be
some authority which could settle the prob-
lems which might arise Hus authority
might, as an exponent of the moral law,

refine custom b\ distinguishing between the
good and the had , or it might ratify custom
by a formal ac.t of recognition In the very
nature of the case this authority must not be
arbitrary It must he exercised with the
approval of a community which drew breath
in an atmosphere of custom Here we find
the dilemma of the medues al state The
authority is final, and yet it is not arbitrary
The king does not confine himself to con-
firming wliat exists, he also creates and
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‘improvises A royal charter may confirm

the customs of a borough, but it maj also

create a borough , it may confirm the right

of a man to a bit of land, but it may bestow
it. Similarly, the power which declares the

law will also make the law The force which
exists to check the greed and violence of

others maj itself be greed} and violent , the

source of justice maj be unjust How is this

to be put right ’ If the salt hath lost its

savour h herewith shall it be salted 9

As we all know, the solution was ultimately

found in what we call the sovereignty of

parliament By this we mean that when
something has been decided b) the House of

Commons and the House of Lords, and has

received the consent of the Crown, there is no

more to be said Parliament is the final

authority, the medium of change, the arbiter

between the common good and privilege

Moreover, we think of parliament primarily

as a legislative bod) Everything it does is

of the nature of legislation It provides

money b) means of money bills 1 On the

rare occasions when parliament as a whole

takes judicial action distinct from the juns-

1 The practice which confines the decision in financial

matters to the House of Commons is of course quite

modem
ooo
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diction which resides m the House of Lords,
it proceeds by means of an Act Hence \\c

have the result that the solution of the
medueval dilemma is bound up with the
development of a legislature And yet we
have seen that in earl} times law was essen-

tially customary, and that no clear Une can
be drawn between different kinds of custom,

whether it developed m the administrative

offices or in the courts of the realm How
has this sovereignty of parliament come
about * And why is it the sov ereignty of a
legislative body

The point from which we must begin is the

faet that the decision which inv oli ed conscious

change was not a matter for the king alone

This applies of course to important matters,

not to the incessant decisions required

m daily administration From the earliest

times \t \s clear, did the chief wish to declare

waT or make peace, to alter the rules of suc-

cession, to destroy one great man or raise up
another, he must act in co-operation with, or

at least with the acquiescence of, his com-
panions It is the paradox of English history,

as Montesquieu pointed out in the eighteenth

century, that the stronger the central power
became, the more necessary tins co-operation

was The so-called absolutism of the French
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monarchy, for example, was mainly possible

because so many intermediate powers existed

between the Crown and the people In
England, liberty grew with the growth of a

central authority which had no opposition to

fear The solution of the paradox is found

in the nature of this central authority ,
winch

was not a simple but a composite thing, ever

drawing more and more upon the experience

of the community In Anglo-Saxon times,

the counsellors were the Archbishop of Canter-

bury and the great ecclesiastics, the eorlder-

mcn or the rulers of provinces, the cluef

warriors and sen ants mthe royal household

In Norman times it was customary' on great

occasions when the most important business

was transacted, to ha\e a larger gathering of

which the most important element consisted

of the military tenants holding in chief, or

directly of the Crown Gradually other ele-

ments were added The very' general term

“ parliament,” the coming together for talk,

was applied to this gathering of the elements

of council when they came together in a
particular way By the end of the fifteenth

century, parliament m the modern sense

begins to be recognizable

Now this does not mean that from earliest

times the king had no \oice in choosing his
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counsellors, nor that he did not frequently
try to act without them, just ns sometimes
they tried to act without him, it simply
means that ns a matter of fact he found it

more and moTe impossible, c\cn if he wished,
to do vithout them And the more his pow er

incre iscd at the expense of their local author-
ity, the more lie required them at head-
quarters The material facts or conditions

which underlie the steadiness of this develop-
ment m England are not hard to trace

England is a small isolated country It got
a very good start in carl} times a much better

start than any other countrv m Europe It

had constnntlj to defend its frontiers against

Welsh and Scots, nnd it had occasionally to
rally to meet invasions from across the sea
Two or three times the invaders were suc-

cessful, nnd hod to be absorbed, but in general
the menace either on land or by sea, though
sufficient to make unity essential, was not so

serious as to make progress impossible And
finally, England was served by many great

men, men of real practical ability
, and some

unusually wise men, who were not distracted

by conflicting duties nor paralysed by in-

superable diflicultics When with the death

of Edward I the long line of great men disap-

pears for a couple of centuries, their place is
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taken by an inferior, but wonderfully useful

senes of able men But with them there
comes a distinct drop in the political and
social temperature Perhaps it was as well

Though these were conditions, they were
not sufficient to explain what happened
There must be some peculiar political sense

resulting from the strange mixture of peoples

in what we call the English race

The process of de\e!opment can best be
studied through examples From early times,

the supervision ofthe king seems to have been
exercised over transactions of land Land
was held bj folc-nght, that is to say it passed

from holder to bolder in accordance with

custom But enormous stretches of land

were not occupied at all, and large areas

scattered here and there were farmed by the

king’s own rcev cs or servants The king was

naturally the person who would dispose of

these ; and .after the introduction of writing

it was usual to record the disposal of land by
means of a charter or boc When private

arrangements of this kind became common,
the supervision of the king did not cease As
early as the time of the great King Offa, at

the end of the eighth centurj
,
we find him

quashing a grant made b\ his tributary the

King of Kent, on the ground that transac-
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tions of this kind required his approval Of
course direct supervision over all sorts of

transactions in land could not be exercised

minutely, but it is noteworthy that the dis-

posal of land was a very public affair It

was always wise to get confirmation from
one’s lord, and in important cases from the

king also , it was necessary to secure that

one’s charter was properly' authenticated by
witnesses Moreover, as time went on, we
find the private understandings about land
arc made more and more in the royal courts

by means of fictitious suits In the Public

Record Office, for example, there arc thou-

sands of copies, filed according to counties,

of the agretments known as final concords,

and the final concord is a bargain which
purports to be a settlement of a legal action

about land made with the consent of the

king’s justices Its form was established in

the year 1195, and at that time a final con-

cord required the approval of the king’s

representative or justiciar himself Super-

vision implies protection, and we find a rule

from the end of the thirteenth century that

no man need reply in defence of his free

tenement without a royal wTit These axe

some of the ways by which the central control

over the disposal and protection of land was
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secured Now let us look at the other side

of the matter Through sheer social neces-

sity men in the Middle Ages clung with
peculiar tenacity to their rights in land , also

they considered that the disposal of land under
the king’s control was a matter of public, not
of private, interest A king who squandered
land, or distributed it amongst the unworthy*,

was, in their view, neglecting his responsi-

bilities Hence, along with the de\clopment

of roy al supervision, we find a corresponding

dcsclopment of safeguards which protected

rights, and secured that the king was well

advised It would seem that roy al grants of

land attested by a hoc or charter in Anglo*

Saxon times required the consent of the

witan, and the absence of any such safeguard

in what we call feudal times, after the Con-

quest, resulted in periodic outbursts of pro-
’ test against kings who squandered their

domain, and destroyed their ability to live

of their own The protection of rights is

seen in the roy al coronation charters, and in

Magna Cirta The process of criticism can

be seen in the oath taken by counsellors m
Henry HTs reign, that they will not try to

ennch themsehes or others at the king’s

expense, and in the later parliamentary

demands for the resumption of alienated
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lands In tl\c famous demand made at the
end of the thirteenth century that no new
chancer} wnt regarding freehold should be

elaborated without parliamentary consent, \\c

can see at work the principle, comprising

both protection and criticism, that jurisdic-

tion over land must especially be put beyond
the Teach of royal or bureaucratic caprice

Now this is onlj one instance, but it illus-

trates the wa) in which the growth of royal

power was accompanied by safeguards, and
it illustrates also the fact that the ultimate

shrine of these safeguards must not be sought

m the administration, orm the judiciary, but
in a legislative body
At this point the voice of protest may

naturally be raised Does not this argument,

it may be asked, imply the existence in the

Middle Ages of a parliamentary sovereignty

which we know to be an entirely modern
development? Have we not been taught

recently that, apart from exceptional periods

of revolution, the median al kings chose their

own counsellors, summoned parliaments at

their own will, issued writs of summons to

whom they willed, and made use of the repre-

sentatives of shires and borouglis as conven-

ience dictated? And what about the great

theory, surely a fundamental principle of our
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constitution, that the real safeguard of
English liberties has been the common Ian,
administered bj royal justices m the public
courts t

There is truth in much of this objection,

and all of it has some element of truth The
answer is that it is not an objection. I must
ask my readers to keep in mind the mediaeval

conception of Kingship, and the implications

of domesticity m medueval administration

,

or, to put the same point from the other side,

I must ask them to nd their minds of the
assumption that public life m the medneval
community was a sort of civil war between
kings and barons—was, indeed, not public

life at all It is easy to regard raedresal

history in this misleading way We can make
out a plausible case for the view that the

mediaeval king was an autocrat Writers can

be quoted from the twelfth century onwards

m support of an arbitrary divine right.

There were frequent periods of anarch} and

factious rebellion The greatest kings were

the strongest kings Yet facts tell against

the conclusions which are so frequently drawn

from tins body of evidence The mediaeval

king was a responsible moral being, and be
worked through people who had social respon-

sibilities of their own, and the more extensive
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us power l>ccamc, the more he depended
ipon the people Now let us return to tiicse

ibove-mtntioncd *‘ objections ” the protest

ngainst any idea of parliamentary son crcignty

in the Middle Ages, and the insistence upon
the importance of the common law Both
these points are perfeeth sound To speak
af parliamentary' so\ crugnty in the Middle
Ages is a ridiculous anachronism The
common law, as administered in the public

courts, 1ms been the mainstay of English

liberty But what was the common law ? 1

The common law has a twofold significance

On the one hand, it is the law administered

in the public courts or with public auth-

ority, as distinct from local custom, on
the other hand, it is rooted and grounded

m custom If it comprises, as it does, some
measure of what we should call statute law,

this element goes back beyond the time of

legal memory* It is questionable whether
any statutes passed since the thirteenth

century ha\e e\er been regarded as part of

the common law of England Moreoter,
much of our statute law implies the know-
ledge of common law which has no distinct

beginning, and certainly no parliamentary

1 Tor what follows, cf Professor C K Alien s sug-

gestne book, Lax tri ifcr lfoJL«n« (Oxford, 1927)
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sanction. For example, a statute about
'wilful murder or libel assumes that the courts
know what libel and murder are. If the
meaning of a statute is m doubt, or any
implications have to be drown from it, the
judges base their decisions upon the principles

of the common law'. Now at first sight all

this suggests that historically we should look

to the common law and not to parliament as

the source of all those safeguards of which I
have been speaking At any rate, until we
come to the age of parliamentary' sovereignty

in modem times, it would seem to be erron-

eous to look to parliament for these safe-

guards But the truth is not quite so simple

as this. It we tom to the history of the

interpretation and the development of the

common law, the story assumes a different

form. Anyone who looks into the work of

the great Bracton, who wrote in the middle

of the thirteenth century, about the laws and

customs ofEngland, will see that the common
law has become \ery elaborate, and it was to

become more and more elaborate still. He
will see moreo\er that Bracton, like his suc-

cessors, does not dream of separating the

administration of the law from the power and

the administration of the king and of his ad-

visers. The judges are not like the supreme
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court under the American constitution, they
are the hmg’s servants , and while they are in-

terpreting and administering the lair, drawmg
out by degrees all its implications, as one
problem after another is presented to them,
they arc acting as the king's servants In

these early da>s they wall use phrases like

“ law of conscience,” “ right and reason,”

“law and right,” and so on And if some
perplexing matter comes along which baffles

them, they will refer it to the royal pleasure,

and this will often mean reference to the king

m imlmment In other w ords, those supreme
considerations of principle by which a good
king is supposed to guide his actions are never
absent from the minds of Ins judges Or
look at .the matter in another way In the

earl) fourteenth ceuturj, a judge will say

that- he knows how to interpret a statute

because he made it In those days, a judge
was both the adviser of the king, summoned
to his councils, and also a president m his

courts

Clearlj , if we are to deal intelligent!} Cither

with the common law or with parliament, we
must turn back to the beginning We shall

find oursth es forced to remember, as we ha\ e
had to Temcmber so often, that common law
courts and parliaments are not set o\er
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against the king, like competing dogs set to

watch him both alike are expressions of the
royal will gradually drawing independent
authority from the reservoir of royal power
Let us try to see what happened When

the Conqueror came to England he was
accustomed to having a court of important
people about him, to deliberating with his

bishops and counts and barons In some
western states, we hear of an inner circle of

peers, but these do not seem to have existed

m Normandy William was also accustomed
to local administration, and no doubt to the

tnal in local courts, over which his viscounts

and the great menof the neighbourhood would
preside, of important cases He relied more-

ox er for much of his authority upon his

control over many matters reserved to his own
jurisdiction These were the pleas of the

sword, and comprised all kinds of things, from

the nght to control castle-building to the

right to judge certain crimes In England

he found a similar state of affairs Most of

the judicial work was done in the shire courts

by the bishop and earl and the great tiiegns

ofthe neighbourhood, but this did not exclude

the central power. In England also there

were many things which came within the idea

of the king’s peace, and which, in course of
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time, developed into the evergrowing king’s

pleas, or pleas of the Crown, corresponding

to the pleas of the sw ordm Normandy Most
of these matters could be dealt with in the

local courts , the profits would be divided

between the king and the earl And m
England also there was the central council,

the witan Now William and his successors

adopted tins scheme, and emphasized the

royal pow er The} did not interfere with the

great private socs or jurisdictions, some of

which, like the Soke of Peterborough, were to

last well into modern times
,

they did not

prevent their great barons from holding their

central and local courts within their baronies

and manors , but seizing upon the conception

of kingship, and combining it with the feudal

conception of lordship, they used their

authority for all it was worth By insisting

that every sub-tenant had a responsibility

to them as w ell as to his lord, and by assuming
that ever}' freeman m the local courts could

claim royal protection, they made such a
right as that of private warfare impossible,

and brought local administration under con-
stant supervision Two results followed In
the first place, local custom was never des-

troyed , in some forms it still surwv es and is

recognized to-day by the royal courts , but
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it was subdued by a growing body of general
custom This is the beginning of a common
law In the second plat e, the administrative
and legal ability m the country was focused
in the king’s court Dunng the fifty jears
or so after the Conquest, we can read the
records of important law-suits decided in the
local courts almost in an Anglo-Saxon man*
ner, m the presence of bishops, ear/s, and
barons. But even in these cases, there is

often a royal commissioner acting under a
royal wnt Gradually they disappear The
commissioners become more important, and
ra course of time, if the long’s pleas are not

dealt with at headquarters, the} are decided

before royal commissioners who are assuming

the professional character of judges This

development meant a great and incessant

activity m the king’s court It accustomed

the great men of the land to administration,

so that, in their minds, their own local respon-

sibilities and privileges would imperceptibly 1

assume public importance, while on the

other hand, the experience won m the royal

service would give them a kind of vested

interest m.nationaI affairs Until the reign

of Richard I, the inevitable results of this

development were not apparent But we
can see them very dearly during Richard’s
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absence on the crusade, -when the country

was governed by a council of regency, asso-

ciated with the justiciar, the representative

of the king Even then a great baron had
divided interests A man who drew lus rents

from, and held Ins courts in estates ljing in

Normandy and England, and perhaps m
Wales, Ireland, nnd Scotland also, could not

regard lnmself as an Englishman, especially

as he might not have a drop of English blood

m his veins His relatives might well be

scattered in Flanders or Maine or m France

itself But a change came in the reign of

Richard’s brother, when Normandy was
conquered by the French king, and every'

baron had to choose whom he would serve

In one of the vernacular chronicles of the
time we find a vivid account of a discussion

at King John’s court, when the Earl Warenne
and other barons begged lcav e to do homage
for their lands across the Channel to the Kmg
of France Their bodies, they said, might ow e

service to the lord of France, their hearts

would certainly be the King of England’s
The discussion began seriously, but ended in

laughter, and the earl's request was emphatic-
ally refused Yet even such a faithful friend

of John’s as the Earl Marshal tried for a year
or two to make the best of several worlds at
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once. On the Ointment, where complica-
tions of this kind were numerous, feudal laa

had to be dc\ eloped m order to deal with
the problem. Within England, although we
have some interesting examples of divided

loyalties, the situation did not really arise

Once they were forced to confine their atten-

tion to affairs m England, the barons became
more and more mvoU ed in the administration

of the countr}- Hcnr> JJ, who had done
more than most men to tram them, is the

last king of the English of whom it cap be
said with an> truth that he was a successful

and beneficent despot The despotism of the

Tudors was a vei} different affair

Hence by John’s time English life possessed

all the conditions required for the de\ elop-

ment of what we call the constitution Over

and above all the s anants of local custom was

a growing bod} or custom, the lex terra% or,

as it was to be called, the common law,

administered by the long and his courts

There was a trained class of officials and

judges; and there was a body of vigorous

men, man} of them belonging to families

founded by the officials of previous kings,

others tracing their ancestry back to the

companions of the Conqueror, all of them

forced to take a share in the life ofthe country
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cut off from political association with Nor-
mandy We have further to reckon with the

political conceptions of the Church—such us

the favourite ideas of the hallowed king,

responsible to his overlord in heaven, and of

society ns an organism in w hicli the military

class had a definite part to play No one at

that time could have foretold what these

elements were to bring forth, but tw'o things

at least were present in the minds of men

—

the existence of law, and the importance of

maintaining it It is not by accident that

Englishmen m later days regarded the Great
Charter as the fundamental expression of

fundamental principles, or that tlit king’s

duty to take the council of Ins subjects was
first clearly expressed in John’s reign During
the negotiations which led to the issue

of the Charter we can trace that combina-
tion of forces which not only ga% e significance

to the common law, but also provided an
authority to enforce it m the lung’s name

In seeking for the tendencies which it is

the mam function of history to trace, we
must not of course forget that it does not
deal With smooth inevitable things At that
time, it must have seemed as though almost
anything might hav e happened In the eyes
of the great Pope Innocent, looking from afar,
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England was a sort of madhouse Here was
a penitent king, who had surrendered his

realm to the IIolj See, had taken the Cross,

and was anxious to go to the rescue of the

Hol> Land , and o\ er against him was a band
of reckless, irresponsible, and wicked men,
veritable agents of the deni The Pope
could onlv surmise that God had allowed this

state of affairs that the righteous might
clearly be distinguished from the evil, the
instruments of }I>s purpose revealed What
the king himself thought, it is almost impos-

sible to say During his recent quarrel with

the Church, while England was under an
interdict, he hod tasted the joys of irrespon-

si bill tv , he had not wrecked the adminis-

trative machine, rather he had valued it and
taken pleasure in it a* an efficient instrument.

When he was not amusing himself in other

ways, he rather liked the business of king-

ship, just as he liked planning mihtarv

expeditions against the Welsh, or making

demonstrations in Ireland If he had used

the instrument to his hand capriciously, he

had on!} done what his father had done before

him After all, the instrument of govern-

mentwas a v crygood money -making machine,

and he had many able people to help him
Driven on by his lusts and his curiosity,
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blinded bv Ins egotism, he could not sec him'

self as others saw him a treacherous, cruel,

and thoroughly unpleasant person And
now, after making his peace with the Church
he suddenly found himself thwarted by a most
unaccountable opposition, m which all the

people whom he most disliked seemed to has c

a share And in fact there were not many
statesmen among the opposition to John
Man} of them were dmen on b\ a sense of

their own gnev anccs , others w crc ns ruthless

as tlie king himself, and when, in the weeks
after the grant of the Chnrter, power came
to them, they were capable onk of abusing

it The> began to talk of choosing a new
king, and ultimately the} divided the country

by calling in as their leader Louis of France,

the son of Philip Augustus Yet it is signi-

ficantthatei cn this irrcspousibh group, acting

m the name of the Charter, which lmd set up
a bods of twent}-fi\e guardians of the settle-

ment, thought of themselves as a council of
government In a crude wa) they antici-

pated the more orderly bnronml administra-

tions of a later date And bclund the Charter
itself there was obv lously a number of people,

headed b} the Archbishop of Canterbury, who
had worked for a statement of custom on the

lines of the royal coronation charters of the
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twelfth century In a sense, the Great
Charter was a counterpart of the discredited

Constitutions of Clarendon (1IG4), which had
been a statement in terms of custom of the
relations between secular and ecclesiastical

power. It was the answer ofan emancipated
church to the persecutors of St. Thomas
Becket, and the papal agent as well as the

bishops of England were parties to it. 3fore-

over, the document as a whole, which m a

revised form was afterwards accepted b\ aQ
sides, must ha\ e been drawn up bv men of

experience end knowledge It is noteworthy

that several of the persons who took part in

the rebellion of the next two y ears had been

among John’s administrators and judges

That the relations between the king and the

various classes of his people ore subject to

definite rules,that no freeman can bepunished

without formal judicial process, that punish-

ment must fit the dime, not be vindictive,

nor destructive, save in extreme cases, of his

means of livelihood these are principles,

expounded m the Great Charter, which ei er

since have been applied in our courts

Fxnaflv .although the Charter was a settlement

it was*in form a royal grant, an expression of

the will of the king as the source of justice.

The English have a!waysizstinchreh adopted
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the view that the observance of the great

principles of their political life is a duty of

government fudge and parliament are ex-

pressions of gov emment, the one giving

judicial, the other legislative decisions A
great jurist has defined the state as society

legally organized for the protection of social

intercourse The lustorv of England during

the three centuries after the Charter is the

story of the tentative steps ot stumbles m the

process of conscious legal organization of

society To define this process simply m
terms of conflict is to involve it in self-con-

tradiction

The most interesting, indeed the essential,

feature of the organization of the conciliar

element in society, or, to use a famous
mediaeval phrase, of the king in council in
parliament, was its development as a legis-

lative body.

Nobody now believes either that parliament

was the result of definite creation, or that its

main purpose was legislative In their re-

action against older views, some writers seem
to speak as though legislative acts were the
least important of parliamentary activities

This paradoxical view seems to suggest an
emphasis on the importance of the commons
which at the same time these wxiters set out
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to deprecate What we call parliament grew
out of the great council, and in the great
council activity was at once legislative, ad-
ministrative and judicial The first stage in
the history of parliament was reached when
it was understood that certain matters of
importance should normally be dealt with bj
the king in council and not decided b> a
smaller body of advisers, or by the judges or
by a group of nch merchants What these
matters were probablj depended upon ex-

pediency and upon experience, butonly gradu-
ally, and to a limited degree upon deliberate

definition The second stage was reached

when the normal activity of parliament as

the king’s court in its most complete and
authorxtatn e form was the expression of its

decisions in legislative form, and onh occa-

sionally as judicial acts The first stage was

reached very slowly, but nc can regard it as

acknowledged b\ the middle of the fourteenth

century. The second stage was gradually

completed in the course of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries In neither period was

there any question of the sovereign*} of par-

bament as against the sovereigns of the lung.

If the term can be used at all of the Middle

Ages, the king was most sovereign in parlia-

ment, where his personal will merged in the
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common will He then exercised, in Fortcs-

cue’s phrase, not the dominium regale, but the

dominium, pohticum el regale HeTe, as at*

ways,practice and theory div erged The king

might be overbearing, parliaments might be
packed. The king in parliament could be

foohsh, short-sighted and capricious But
on the whole the king m parliament was in

fact, as welt as in theory, the reflection of the

various interests of the community’, the ex-

pression of its collective wisdom, the safe-

guard and interpreter of custom and the

common law, the inevitable court of appeal

in times of national crisis Its character was
maintained by the very traditions and cir-

cumstances which make its history so exas-

perating and elusive, so perplexing to those

w ho insist upon clear-cut definitions It only
gradually acquired a constitution of its own,
and no group of interests has ev er completely
succeeded in capturing it If it had become
the preserve of definite classes or families, if

it had been ** closed ” like the Grand Council
at Venice, or professionalized like the parle-

ments of France, it could never ha\e main-
tained its character as the embodiment of

the common will It is a very cunous
paradox, yet it is only a paradox m name,
that the king in parliament was never cut off,
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so to speak, from the community at large,

just because the king was nev er m our period

depm ed of the right tosummon to parliament

whom he willed On the other hand, so

clcep-rootcd ayes the belief m the necessity of

co-operation in the maintenance of law, the

king could never for long dispense with parlia-

ment Fortescue saw this in the fifteenth

century, when he drew his well-known con-

trast between the French and English mon-
archies He was not concerned to emphasize

the importance of parliament as such, for

as a trained judge and administrator he
' looked to the king as his master , but he was
concerned to emphasize the widespread and

obstinate insistence on law and rights m the

English people, and to call attention to the

absence of these qualities m the French

people He probably exaggerated or mis-

understood the contrast But the peculiar

features which he saw, or Tather felt to exist,

in the English had been preserved by the

political system of which the king in parlia-

ment was the highest expression
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great stall bv IL G Collingwood and J K L. Myres (n the first

volume of the Orford History of England. In 1331 t ought to

have referred to D Pasquct. An Essay an the Origin* */ the House

of Commons, turns It, G I) Lallan (Cambndre 132J) and

Helen M Cam, The Hundred emd Vie Hundred flails (London

1930), The sub-title of this last boot, "an outline of local

government In medieval England," describe* its scope and is

more than justified. I should lie, in this connection to mention

a suggestive little took bv A. 15. Whyte Seff-Gartmment at the

King e Command A Study in lie Beginnings of English Demo-

cracy (The Lmvemty of Minnesota Press and Oxford Lmcereity

Press 1934).

The outstanding work on the structure of English society m
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the <-entury Immediately following the Norman Conquest I*

F M Stenton’s The First Century 0/ English Feudalism (Oxford,

1032) This is likely to become a classic

James Tan, Tke Medieval English Borough (Manchester
University Press, 1030) is another book of fundamental im-
portance " It Is rather still

The same is true though not for the same reasons of two big

and elaborate books on the medieval Church These are Irene

Churchill’S Canterbury ytdnunmralion (2 vols SPCh 1033)
and \\ E, Lunt s Financial Eelattonj 0/ the Papacy mth England
lo 1327 (Cambridge, Mass , IB39) In these books an enormous
amount of Information is gathered together and care fullv
arranged Zachary \ Brooke s The English Church and the

Papacy from the Conquest to the reign of John (Cambridge 1031)
is a valuable book, which has called attention lo the was in which
canon law and the papal administratis e system were introduced
Into England, It has stimulated much interesting and Important
discussion

Those who are interested In monastic history will 1* delighted

by a big readable b)>oV bv Bom Hand Knowles The Mownfie

Order in England (Cambridge HUQ) dealing with the period
W3-1210

I wish to mention four short, books all of them relevant to the
theme of m> little study of medieval Irngland because they show
bow matters which at tttst sight are technical or professional can
help us to understand English history better than we did before
These books are N H Galbraith dn Introduction to the Cite of
Uie Iluilic Records (Oxford 1934) Schramm A /futon/ 0/ the
English Coronation (Fng trims Oxford, 1937) A It Wagner,
Heralds and Heraldry in the JliJdle Ages (Oxford 1939), and the
late Eileen Rower s brilliant lectures The ITool Trade in English
tfrdierof History (Oxford HUi) \n these are typical of much
new work rnainlv hidden away in a less accessible form of the
same significant kind

Probably no subject in out tntdveval history has received more
attention than the history of parliament Every now and then
an attempt to summarise the issues in a new wav as m Pasquet •
book mentioned above or A P Pollards earlier work The
Evolution of Parliament revives discussion Much has been
written during the last ten years but though the problems are
becoming clearer and a great deal of new evidence has been
edited and analysed, noUbtv 6y Helen Com J G Edwards,
\ II Galbraith II L. Gray, George Haskins, Caillard Lapsley,« K. Lunt Dons Ravner, II G Richardson and G O baylcs
the litbale is still in tne region of specialism Occasionally as
i? Mav McKisack’s The Parliamentary Representation of the
E»ghsh Borough during the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1932) some part
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of the subject has been neatly and definitely stated so that
there h little more to add but on the major and fundamental
issues general acceptance seems to be still fur away The best
general Introduction to the matter, not because it has won
general acceptance—far from It—but because it is such a live
and courageous book written with breadth of view Is Maude
Clarke 8 Medieval Representation and Content (London 1036)
Until something great and final has appeared Miss Clarke « book
should make students realise the greatness of the subject and
maintain interest in It

Two criticisms were passed on the present study 'after ft

appeared ten years ago One was that the book was too difficult

for the readers for whom it was presumably intended the other
that It said little or nothing about the English villages and the
E-glish peasantry These criticisms can be reduced to one
for the book was intended to be a running commentary on,
rather than an elementary introduction to the development of
English society as an repression of political life and structure
It should be judged from this point of view Apart from the
last section which ought to ha\ e been twice as tong as it is and
more carefully written J do not think that the book Is difficult,

nor ran I see that it contd conveniently have comprised a
separate section on the peasantry As I have briefly explained

on pp IKt-i I believe that the peasantry maintained the state

of the world bat this is not to sav that in the medieval State

it made « peculiar contribution to political development. In

spite of the vote It is not even to-day as influential as it ought

to be Moreover English village and manorial life as all recent

work shows is not ca-fly capable of general treatment by the

historian. One has only to read the relevant sections m the

first volume of the One Cambridge Economic History of Europe

(Cambridge 1011) devoted to the agrarian life of the Middle

Ages to realise this Detailed description is neoesvirv and

fortunately a good book exists m II S Bennett s Life on the

English hlannr A Study of Peasant Conditions, USO-ltOO

(Cambridge 1037) An important essav bv a Kuwian scholar

E A. Kos-mnskr, “Services and Sioney Itrnts in the Thirteenth

Centmy * IEconomic History ffrcusr April 1033), deserves

mention here because it deals with the social classes comprised

in the English village
. ,, . .

In this reprint of Medwcel Lngtand I have been altowed to

mate a few corrections of sips nirpnnts and misleading

sentences.
F M P
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